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ABSTRACT 

A wide range of studies has been undertaken in the area of behavioural finance 

in recent years; but few have used consumer behaviour constructs, which is 

surprising, as investors go through the same decision-making process when 

choosing an investment product as does a typical consumer when deciding on a 

consumer product. Indeed, the investment decision-making process may be 

even more complicated as it often involves a larger sum of 

money. Consequently, consumer behaviour constructs seem likely to provide 

useful additional explanation. 

The objective of the present study was to examine the effects a number of 

consumer behaviour constructs had on investors’ intentions to invest in the 

stock market.  Specifically, two pre-dispositional constructs (i.e. risk avoidance 

and uncertainty avoidance), one general ability construct (i.e. self-efficacy) and 

two category specific ability constructs (i.e. product knowledge and product 

involvement) were chosen to see whether they influenced retail investors’ 

perceptions of risk and uncertainty and their intentions to invest in shares.  

The study yielded interesting findings. It was found that the category specific 

abilities of product knowledge and product involvement had the greatest impact 

on investment intentions, whereas general self-efficacy did not have much 

impact on investment intentions. This adds to our understanding of the factors 

that would impact on the investment decision-making process. The findings 

revealed that perceived risk was the only mediating construct with partially 

mediating effects. Perceived uncertainty did not have any mediating effect. This  
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result is significant as it further emphasises the importance to examine risk and 

uncertainty as two separate constructs since they have a different mediating 

impact on investors’ investment intentions. It was also found in the study that 

there were no potential moderators such as age, gender, education level and 

size of portfolio value that had an impact on the relationships as depicted by the 

investment intentions model. 

Another valuable contribution is that the investment intentions model was 

applicable to both individualistic and collectivistic cultures; Australia and 

Singapore respectively suggesting the robustness of the model. An important 

managerial outcome is that it provided a better understanding of Singaporean 

and Australian investors’ behaviour, which allows stock brokers and financial 

institutions to develop, tailor and promote appropriate personal financial stock 

market investment options to meet investors’ needs.  
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CHAPTER ONE 

INTRODUCTION 

1.1 A Brief Background to Research 

Globalisation and the expansion of the financial markets have provided greater 

opportunities for people to invest in securities and financial instruments, as they 

are no longer constrained by national borders. These financial products include 

stocks, bonds, commodities, real estate and many different types of derivative 

instruments that vary according to their risks and their corresponding expected 

returns. Investors are able to choose investments from a large range of options, to 

suit their own preferences.  

The various products that are transacted on stock markets have long been a 

favourite asset class among investors, as they provide many advantages, such as 

liquidity, low transaction costs and flexibility, when they are compared to many 

other classes of assets. Indeed, the percentage of people who invest in stock 

market securities has risen sharply in recent years (Dreman et al. 2001), which 

suggests there are a growing number of retail investors, many of whom are likely to 

be relative naive stock market investors and who may lack the formal training and 

investment knowledge possessed by institutional investors.  

There is some empirical evidence that suggests sophisticated investors, who tend 

to be institutional investors, are more rational than individual investors (Grinblatt 

and Keloharju 2000; 2001). Because their portfolio values are larger, institutional 
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investors have economies of scale when evaluating investment alternatives and 

are likely to have more knowledge and experience about the market than do 

individual investors (Black 1992). Further, institutional investors appear to be less 

risk averse than individual investors for a variety of reasons, including the size and 

liquidity of their funds, as well as their professional expertise (Aglietta 2000). They 

also have a greater ability to accept losses, at least in the short term. 

On the other hand, individual, or retail investors seem to be less rational when 

making investment decisions (Grinblatt and Keloharju 2000; 2001) and have less 

knowledge and less information about the market (Black 1992). Hence, ignorant, 

uniformed individual investors have been a common group for which research has 

been undertaken (see Nofsinger and Sias 1999). Given their potentially wide range 

of abilities and perceptions, understanding retail investors’ behaviours and 

investment intentions may be more important than understanding institutional 

investors’ behaviour.  

Further, in the present unstable economic climate, the decisions individual 

investors have to make when they consider which investment products to purchase 

have become more complicated and difficult to analyse. Investment decisions can 

be complicated by a number of factors, including rapid changes in business 

conditions, which increase the need for more information and analysis (Clark-

Murphy and Soutar 2004). Retail investors often attempt to overcome their 

limitations in knowledge and expertise by relying on expert advice from financial 

consultants, as well as on their past investment experience with specific products 

(Harrison 2003). Retail investors often refer to financial news and other information 
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sources, such as analysts’ reports, as a basis for their assessment of the risk 

inherent in the products they are considering (Krishnan and Booker 2002). 

However, the recent global financial crisis has shown how problematic it can be to 

rely on others to appraise, analyse and suggest stocks, as they may have very 

different viewpoints to the retail investor considering an investment. Indeed, 

Harrison (2003) emphasised the importance of expertise when assessing risk and 

stressed the need for people to undertake some form of analysis before making an 

investment decision, but this may be difficult for naive investors. 

In an environment in which a growing number of people are investing a part of their 

income and savings in the stock market, an understanding of their investment 

thought processes is becoming increasingly important. The complexity of 

investment analysis and the risks involved in stock market investments make the 

examination of these factors relevant, important and useful. The awareness of the 

behavioural factors that influence people’s stock market investment intentions may 

also help prevent the unnecessary loss of small retail investors’ personal wealth, 

which led to the decision to undertake the present study. 

1.2 The Context of Study 

Singapore was chosen as an appropriate focal location for the current study, as it 

is one of the more established capital markets in the Asia-Pacific region. The 

Singapore Exchange (SGX) is the preferred listing location for almost 800 global 

companies (Monetary Authority of Singapore 2011) and Singapore is the third most 

competitive financial centre in the world, after London and New York (The Global 

Financial Centres Index 2009). This clearly highlights Singapore’s importance as 
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an Asian financial hub. Given these factors, it is important to understand the factors 

that motivate Singaporeans to invest in the stock market. Moreover, the growing 

number of companies that have listed on the Singapore Exchange means investors 

can now select from a wider range of stocks and this may be overwhelming for less 

experienced investors who have started to invest on Singapore’s stock exchange. 

In addition, Singapore has a robust savings and retirement scheme that provides 

potential retail investors with a resource that can be used to invest in the stock 

market. The Singaporean Government requires employees and employers to 

contribute to a savings and retirement scheme on a monthly basis (Central 

Provident Fund Act 2001). The so-called Central Provident Fund (CPF) scheme 

began as a compulsory retirement scheme and has recently been expanded to 

allow people to invest some of their CPF savings (Ordinary Accounts and/or 

Special Accounts) in authorised investments. This choice is allowable where a 

person has funds in excess of $20,000 in an Ordinary Account and $40,000 in a 

Special Account. Consequently, more Singaporeans are now allowed to invest on 

the stock market using some of their CPF savings. 

The opportunity for Singaporeans to invest their retirement savings under the CPF 

investment scheme, as well as the introduction of a number of eligible financial 

instruments, has seen the percentage of Singaporeans investing in financial assets 

rise sharply in recent years. Not surprisingly, therefore, between 2008 and 2010, 

the volume of securities being traded on the Exchange increased dramatically 

(Singapore Exchange Limited 2010). This has increased the importance of 

investment decisions to a very large number of relatively small Singaporean 
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investors, as well as to the Singaporean Government, as its citizens are investing 

part of their retirement and other incomes. It has also increased the need for 

investment training, which is especially important for inexperienced investors 

entering the market (Forbes and Kara 2010). As Kruger and Dunning (1999) noted, 

less knowledgeable people are more likely to overestimate their abilities and, as a 

consequence of their incompetence, they often lack the ability to realise that this is 

the case. 

The ability to participate in various investment opportunities has exposed more 

Singaporean investors to financial risk, as they have increased their investment in 

the stock market. A case in point was the fallout from Lehman Brothers’ recent 

collapse that led to approximately 10,000 retail investors in Singapore losing all or 

a large part of their investments, totalling more than S$500 million in products that 

were linked to Lehman Brothers (Chew 2010). The financial institutions that 

distributed the products were accused of having mis-sold these high-risk products 

to investors, many of whom were elderly, not well educated and not able to 

understand the risks that were inherent in the choices they made.  

More generally, the global financial crisis that began in 2008 meant many investors 

worldwide lost a significant portion of their wealth. The financial crisis had 

destroyed US$34.4 trillion of wealth globally by March 2009, when the equity 

markets hit a low point (Liu 2010). Similarly, the Singaporean stock market 

plunged, with the Straits Times Index dropping from a high of 3800 at the end of 

2007 to a low of 1600 in February 2009 (Lim and Maru 2010). This recent history 
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further emphasises the importance of prudent investing, as many Singaporeans 

have continued to invest in the stock market despite these events.   

After 2008, investors appear to be more concerned about the recovery of the 

economy, due to the slowdown in the US economy (Lynch 2009) and the 

emergence of the sovereign debt crisis in Europe (Darvas and Pisani-Ferry 

2011).These uncertain market conditions are likely to have detrimental impacts on 

investors’ short to medium term investment returns. Further, this uncertainty 

provides little incentive for people to invest, resulting in more cautious attitudes 

towards potential investments. Therefore, it is imperative to examine and 

understand Singaporeans’ investment intentions, so as to help them safeguard 

their wealth and retirement resources. 

The present study was initially confined to Singaporean stock market investors. 

However, in order to see whether the suggested investment intentions model could 

be applied in a cross-country setting, data were also obtained from a similar 

sample of Australian investors, who had invested in the stock market outside their 

work-based pension (or superannuation) schemes. 

Australia is also home to a well-developed, innovative and highly-regarded 

financial services industry and capital market. In terms of financial development, 

Australia was ranked fifth out of 57 of the world's leading financial systems and 

capital markets by the World Economic Forum and it is the eighth largest equity 

market in the world, based on free-float market capitalisation and is the second 

largest market in the Asia-Pacific region, with a A$1.2 trillion market capitalisation 

and average daily secondary trading of over A$5 billion (Australian Securities 
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Exchange 2011). Largely due to its compulsory superannuation system, Australia 

boasts the largest pool of funds under management in the Asia-Pacific region and 

the fourth largest such amount in the world (Australian Securities Exchange 2011). 

Australia has become an attractive investment destination for global investors, as 

well as a home to many major multinational financial services providers, spurred by 

its healthy political and economic position. There is a diverse investor group which 

includes 40% foreign investors, 40% domestic institutional investors and 20% retail 

investors (Australian Securities Exchange 2011). 

As is the case in Singapore, Australia has a pension (superannuation) program for 

employees. Employers are required by law to pay an amount based on a 

proportion of an employee's salary or wage (a minimum of 9%) into a complying 

superannuation fund (Superannuation Guarantee (Administration) Act 1992). 

These schemes can include self-managed superannuation funds. Certain criteria 

have to be met before employees can withdraw funds from their accounts, 

although there are opportunities for people to create their own “do-it-yourself” 

superannuation account.  Consequently, Australia was also seen as an appropriate 

country in which to study people’s stock market investment intentions. 

1.3 A Statement of the Problem.    

Early studies into people’s investment intentions made use of Modern Finance 

Theory (e.g. Dean, 1951; Markowitz 1952; Modigliani and Miller 1958; Black and 

Scholes 1973), which assumes investors are rational and look to maximise their 

return for a given level of risk. Many of these traditional finance theories were used 

by portfolio managers in structuring people’s investment portfolios in such a way as 
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to take into account macro and microeconomic factors. This led to many studies 

that have examined the financial (e.g. Nagy and Obenberger 1994; Clark-Murphy 

and Soutar 2004), economic (e.g. Clark-Murphy and Soutar 2004; Baker and 

Haslem 1973) and demographic (e.g. Lewellen et al. 1977; Warren et al. 1990) 

factors that influence people’s stock market investment decision processes.  

In contrast, the growing field of behavioural finance has focused on explaining 

individual level behaviour, with such research examining the influence micro 

behavioural aspects have on decision-making processes, including heuristics 

(Kahneman and Tversky 1972), representativeness (Kahneman and Tversky 1973; 

Grether 1980), overconfidence (Benos 1998; Odean 1998b; Wang 1998), mental 

accounting (Thaler 1999; Shefrin 2007) and disposition effects (Shefrin and 

Statman 1985). The behavioural finance discipline has expanded our 

understanding of individual investors’ behaviour, providing a better understanding 

of the individual characteristics and psychological processes that frame people’s 

investment intentions and subsequent choices (Ritter 2003).  

Interestingly, the marketing discipline has also focused on how people’s 

background characteristics and psychological processes influence a wide range of 

behaviours, of which investment behaviour may be considered a subset. Studies in 

both behavioural finance and consumer behaviour draw on psychology to explain 

individual level behaviour, often joining these factors with elements from sociology 

and economics. The broader consumer behaviour literature has identified many 

factors that have not or have rarely been considered in the finance literature, such 

as people’s product knowledge, product involvement and self-efficacy. These 
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factors may be especially important and relevant for less experienced retail 

investors, as they have greater need for information and may lack the skills and 

capabilities needed to make successful stock market investment decisions. 

A very large and rich consumer behaviour literature has developed since the 

1960s. However, to date, very few investor studies have examined the applicability 

of consumer behaviour constructs that have been used in a wide range of other 

types of purchase intentions studies. This is surprising, as the link between 

financial investment choices and consumer behaviour has been recognised for a 

number of years (Thaler 1980) and it has been suggested that “financial markets 

provide a rich environment in which to study consumer behaviour” (Wilcox 1999, p. 

90).  

Investment decisions can be categorised as a complex purchase decision (Angell 

1960), as there is a wide and growing variety of investment options, all of which 

have different risk and return profiles, as well as different degrees of complexity. 

Consequently, many of the consumer constructs that have been found to influence 

complex purchase decisions are likely to be relevant to a study of people’s 

investment intentions and the present study was undertaken to see if this was 

indeed the case. 

1.4 The Research Question  

The general research question that led to the present study was whether consumer 

behaviour factors that have been rarely considered or have not been considered in 

finance research influence people’s investment intentions. Clearly, this is too wide 

a question to answer in a single study, as the consumer behaviour field focuses on 
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how individuals make a wide range of consumption related decisions, including 

“what they buy, why they buy it, when they buy it, where they buy it, how often they 

buy it, and how often they use it” (Schiffman and Kanuk 2000, p. 5).  

Rather than investigating the applicability of a general consumer behavioural 

decision-making framework, such as Engel et al.’s (1968) Consumer Behaviour 

Model, Fishbein and Ajzen’s (1975) Theory of Reasoned Action or Ajzen’s (1985) 

Theory of Planned Behaviour, the current study focused on a set of very specific 

consumer behaviour constructs that were seen as being likely to add to our 

understanding of people’s stock market investment decisions. In particular, given 

the important role risk and uncertainty play in investment decisions, the present 

study examined the influence two related pre-dispositional constructs (i.e. risk 

avoidance and uncertainty avoidance) and  three ability constructs (i.e. product 

knowledge, product involvement and general self-efficacy) had on retail investors’ 

perceptions of risk and uncertainty and on their intentions to invest in the stock 

market. A conceptual model that describes these relationships is provided after the 

literature review in Chapter Two, in Figure 2.1. 

While many pre-dispositional constructs have been examined in the consumer 

behaviour field, it is likely risk avoidance and uncertainty avoidance attitudes are 

particularly relevant to people’s investment decisions. Risk is a crucial and 

important aspect in finance and investment theory. However, it has most often 

been examined as an objective factor (e.g. risk relative to return on investment), 

rather than focusing on people’s predispositions towards risk or uncertainty. These 

pre-dispositional factors may be especially important for retail investors, who are 
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likely to vary more on these attributes than are professional institutional investors, 

who are thought to make more rational decisions (Grinblatt and Keloharju 2000; 

2001). 

In consumer behaviour, generalised attitudes toward risk have been studied 

extensively, although few studies have examined risk and uncertainty as distinct 

constructs within a decision-making framework (Ghosh and Ray 1992; 1997). 

Recent evidence suggests predispositions towards risk and uncertainty avoidance 

have different impacts on consumers’ purchase intentions, at least in a tourism 

domain (Quintal et al. 2010a). Therefore, it was seen as important to see whether 

this result generalised to the present investment intentions context. In the current 

study, it was expected pre-dispositional risk avoidance would positively influence 

people’s perceptions of the risk of investing in the stock market and their pre-

dispositional uncertainty avoidance would positively influence their perceptions of 

the uncertainty involved in investing in the stock market, which in turn would impact 

on their intentions to invest in the stock market.  

The consumer behaviour literature has also extensively examined people’s 

perceptions towards the risk or uncertainty associated with specific products. As 

with pre-dispositional studies of risk and uncertainty, few researchers have 

attempted to examine perceptions of risk and uncertainty as distinct constructs, 

although Quintal et al. (2008; 2010b) found risk and uncertainty perceptions also 

had differential impacts on consumers’ purchase intentions in a tourism domain. 

Again, it was seen as important to examine whether this result generalised to the 

present stock market investment context. In the current study, it was expected that 
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risk and uncertainty perceptions about investing in the stock market would have 

separate direct negative effects on people’s intentions to invest in the stock market. 

A wide range of category specific and general ability constructs have also been 

examined in consumer behaviour studies across a variety of product and service 

contexts. Among the various category specific and general ability constructs that 

have been examined in consumer behaviour studies, it is likely product knowledge, 

product involvement and self-efficacy will impact people’s intentions to invest in the 

stock market. Retail investors are likely to have a wider range of product 

knowledge, product involvement and self-efficacy than are professional institutional 

investors. As such, it was seen as important to study the factors that were related 

to these differences.  

People’s product knowledge, product involvement and self-efficacy have been 

related to a wide range of consumer behaviours. For instance, product knowledge 

has been found to decrease people’s dependence on information needs (Johnson 

and Russo 1984) and increase people’s confidence in making correct decisions 

(Bearden et al. 1990). Product involvement has been found to increase the 

frequency of product purchase and product use (Laurent and Kapferer 1985; Mittal 

1989) and has been related to increased knowledge of products, which helps in the 

evaluation of quality and price (Richins and Bloch 1986; Chandrashekaran and 

Grewal 2003). Self-efficacy (Bandura 1997), which is similar to the confidence and 

self-control constructs used in finance research (Stephan 1999; Barber and Odean 

2000), has been found to increase people’s efforts to overcome obstacles 

(Bandura and Cervone 1983; 1986; Cervone and Peake 1986), increasing their 
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ability to assess the uncertainty present in a particular decision (Krueger and 

Dickson 1994) and increasing their propensity to take risks (Cho and Lee 2006).  

In the current study, it was expected that product knowledge and product 

involvement would have separate direct negative effects on people’s perceptions of 

risk and uncertainty, as well as direct positive effects on their intentions to invest in 

the stock market, while self-efficacy was expected to have a direct negative effect 

on people’s perceptions of the risk and uncertainty present in the stock market.  

Finally, socio-demographic factors, such as age, gender, education level and the 

size of a person’s portfolio value, were examined to see whether any of these 

factors moderated the relationships that were suggested in the proposed 

investment intentions model.  

1.5 The Significance of the Study 

The present study was undertaken to improve our understanding of the factors that 

affect Singaporean and Australian retail investors’ stock market investment 

intentions. As already noted, retail investment decisions can be classified as 

consumer products and they are similar to durable goods, as they have economic 

value that is measured by market prices and the investors obtain exclusive 

ownership rights to the investment product once it has been purchased. The 

inclusion of a set of consumer behaviour constructs into a study of retail investors’ 

stock market investment intentions was seen as being likely to suggest important 

academic and managerial implications.  
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From an academic point of view, the present study was seen as adding to our 

understanding of financial investments by integrating important constructs from 

consumer behaviour into a new research context. It highlighted a different area in 

which consumer behaviour researchers can apply their theories and can 

complement researchers working in the behavioural finance field. It was hoped the 

study would identify which consumer behaviour constructs have greater influence 

on people’s intentions to invest in the stock market and, further, that the study 

would clarify the separate roles that risk and uncertainty play in people’s stock 

market investment intentions. The study also provided an opportunity to examine 

similarities and differences in Singaporean and Australian stock market investors’ 

decision-making processes. 

An important managerial outcome was seen to be a better understanding of 

Singaporean and Australian investors’ behaviour, which could be used to develop, 

tailor and promote appropriate personal financial stock market investment options. 

The findings of the study were also expected to provide insights into the influences 

the various constructs had on people’s investment decision-making processes, 

which would help portfolio managers, stock brokers and financial institutions 

interact with their clients. The results could also be used as guidelines for training 

providers who are attempting to design programs to equip investors with the 

knowledge they need to invest successfully in the stock market. This is likely to be 

particularly important, as a large proportion of retail investors lack formal training 

and few such investors have up-to-date information about potential investment 

alternatives (Sirri and Tufano 1998). 
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1.6 The Organisation of the Thesis 

The thesis is organised into nine Chapters. Chapter One provided a brief 

background to the present study and introduced the study’s research objectives, as 

well as its significance. Chapter Two provides a detailed literature review of the 

constructs that were included in study. It also discusses the factors that are likely to 

affect people’s stock market investment intentions and the development of the 

hypotheses within the investment intentions model that was investigated in the 

present study. 

The study’s research design and methodology are described in detail in Chapter 

Three. Specifically, the population of interest, the scope of study and the scales 

that were used to measure the constructs of interest are discussed in this Chapter, 

as is the questionnaire design process, the survey procedures that were used to 

obtain the study’s primary data and the data analysis procedures used to examine 

the relationships of interest. 

The results of the initial data analysis of the Singaporean data are presented in 

Chapter Four, which provides a number of descriptive statistics and discusses the 

measurement properties of the constructs, which were examined through the use 

of confirmatory factor analysis procedures. Chapter Five, which provides a more in-

depth analysis of the Singaporean data, discusses the discriminant validity of the 

constructs and the measurement and structural models that were developed based 

on the hypotheses discussed in Chapter Two. The mediating roles played by 

perceived risk and perceived uncertainty were also examined in this Chapter.  
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Chapter Six presents the results that were obtained from a cross-country 

comparison of Singaporean and Australian investors. The Chapter discusses the 

generalisability of the Singaporean results to an Australian data set, highlighting 

similarities and differences. Chapter Seven examines the influences that some 

potential socio-demographic moderators had on the investment intentions model’s 

various relationships.  

Chapter Eight provides a discussion of the qualitative phase of the present study. 

Face-to-face interviews were undertaken with stock brokers in Singapore, who 

were shown the results of the study and asked about the applicability of the results 

to them in their role as stock brokers. The conclusions of the study and the 

implications of the study’s findings are then presented in Chapter Nine. Limitations 

to the study and recommendations for further research are also described in this 

final Chapter of the thesis.  
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CHAPTER TWO 

LITERATURE REVIEW 

The present Chapter reviews the literature that is relevant to the investment 

decision-making context within which the present study was undertaken. It first 

examines the factors that have been suggested to affect investment decision-

making by researchers in the finance area, including both traditional and 

behavioural finance research. The Chapter then examines a set of relevant factors 

from the consumer behaviour field that suggested a model that might be 

appropriate in an investment intentions context.  

2.1 Traditional Finance Research 

Finance research that has been carried out over the years may be classified as 

traditional finance research and as behavioural finance research. The traditional 

finance research includes Modern Finance Theory and other related earlier 

research. The later behavioural finance research considers the psychological 

aspect of investors. Both of these research areas will be discussed to highlight the 

relevant literature. 

Modern Finance Theory (MFT), as presented in textbooks and taught in 

universities around the world, has evolved over more than 50 years. Seminal works 

in the earlier stages of this evolution include Dean’s (1951) discussion of capital 

budgeting, Markowitz’s (1952, 1959) development of modern portfolio theory, 

Modigliani and Miller’s (1958, 1963) research into capital structure decisions, Miller 

and Modigliani’s (1961) examination of dividend policy decisions, Sharpe (1964) 
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and Lintner’s (1965a, 1965b) capital asset pricing model, Fama’s (1970) 

development of capital market efficiency theory, Black and Scholes’ (1973) option 

pricing model, Jensen and Meckling’s (1976) development of agency theory, 

Ross’s (1976) arbitrage pricing theory and Leland and Pyle’s (1977) signalling 

theory model. MFT is in great part normative and, primarily for reasons of 

tractability, much of it rests on strong assumptions about perfect capital markets 

and the strict rationality of financial agents. Investors and portfolio managers began 

to make use of some of these concepts to structure investment portfolios and to 

formulate appropriate investment strategies. Of interest to the current thesis, is the 

considerable research that has been undertaken to examine the factors that are 

likely to influence retail investor’s stock purchase intentions. While earlier studies 

(e.g. Clarkson, 1962) were undertaken, major empirical studies of retail investor’s 

behaviour largely began in the 1970s with the examination of the impact 

demographic variables, such as age, gender and income, had on people’s 

investment choices (e.g. Lewellen et al. 1977; Warren et al. 1990).  

These demographic factors were found to have an important influence on people’s 

investment decision-making. For example, women weigh risk attributes, such as 

ambiguity and the possibility of loss, more heavily than do men (Olsen and Cox 

2001). As such, women are more likely to emphasise risk reduction when building 

an investment portfolio. Consistent with this line of reasoning, women are 

particularly prone to being overly conservative in their retirement planning 

decisions. Empirical studies examining the asset allocation decisions within 

retirement accounts found women were more likely to invest in safer alternatives 

and were less likely to invest in riskier assets (Bajtelsmit et al. 1999; Dulebohn 
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2002). Similarly, age was found to play a part in influencing investment choices. 

Palsson (1996) found younger people held riskier investment portfolios than did 

older people. The estimated age coefficient suggested risk aversion increased with 

age, with older people displaying less tolerance for risk.  

The research interest in basic demographic variables remains evident even today. 

For example, Korniotis and Kumar (2011) recently examined the investment 

decisions of older individual investors. They found older investors' portfolio 

decisions reflected their greater knowledge about investing, but that their 

investment skills deteriorated with age, due to the adverse effects of cognitive 

aging.  

Researchers have also examined education as a determinant of investment 

choices. In a recent study, Christiansen et al. (2006) found more educated people 

invested a larger fraction of their assets in stocks and bonds. These findings lend 

further support to the proposition made in several studies, which suggested the 

level of education is also an important determinant of people’s choice to participate 

in the bond and stock market.  

Other studies have looked at investors’ risk profiles (Cohn et al. 1975; Barnewall 

1987; Riley and Chow 1992). Barnewall (1987) suggested investors can be 

classified as passive or active investors and found some occupational groups, such 

as corporate executives, lawyers and doctors and dentists, were more risk averse 

than were other occupational groups. These individuals have a greater need for 

security and a lower risk tolerance. On the other hand, active investors who have 

risked their own capital and earned their own wealth are more likely to take risks 
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when investing because they feel they have appropriate experience to take such 

risks (Barnewall 1987).  

Researchers have found economic and company specific factors might affect 

investment decision-making. Indeed, Baker and Haslem (1973) found three factors 

were of importance when people were considering an investment, namely: 

1. The future economic outlook of the industry in which a company operated.  

2. The company’s future economic outlook. 

3. The quality of the company’s management.  

Clark-Murphy and Soutar (2004) also found the quality of a company’s 

management was critical, as were recent movements in the company’s stock price, 

a number of other financial factors (dividend, price-earnings ratio, yield and price 

volatility) and non-financial factors  (industry sector, principal place of operation, 

and the source of the recommendation). Nagy and Obenberger (1994) also 

examined financial and non-financial factors, finding classical wealth–maximisation 

criteria were important to investors, even though they employ a range of criteria 

when choosing stocks. Interestingly, they found brokerage houses’ and individual 

stock brokers’ recommendations go largely unheeded. On the other hand, several 

studies have found such recommendations do affect investment decisions (e.g. 

Krishnan and Booker 2002; Naser and Nuseibeh 2003), suggesting further 

research is needed. 

Differences between institutional or professional investors and retail investors have 

been investigated extensively by researchers who found differences in their 
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displays of behavioural biases (see Barber and Odean 2000; Benartzi 2001; 

Poteshman and Serbin 2003), access to information and training (see Kamesaka 

et al. 2002; Jackson 2003) and level of sophistication (see Grinblatt and Keloharju 

2000; 2001). Of all investor groups, retail investors seem a priori likely to have 

systematic behaviourally induced errors. For example, previous research found 

retail investors traded excessively (Barber and Odean 2000), exercised options in 

an irrational manner (Poteshman and Serbin 2003) and held largely undiversified 

stock portfolios, often with excessive allocations to their employers’ stock (Benartzi 

2001).  

Retail investors are also likely to have access to fewer resources than institutional 

investors when making investment decisions (Jackson 2003). Further, while 

institutional investors are subject to the same cognitive biases as retail investors, 

on average, institutional investors are better trained. The availability of better 

information and better analysis skills allows institutional investors to overcome 

these biases (Kamesaka et al. 2002).   

Traditional finance theory assumes investors behave rationally and that, under 

most conditions, investors make financial decisions that are designed to maximise 

their return for a given level of risk within a diversified portfolio of investments and 

investors are unbiased in their predictions about the future returns of a stock. Even 

before the growth of behavioural finance, researchers who examined individual-

level socio-demographic factors, such as age, gender and wealth, noted that 

investors’ trading patterns displayed some behavioural biases that were 

inconsistent with such an assumption. 
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In contrast, behavioural finance assumes a vital aspect of investment decision-

making is the “subjective aspect” of perceived risk, rather than the “objective risk” 

that is emphasised in traditional finance. The interest in behavioural finance 

research was triggered in part by the growing dissatisfaction with the state of MFT 

towards the end of 1970s. Inconclusive results were obtained when significant 

elements of MFT, such as capital structure decisions and dividend policy decisions, 

were examined, puzzling leading finance scholars (Black 1976; Myers 1984).  

When making an investment, people are exposed to market risks, including stock 

price changes, interest rate changes, foreign exchange rate changes, and 

commodity price changes. Given the risks involved and an expected concern to 

avoid unjustified speculation, traditional finance suggested retail investors would 

adopt a rational and systematic approach to investing if they wished to safeguard 

their capital.  As was noted by Merton (1987), individual investors are rational if 

they buy and sell only stocks that they actively follow and research. They would not 

impulsively buy stocks they do not follow because such stocks happen to catch 

their attention. These investors would, therefore, tend to hold only a few different 

stocks in their portfolios. He also pointed out that gathering information on stocks 

required resources and time and, therefore, he suggested investors would 

conserve these resources by actively following only a few stocks. Interestingly, this 

suggestion is in line with much research into information search undertaken by 

consumer researchers, who have found people tend to undertake very limited 

information search, as the number and complexity of the purchases increases 

(Payne et al. 1988; Timmermans 1993). 
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However, investors might behave irrationally because of their lack of capacity to 

process available information (Simon 1986). Statman (2005) noted that individual 

investors are also often affected by emotions and by cognitive biases when making 

decisions; although “rational” investors are not. Hence, ignorant, uninformed 

individual investors who trade on sentiment have been a subject of many 

behavioural studies (see Nofsinger and Sias 1999). Shiller (1984) and DeLong et 

al. (1990) also suggested fad and fashion, rather than fundamentals, are likely to 

influence the investment decisions of individual investors. This has led to a growing 

interest in behavioural finance, which takes into account the psychological and 

sociological factors that have generally been ignored in traditional finance 

research.  

2.2 Behavioural Finance Research 

Behavioural finance was developed based on the pioneering work by researchers 

in behavioural economics and psychology during the 1960s and 1970s (Ricciardi 

2003). During this period, behavioural finance researchers began to incorporate 

aspects of psychology and behavioural economics that encroached on the domain 

of financial and investment decision-making. Behavioural finance research may be 

said to have effectively started with the publication of DeBondt and Thaler’s (1985) 

article “Does the Stock market Overeact?’ in the Journal of Finance.  Three major 

themes have emerged in behavioural finance, namely, heuristic-driven biases, 

frame dependence and inefficient markets and these themes have been examined 

by a number of researchers (Shefrin 2007).  
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The first theme, “heuristic-driven biases”, refers to the fact that many investors 

develop general principles and apply them as rules of thumb to simplify complex 

tasks and to make many decisions (Marsden et al. 2008). “Representativeness” is 

a typical example of heuristics, in which people make decisions on the basis of 

how representative they feel an event is. For example, a sample is expected to 

have the same characteristics as its parent population (Kahneman and Tversky 

1972). Representativeness leads people to form probability judgments that 

systematically violate Bayes’ rule (see Grether 1980; Kahneman and Tversky 

1973; Tversky and Kahneman 1974). The representativeness bias has several 

implications to investment decision-making. Investors may misattribute the good 

characteristics of a company (e.g. quality products, capable managers, high 

expected growth) as the characteristics of a good investment. This stereotype is 

likely to induce a cognitive error, which can be problematic, as Lakonishok et al. 

(1994) showed ‘‘glamour’’ companies are often poor investments. Investors may 

also feel recent past returns are representative of what they can expect in the 

future (DeBondt 1993). 

Other types of heuristic-driven biases include gamblers’ fallacy, reversion to the 

mean, overconfidence and anchoring (Shefrin 2007). Among these, the 

overconfidence of investors has been examined most often. There is now 

considerable literature that theoretically argues people can be overconfident and 

that this overconfidence can be seen in their investing behaviour. For example, 

overconfident individuals reportedly own riskier portfolios because they 

underestimate the risks (Kyle and Wang 1997; Benos 1998; Odean 1998b; Wang 

1998). They underreact to or are slow to respond to relevant information, as they 
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believe too much in their ability to interpret anecdotal and ambiguous information. 

This leads them to buying (selling) past winners (losers) (Hirshleifer et al. 1994; 

Daniel et al. 1998; Odean 1998b). Many investors also trade excessively because 

they are overconfident. Such investors overvalue the importance of events that 

catch their attention; leading them to trade sub-optimally over time (Odean 1998b).  

The second theme, “frame dependence”, can be described as how investors 

perceive decision problems. An example of frame dependence is “mental 

accounting”, characterised by the way individuals tend to create separate mental 

accounts when trading stocks, instead of considering their whole portfolio return 

(Shefrin 2007). Mental accounting provides a foundation for the way that decision 

makers set reference points for the accounts that determine gains and losses. The 

main idea is that decision-makers tend to segregate different types of gambles into 

separate accounts, and then apply prospect theory to each account, ignoring 

possible interactions. Thaler (1999) summarised the literature in this area and 

concluded that mental accounting influences people’s financial decision-making 

processes. 

Related to mental accounting, prospect theory, first developed by Kahneman and 

Tversky (1979), provides a descriptive framework for the way in which people 

decide in the face of risk and uncertainty. It helps explain how loss aversion may 

lead people to take actions that are not in their best interest (Belsky and Gilovich 

1999). Kahneman and Tversky's (1979) prospect theory, combined with Thaler's 

(1985) mental accounting, is perhaps the leading framework for explaining the so-

called disposition effect. The disposition effect denotes a tendency for investors to 
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sell stocks that have appreciated in value and to hold stocks that have declined in 

value, a phenomenon first noted by Shefrin and Statman (1985), to frame the 

decision to realise capital gains and losses behaviourally. Similarly, Fogel and 

Berry (2006) highlighted the presence of a disposition effect that led to the 

realisation of capital losses being delayed. Indeed, Odean’s (1998a) analysis of the 

trading records of 10,000 individual investors found losing stocks were held for a 

longer period of time than were winning stocks. These studies highlighted the 

impacts disposition effects can have on investors’ decisions to buy, hold or sell 

their stocks. 

Another behavioural finance construct that has been widely examined is the theory 

of regret. Bell (1982) described regret as the emotion caused by comparing a given 

outcome or state of events with the state of a foregone choice. For instance, “when 

choosing between an unfamiliar brand and a familiar brand, a consumer might 

consider the regret of finding that the unfamiliar brand performs more poorly than 

the familiar brand and thus be less likely to select the unfamiliar brand” (Inman and 

McAlister 1994, p. 423).  Shefrin and Statman (1985) also noted that regret was a 

factor in the disposition effect, as the pain associated with realising a loss seemed 

to be greater than the pride associated with realising a gain. 

Finally, the concept of “inefficient markets” (in opposition to efficient market theory) 

is a third major theme in behavioural finance and refers to the mispricing of an 

equity caused by the two other themes. These three themes in the behavioural 

finance discipline differ from traditional finance, as they acknowledge the fact that 
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people are not necessarily rational in their decisions, as psychological factors can 

influence their choices.  

Recently, socially responsible investing (SRI) has also emerged as a topic of 

behavioural finance. According to Lydenberg (2007), social investors do not see 

their return from the market as being a primary concern. Rather, they consider 

returns to the economy and to society as their priority. Glac (2009, p. 42), who 

investigated the motivations of socially responsible investors, found investing in 

SRIs was seen as “an extension of their life-style or identity, wanting to apply their 

social beliefs and values in this area of their economic life as well”. She studied the 

extent to which socially responsible investors were willing to sacrifice return by not 

investing in screened companies to express their beliefs and found social investors 

considered social responsibility to be a determinant of stock selection; regardless 

of the expected return they offer. SRI investors are a strong case of behavioural 

investors, as their choice criteria differ greatly from the standard wealth 

maximisation axioms of traditional finance.  

These socially responsible investors have also pushed for changes in traditional 

financial reporting. For example, Epstein (1994) examined the demand for social 

information by individual investors. The results obtained indicated the usefulness of 

annual reports to corporate shareholders and also highlighted a strong demand for 

information about product safety and quality and about the company’s 

environmental activities. A majority of those surveyed also wanted the company to 

report on corporate ethics, as well as community involvement, as these factors 

influenced their views of the company, highlighting a growing interest in this area. 
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2.3 A Summary of Finance Research 

This review of the financial literature illustrated the development of MFT and 

highlighted the factors that influence people’s investment intentions, including the 

impact of socio-demographic factors, as well as financial, economic and company 

specific factors. It explained the reasons for the dissatisfaction with MFT and the 

subsequent development of behavioural finance, which has examined factors such 

as representativeness, overconfidence, mental accounting, the disposition effect 

and the theory of regret amongst others that influence individual’s decision-making. 

These theories have helped to explain the behavioural biases that are often 

present in investors’ decisions to buy, hold or sell stocks, as well as in their 

portfolio choices.   

Many researchers (see Nofsinger and Sias 1999) have focused their interest on 

retail rather than institutional investors, as they are less rational decision-makers 

and have more behavioural biases. Retail investors have less knowledge and 

search for more information about financial markets than do professional 

institutional investors (Black 1992). In comparison to professional investors, small 

retail investors are sometimes considered to be “dumb”, to the extent that some 

professional investors even use their sentiment as a contrarian measure for 

investment (DeBondt 1998). In other words, professional investors often take into 

account small investors’ choices and invest in a manner that differs from them. 

Despite recent developments in traditional and behavioural finance, few studies 

have examined the range of factors that are central to the consumer behaviour 

field. This is surprising as there is a close relationship between behavioural finance 
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and consumer behaviour, as both have included elements of psychology and 

sociology in their examinations of individual decision-making. Consequently, it was 

seen as appropriate and useful to examine the impact consumer behaviour 

constructs might have on people’s intentions to invest in the stock market. 

However, in order to do this, an understanding of some of the relevant consumer 

research was seen as pertinent and is discussed in subsequent sections. 

2.4 Consumer Behaviour Research 

Consumer behaviour is the study of individuals, groups or organisations, and the 

processes they use to select, secure, use and dispose of goods and services 

(Gabbot 2008). In order to understand the structure of consumer behaviour 

research, it is important to have a sense of the wider field of marketing from which 

consumer research emerged nearly sixty years ago. Many psychologists, social 

psychologists, sociologists and economists influenced the early development of 

consumer behaviour research.  Consumer behaviour began its growth stage in the 

1960s, with the integration of various concepts into comprehensive models of 

buyer behaviour. Well-known models include Nicosia’s (1966) Consumer Decision 

Process Model, Engel et al.’s (1968) Consumer Behaviour Model, Howard and 

Sheth’s (1969) Theory of Buyer Behaviour, Fishbein and Ajzen’s (1975) Theory of 

Reasoned Action and Ajzen’s (1985) Theory of Planned Behaviour. 

These general models were designed to provide a comprehensive explanation of 

the ways in which consumers behaved and the factors that influenced them when 

they were making a particular decision. However, they proved difficult to 

operationalise and many of their relationships could not be tested (Foxall 1980). 
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Less complex middle-range theories, such as those that focused on risk 

perceptions, involvement and information processing, soon emerged. These 

theoretical or conceptual frameworks suggested explanations and predictions in 

defined areas of inquiry (Ward and Robertson 1973), and these research agendas 

are still evident today (see Simonson et al.’s (2005) discussion of recent consumer 

research).    

Consequently, rather than attempting to operationalise a more general behavioural 

decision-making framework, the present study focused on a selected set of 

consumer behaviour constructs that were felt to be directly relevant to the study of 

investment intentions, where attitudes towards and perceptions of risk and 

uncertainty were likely to play important roles. Specifically, two pre-dispositional 

constructs (i.e. risk avoidance and uncertainty avoidance), one general ability 

construct (i.e. self-efficacy) and two category specific ability constructs (i.e. product 

knowledge and product involvement) were chosen to assess their impact on retail 

investors’ perceptions of risk and uncertainty, as well as their intentions to invest 

on the stock market. Prior to reviewing the literature about these specific 

constructs, the overall applicability of the consumer behaviour field to the 

investment decision context would be discussed. 

As was previously stated in Chapter One, the field of consumer behaviour is very 

broad, as it focuses on how individuals make a wide range of consumption related 

decisions, including “what they buy, why they buy it, when they buy it, where they 

buy it, how often they buy it, and how often they use it” (Schiffman and Kanuk 

2000, p. 5).  While all of these aspects of consumer behaviour may be applicable 
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to investment decisions, research that has more specifically focused on purchase 

decisions is of the most interest to the current thesis.  

Consumers are thought to face a host of potential challenges in the process of 

making a purchase decision, including becoming aware of the need for, and the 

availability of, a new product or service, obtaining information about alternative 

choices, identifying likely future events related to the purchase decision and 

considering possible purchase outcomes (Peter and Olson 1993). In a rational 

model, decision-makers carefully consider all of the alternatives and make use of 

all available information in accordance with normative principles of probability and 

logic (Peterson and Beach 1967). It is thought consumers engage in rational 

behaviours to achieve greater efficiency in their decision-making, to reduce 

information processing requirements, to achieve more cognitive consistency in 

their decisions and to reduce the perceived risks associated with future choices 

(Sheth and Parvatiyar 1995).  

One popular rational approach is the subjective expected utility (SEU) model 

(Edwards 1954; 1955). In such situations, a subjective expected utility is produced 

for each alternative and decision-makers are thought to choose the alternative with 

the highest SEU. This approach may be adopted by retail investors when they are 

confronted with a decision to invest or not to invest in a particular stock. However, 

there is evidence that consumers do not always use such rational models; rather 

relying on heuristic approaches that are often not compensatory (Kurz-Milcke and 

Gigerenzer 2007). 
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Since the process that an investor is likely to undertake prior to making a decision 

to invest is similar to that of a consumer, it may be useful to use consumer 

behaviour constructs to examine their impact on people’s intentions to invest in the 

stock market. This may be especially important for retail investors, as they are 

likely to be prone to more biases and to use less “rational” decision-making, as 

they often have less knowledge and less information available to them. As such, 

the consumer behaviour field may offer additional insights into the factors that 

influence retail investors to select investment products to satisfy their investment 

objectives. Specifically, those constructs focusing on risk, uncertainty and personal 

abilities are likely to have a significant impact on retail investors’ decisions. 

Consequently, these aspects are reviewed in the next section.  

2.5 The Selected Consumer Behaviour Constructs 

As was previously outlined, the present study explored people’s decision-making in 

a retail investment context. As was already noted, retail investment options can be 

classified as consumer products, similar to durable goods, as they have economic 

value that is measured by market prices and the investor obtains exclusive 

ownership rights to the investment product once it is purchased. Therefore, retail 

investment decisions can be viewed as relatively complex consumer purchase 

decisions, in which the environment includes a relatively high degree of risk and 

uncertainty. However, this does not necessarily mean “rational” decision-making 

will be used, as consumers often employ heuristics to make such decisions easier. 

Retail investors may lack the knowledge and expertise required to make sound, 

thoughtful decisions. They may attempt to overcome these limitations in knowledge 
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and expertise by relying on expert advice from financial consultants, as well as on 

their past investment experience with specific products (Harrison 2003). Retail 

investors often refer to financial news and other information sources, such as 

analysts’ reports, as a basis for their assessment of the risk inherent in the 

products they are considering (Krishnan and Booker 2002). Product knowledge 

and product involvement have been extensively examined in the consumer 

behaviour literature and are likely to be important antecedents to people’s retail 

investment decisions. 

Similarly, general self-efficacy may also influence retail investment decisions. Self-

efficacy (Bandura 1997) is commonly examined in studies of consumer behaviour 

and it has a close relationship with known investment traits. For example, self-

efficacy is similar in nature to confidence and self-control, which are often used in 

finance research studies (Stephan 1999; Barber and Odean 2000). Self-efficacy is 

likely to impact on investment intentions, based on past investment studies that 

have found confidence and self-control seem to influence investors’ choices 

(Warneryd 2001). 

Retail investors may also have some predispositions that impact on their decision-

making, especially in relation to risk and uncertainty, which are inherent in this type 

of decision-making. Among the many other pre-dispositional constructs that have 

been examined in consumer behaviour studies, such as proneness to loyalty 

(Mittal and Myung 1988; Mellens et al. 1996) and innovativeness (Steenkamp et al. 

1999), risk avoidance and uncertainty avoidance are particularly relevant to 

people’s investment decisions. 
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Risk’s impact has been studied in many fields, including psychology (e.g. Kahn and 

Sarin 1988), sociology (e.g. Douglas and Wildavsky 1982), marketing (e.g. Bauer 

1960; Dholakia 2001), and finance (e.g. Barnewall 1987). Less research has 

focused on the impact of uncertainty, although many researchers have used the 

terms risk and uncertainty interchangeably (Gronhaug and Stone 1995; Hofstede 

2001; Cho and Lee 2006). 

In the present study, risk avoidance and uncertainty avoidance were examined as 

pre-dispositional constructs that were seen as being likely to influence people’s 

perception of risk and uncertainty in investing in the stock market. Risk avoidance 

and uncertainty avoidance have been found to be distinct constructs (e.g. Quintal 

et al. 2010a), as have perceptions of risk and uncertainty in a tourism context (e.g. 

Quintal et al. 2008; 2010b).  Each of these constructs was of interest to the present 

study.  

2.5.1. Risk and Uncertainty 

Over the years, a wide range of research has emerged in the area of risk. Bauer 

(1960) introduced the risk construct into the marketing literature more than fifty 

years ago, but there is still confusion about its role and measurement. Risk is also 

considered an important concept in the finance and economic literature. Investors 

need some indication as to whether the returns on an investment will meet their 

minimum requirements. For a given level of risk, investors are thought to seek to 

maximise their return. Risk is a factor that shapes people’s decisions, such as 

when making an investment choice (Lipe 1998). However, as future events are 

uncertain and not all of these unknowns can be predicted accurately, there are 
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risks and uncertainty in every investment, which led Rescher (1983, p. 79) to argue 

“risk is the chance of a negative outcome”.  

In order to measure risk we must measure both its defining components and the 

chance of negative outcomes. The “estimation of risk is usually based on the 

expected result of the conditional probability of the event occurring times the 

consequences of the event given that it has occurred” (Gratt 1987, p. 98). Milliken 

(1987) found decision-makers who encountered different types of risks such as 

liquidity risk, principal or capital risk and inflation risk, as well as uncertainties, 

responded differently.  

Hofstede (2001) has suggested people who are more risk averse are more inclined 

to feel threatened by risky and ambiguous situations. Hallahan et al. (2004) also 

argued that people assess their risk tolerance level and try to reduce their 

exposure to unacceptable situations; leading to some form of risk management, 

which can be defined as a set of actions taken to change the risk arising from an 

investment (Merna and Smith 1996). This involves identifying risks, predicting what 

they are and how serious they might become, deciding how to deal with them and 

implementing the decisions that are made as a result of this process. There are 

several ways of responding to risk, which include risk avoidance, risk reduction, 

risk transfer and risk retention (Trieschemann and Gustavson 1998). For 

investments, diversification is a common way through which investors minimise 

their non-systematic risks, although systematic or market risks cannot be 

diversified away.  
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An important distinction between risk and uncertainty was made by Knight (1948), 

when he argued that the term risk should only be used to refer to measurable 

uncertainty. This distinction was also made by Bussey (1978), when he noted that 

a decision is subject to risk when there is a range of possible outcomes and when 

known probabilities can be attached to these outcomes. In contrast, uncertainty is 

thought to exist when there is more than one possible outcome to a course of 

action, but the probabilities of these outcomes are not known (Bussey 1978). 

Another way people have differentiated the two terms is to suggest uncertainty 

involves imperfect knowledge (Walker et al. 2003), while risk involves uncertain 

outcomes and consequences (Bauer 1960; Taylor 1974). Uncertainty may result 

from low perceived reliability, perhaps because the information provided for a task 

is inconsistent or has low perceived validity, which implies that available 

information may not properly reflect true values (Ganzach 1994). However, there is 

still a lack of consensus as to the distinction between risk and uncertainty, despite 

considerable research, particularly in consumer behaviour (Mitchell 1999). 

Investment decisions, in particular, are likely to be subject to considerable 

uncertainty. The values of investment products are dependent on many future 

events (Arrow 1988), with unknown probabilities in advance. Investors will not be 

certain about actual results until they sell the investment products. To make 

decisions, investors have to form expectations about the unknown realisation of 

market outcomes (Strassl 1986). Research has demonstrated that investors often 

base investment decisions on the products’ prior performance (Sirri and Tufano 

1998; Moore et al. 1999). The financial analysis of companies, such as trying to 

predict a company’s earnings and future performance, is a complicated and 
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sometimes unstructured process that varies across firms and industries. As such, it 

might be expected that the perceived reliability and perceived validity of such 

processes will also differ.  

Since there is a distinction between risk and uncertainty, it would be expected that 

these aspects might have different impacts on attitudes and behaviour. Some 

researchers have argued that uncertainty has a greater influence on behaviour 

than does risk (Stone and Gronhaug 1993), thus the differences need to be 

highlighted. This distinction may be particularly important in investment decision-

making, as risk and uncertainty are both likely to impact people’s decision to invest.   

However, as was highlighted earlier, the difference between risk and uncertainty 

has rarely been examined by researchers. Few studies have attempted to include 

risk and uncertainty as distinct constructs within a decision-making framework 

(Ghosh and Ray 1992; 1997). Indeed, even when a distinction is made between 

the two constructs, many researchers have used the terms interchangeably 

(Gronhaug and Stone 1995; Hofstede 2001; Cho and Lee 2006).  

In the context of consumer avoidance behaviour, the distinction between risk and 

uncertainty has been examined by Quintal et al. (2010a). Their findings suggest 

that risk avoidance and uncertainty avoidance should be included as distinct 

factors. Risk and uncertainty avoidance attitudes are thought to reflect an 

individual’s general preference towards risk and uncertainty (i.e. a tendency 

towards being risk (uncertainty) avoidant or risk (uncertainty) seeking) (e.g. 

Kahneman and Tversky 1979; Weber and Milliman 1997). 
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2.5.2 Risk Avoidance 

Risk avoidance has been defined as a tendency to be attracted or repelled by 

alternatives that are perceived as being more risky (Weber and Bottom 1989). Risk 

avoidance usually involves the avoidance of a particular threat, which can be 

achieved by eliminating the source of risk or by avoiding alternatives that have 

exposure to that risk. Consumers are known to  identify products they consider to 

be ‘good’ or ‘bad’ in the development of their choice sets as a means to avoid 

selecting the incorrect choice and to reduce their risk. These risk avoidant 

consumers are likely to monitor the outcome and level of risk associated with the 

products under their consideration and attempt to reduce risk wherever possible 

(Chant 1987). In the investment world, risk or uncertainty avoidant individuals may 

seek "risk-free" investments, such as treasury bills, which are backed by the 

government.  

Research has been undertaken to examine the effect risk attitude has on people’s 

choice of investments. In the case of a generalised risk attitude, people might 

choose a riskier option over a less risky option because they have a positive 

attitude towards risk. This was found in Keller and Siegrist’s (2006) study, in which 

they examined the influences financial risk attitude, money attitudes, negative 

ethical stance towards the stock market, income, and gender had on people’s 

willingness to invest in stocks. They found people’s financial risk attitude had a 

positive influence on their acceptance of investment risk and, thus, on their 

willingness to invest in stocks.  
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Some researchers have also made a distinction between risk avoidance and risk 

perceptions (Weber and Milliman 1997). Risk avoidance was seen to be an 

attitude, or a stable tendency, to avoid risk (Douglas and Wildavsky 1982), while 

risk perception was seen as being a transitory response to a stimulus that was 

situation specific (Weber et al. 2002). For example, entrepreneurs differ from 

managers based on their overly optimism perception of risk, rather than on their 

greater preference for taking on risks (Cooper et al. 1988). When differences in risk 

perceptions were taken into account, entrepreneurs and managers preferred to 

take moderate risks.  

It seems that, while individual risk attitudes remain stable over time, risk 

perceptions are dynamic and change according to different situations. This 

illustrates differences in people’s predispositions towards risk. Weber and Hsee 

(1998), as well as Weber and Milliman (1997), examined respondents’ selection of 

risky stock market investments and found support for a distinct relationship 

between risk attitude and perceived risk, with more risk averse people being more 

likely to find ways to reduce their risk. Therefore, it seems appropriate to suggest: 

H1: The greater a person’s risk avoidance attitude, the greater will be 

that person’s perceptions of the riskiness of investing in the stock 

market. 

2.5.3 Uncertainty Avoidance 

Hofstede (1980) was instrumental in developing the uncertainty avoidance 

construct in his examination of national–level cultural values. His uncertainty 

avoidance construct has been examined in a range of contexts and disciplines, 
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including marketing (Donthu and Yoo 1998) and management (Head and 

Sorenson 1993). Hofstede (2001) defined uncertainty avoidance as the extent to 

which a person felt threatened by uncertain or unknown situations and he argued 

uncertainty avoidance was not the same as risk avoidance. He suggested 

uncertainty avoidance was a tendency to be uncomfortable with uncertain 

outcomes and that such situations were tolerated to a greater or lesser extent in 

different cultures. This was clearly highlighted in Becker and Flanegin’s (2010) 

study, in which they examined students in the United States and Australia, finding 

that Australian students had greater uncertainty avoidance than American 

students, indicating that they were less capable of accepting change. 

Researchers have examined the difference between high uncertainty avoidant 

people and low uncertainty avoidant people, and the behaviours they exhibit. 

Hofstede (1994) found low uncertainty avoidant individuals were flexible, accepted 

uncertainty without a great deal of discomfort, took risks easily, showed greater 

tolerance for other people’s opinions and behaviours and did not welcome explicit 

norms (Yoo and Donthu 2002). On the other hand, Hofstede (1980; 1991; 2001) 

and other researchers (Yoo and Donthu 2002; Reisinger and Turner 2003) found 

high uncertainty avoidant people to be more rigid and had a need to control their 

environment and the situations in which they find themselves. They were less 

inclined to make early selections or to accept a single solution to their problems. 

Therefore, these uncertainty avoidant people were more likely to search for 

solutions to reduce their uncertainty, clearly highlighting differences in people’s 

predispositions towards uncertainty.  
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Researchers have also examined the impact uncertainty avoidance has on online 

purchases. Lim et al. (2004) found countries in which people were high on 

uncertainty avoidance worried more about trust in online stores and wished to 

reduce the perceived risk associated with online transactions as uncertainty 

increased in an online environment (Grabner-Kräuter and Lakuscha 2003).  

Consequently, it seems that: 

H2: The greater a person’s uncertainty avoidance attitude, the 

greater will be that person’s perceptions of the uncertainty of 

investing in the stock market.  

2.5.4 Perceived Risk and Uncertainty 

Perceived risk plays an important role in consumer decision-making (Peter and 

Tarpey 1975; Conchar et al. 2004). Researchers have examined perceptions of 

risk in many different contexts, including the evaluation of products and services 

and the adoption of new technologies and products. Research has found that risk 

perceptions associated with making a poor or an inappropriate decision reduce the 

likelihood of a consumer purchasing an alternative (e.g. Jarvenpaa and Todd 1997; 

Bhatnagar et al. 2000; Vijayasarathy and Jones 2000).  

Perceived risk is a subjective expectation of the potential loss associated with a 

decision (Chaudhuri 2002), for which probabilities can be attached to each 

outcome (Knight 1948). Perceived risk arises from different types of potential loss, 

including psychological loss, financial loss, performance loss, physical loss, social 

loss and time loss (Roselius 1971; Jacoby and Kaplan 1972; Stone and Gronhaug 

1993; Mitchell 1998; Chaudhuri 2000; Dholakia 2001). Most research has 
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incorporated one or more of these types of loss in their various studies. In the 

present study, financial risk, in particular, was seen as being more important and 

relevant. When purchasing investment products, consumers may bear greater risk 

than when they buy other goods, as the dollar value is often larger and there are 

no guarantees or possibilities of returning a purchase and obtaining a full refund. 

An investment’s financial risk has two dimensions. As already noted, investments 

often involve a relatively large amount of money. According to the Survey of 

Consumer Finances, stock holdings make up about 35% of households’ total 

assets and are almost equal to the total value of the household’s residential 

property (Bertaut and Starr-McCluer 2000). Therefore, the effects of a failed 

investment could cost the investor a great deal. Financial risk should also take 

opportunity costs into account. These include the return an alternative investment 

might have made, as well as the time and money involved with the investment.  

The performance of investment products is likely to relate to the performance of the 

producers of the investment products. Investing is known to be a risky activity, 

because the value of the investments changes, sometimes rapidly, as these 

changes are influenced by macro-economic and micro-economic factors that are 

not easily controllable (Lin and Lee 2004). If an investor is exposed to greater 

financial risk, he or she is likely to perceive greater risk. 

Perceived risk has been used as an explanatory variable in consumer decision-

making models (Srinivasan and Ratchford 1991). Perceived risk has been 

recognised as an important factor that influences consumers’ behaviour, even 

impacting on consumers’ reliance on price as an indicator of quality (Shapiro 
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1973). Taylor (1974) suggested that, once the level of perceived risk has been 

identified, it is possible to determine people’s behaviour as a function of this risk. 

Therefore, the better we understand what causes people to perceive risk when 

they invest, the better we will be able to understand their behaviour and intentions. 

Studies have also shown that risk perceptions (i.e. a belief or assessment of the 

risk associated with a particular behaviour) have an impact on an individual’s 

behaviour. Weber and Milliman (1997) found people who perceived less risk in a 

behaviour were likely to have a more positive attitude towards that behaviour. 

Similarly, Cho and Lee (2006) found perceived risk increased the amount of 

information search undertaken and transaction frequency, while lowering the 

proportion of assets invested in the stock market. This suggests: 

H3: The riskier a person considers the stock market to be, the less 

willing that person will be to invest in the stock market. 

Studies have also been undertaken to examine the distinction between perceived 

risk and perceived uncertainty. For example, Quintal et al.’s (2008) six country 

study found perceived risk had a greater impact on attitude towards a behaviour 

than did perceived uncertainty. They also noted that perceived uncertainty only has 

a significant negative impact on attitudes in three of the countries, although 

directional support was found in the remaining three countries.   

The impact of perceived uncertainty has not been as widely examined as that of 

perceived risk. Perceived uncertainty can be viewed as a subjective expectation of 

uncertainty about a potential loss, in which probabilities cannot be attached to 

outcomes (Knight 1948). Since probabilities cannot be attached to an outcome in 
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the case of perceived uncertainty, while probabilities can be attached to an 

outcome for perceived risk, it is likely that the more the perceived uncertainty, the 

greater would be the risk perception. It has also been shown that the higher the 

level of uncertainty, as well as the chance of a negative consequence of a 

decision, will result in an individual developing a higher level of perceived risk 

(Oglethorpe and Monroe 1987). This suggests:  

H4: The more uncertain a person considers the stock market to be, the 

riskier that person will consider the stock market to be. 

As was the case with perceived risk, people with lower perceived uncertainty are 

likely to have a more positive attitude towards a particular behaviour. Therefore, in 

the present study, it was expected that: 

H5: The more uncertain a person considers the stock market to be, the 

less willing that person will be to invest in the stock market. 

In sum, past research has suggested risk and uncertainty attitudes are distinct 

constructs that have different impacts on people’s behaviour. However, it is also 

acknowledged that these factors may be influenced by personal abilities. 

Consequently, three such personal ability constructs (product knowledge, product 

involvement and general self-efficacy) are explored in subsequent sections. 

2.5.5 Product Knowledge 

Engel et al. (1993, p. 331) defined knowledge as “information stored within 

memory”, while information search was seen to be the motivated activation of 

knowledge or the acquisition of information. Such a search can be internal or 
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external. Activation is based on the retrieval of knowledge from memory, while 

acquisition is based on collecting information from the marketplace (Engel et al. 

1993).  

Alba and Hutchinson (1987) suggested product knowledge is not a unidimensional 

construct, as it includes two major components, which they termed expertise and 

familiarity. Expertise is a person’s ability to perform product-related tasks, while 

familiarity is the number of product-related experiences a person has accumulated 

over time, including purchase, use and vicarious experiences. There is a 

dependence relationship between expertise and experience, as the development of 

experience results in an improvement in expertise.  

According to Chase and Simon (1973), a high level of knowledge indicates a well-

developed knowledge structure, as well as an ability to comprehend and organise 

information easily. Consequently, a person with greater knowledge will process 

new information more easily than a person with less knowledge. Since these 

people know a lot about an alternative, they are less likely to search out new 

information, as they have enough knowledge to make an appropriate decision 

(Johnson and Russo 1984). Indeed, knowledgeable people are likely to make 

better choices than less knowledgeable people (Blackwell et al. 2006). Prior 

product knowledge allows people to better evaluate a product’s utility, attributes 

and applications and helps in people’s decision-making processes (Brucks 1985).  

Brucks (1985) suggested subjective knowledge includes knowledge and 

confidence in the adequacy of one’s knowledge level. High subjective knowledge 
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also influences a person’s confidence in their ability to perform relevant tasks, 

including searching for relevant information (Duncan and Olshavsky 1982).  

Consumer knowledge is a broad term that includes many different types of 

knowledge. Blackwell et al. (2006) listed five main types of consumer knowledge, 

which they termed product knowledge, purchase knowledge, consumption or 

usage knowledge, persuasion knowledge, and self-knowledge. Product knowledge 

is information about the product itself that is stored in a person’s memory, while 

purchase knowledge includes the various pieces of information a person has about 

buying the product. This category includes what the consumer knows about a 

product’s price, whether it can be bought more cheaply at certain times and where 

the product can be purchased.  

Consumption and usage knowledge include information about how a product can 

be consumed and requirements to use the product. Persuasion knowledge refers 

to what a consumer knows about the strategies and tactics of those who are trying 

to persuade them to buy. Finally, self-knowledge includes a person’s 

understanding of his or her own mental processes. In the present study, the focus 

was on product knowledge, which is of greater relevance and importance in 

present stock market investment context. 

Scholars have suggested problem understanding, or having knowledge, may 

provide a person with solutions or heuristics that can be used when they are 

choosing between various risky alternatives (March 1996; Shapira 1995). This 

suggests people with more knowledge about investment principles are likely to 

make better informed investment decisions, while people with greater product 
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expertise will be more confident about making correct decisions and, therefore, will 

be expected to have less concern about the need for other people’s opinions 

(Bearden et al. 1990). Knowledge also affects how people evaluate the risk that is 

found in their purchases (Murray and Schlacter 1990). For example, the risks 

associated with the purchase of new products are often higher because the 

consumer lacks appropriate information and experience (Havlena and DeSarbo 

1991).  

Several studies have also found support for a negative relationship between 

product knowledge and perceived risk (Srinivasan and Ratchford 1991; Bansal and 

Voyer 2000). If perceived risk and uncertainty are high, a more extensive 

information search is likely to be carried out to increase one’s knowledge 

(Srinivasan and Ratchford 1991; Dowling and Staelin 1994). Consumers can also 

turn to word of mouth or personal sources in this search process (Bansal and 

Voyer 2000). These additional knowledge and information are thought to lead to a 

reduction in perceived risk through a reduction in the uncertainty of the outcome 

(Cox and Rich, 1964).This suggests:  

H6: The better a person’s knowledge of financial matters, the lower 

will be that person’s perceptions of the riskiness of investing in 

the stock market. 

H7: The better a person’s knowledge of financial matters, the lower 

will be that person’s perceptions of the uncertainty of investing in 

the stock market. 
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Specific knowledge about a product is likely to influence people’s decision-making 

processes. Consumer researchers have found knowledge influences different 

phases of the decision-making process (Bettman and Park 1980). Besides 

influencing how a decision is made, knowledge may also determine the final 

choice. Specifically, those who are more knowledgeable are less willing to pay 

prices that do not reflect the quality of the product (Rao and Sieben 1992). Indeed, 

knowledgeable consumers are likely to make better choices than are their less 

knowledgeable counterparts (Blackwell et al. 2006), leading to higher purchase 

intentions. Consumers who are more knowledgeable about product and price 

information may make different decisions than consumers who are less 

knowledgeable. This suggests: 

H8: The better a person’s knowledge of financial matters, the more 

willing that person will be to invest in the stock market. 

2.5.6 Product Involvement 

Involvement is an important concept in marketing and retailing (Traylor and Joseph 

1984; Laurent and Kapferer 1985; Zaichkowsky 1986; Bei and Widdows 1999) that 

is likely to influence investment decisions. Consumers’ product involvement, which 

is of most interest to the present study, has been found to influence decision 

processes and shopping behaviours (Laurent and Kapferer 1985; Mittal and Lee 

1989). Consumers’ product involvement has also been found to be positively 

correlated to product use and product purchase (Laurent and Kapferer 1985; Mittal 

1989). For example, consumers who were highly involved with fashion were found 

to be more likely to spend more money and to shop frequently for products that 
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were interesting to them (Tigert et al. 1976; Fairhurst et al. 1989). Further, 

involvement with a product category seems to influence the amount of mental and 

physical effort people are willing to put into the buying process (Laaksonen 1994). 

Highly involved consumers search for more information before they buy and are 

more likely to process relevant product information, such as the attributes and 

benefits, in greater detail (Goldsmith and Emmert 1991). 

Product involvement influences people’s general approach to the consumer 

decision process from pre-search through to post-purchase evaluation (Clarke and 

Belk 1978; Laurent and Kapferer 1985). Involvement is also a key element in 

revealing an individual’s identity or sense of self (Traylor and Joseph 1984; Bei and 

Widdows 1999) and has been described as a psychological construct (Sherif and 

Cantril 1947).  

Apart from a study undertaken by Krugman (1965), it was not until the late 1970s 

that consumer researchers began to take an interest in involvement. Since that 

time, involvement has had many definitions, or has even had different aspects of 

the same definitions (Laurent and Kapferer 1985; Zaichkowsky 1986). The need to 

give a more precise meaning to involvement is evident. Although there are many 

conceptualisations of involvement, an examination of these definitions suggests 

their crux is personal relevance (Higie and Feick 1989).  

Zaichkowsky (1985, p. 342) defined involvement as “the personal relevance of an 

object based on inherent needs, values and interests,” which was the definition that 

was used in the present study. She took Houston and Rothschild’s (1978) and 
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Bloch and Richins’ (1983) suggestions and developed a personal involvement 

inventory scale which had personal, physical and situational dimensions.  

In a comprehensive examination of involvement, Laaksonen (1994) distinguished 

three definitional approaches, which he termed cognitively-based definitions, 

individual-state definitions and response-based definitions. A common feature of 

the cognitively-based involvement definitions is that involvement is related to the 

perceived personal relevance an object has to an individual (Engel and Blackwell 

1982; Slama and Tashchian 1985; Peter and Olson 1987). These definitions 

suggest involvement reflects the degree to which people devote themselves to a 

particular product. Involvement is the strength or extent of an object’s relatedness, 

connection or engagement to an individual’s self-concept, needs and/or personal 

values. 

On the other hand, individual-state definitions focus on the mental state evoked by 

a stimulus or stimuli. They do not require personal relevance or the arousal of 

central values as prerequisites for involvement. They see involvement as similar to 

expressions that describe an individual’s internal state of mind. Three individual-

state definitions have been termed stimulus-centred definitions (Houston and 

Rothchild 1978; Smith and Beatty 1984), temporal state definitions (Mitchell 1979; 

Antil 1984) and enduring-state definitions (Mittal 1982), although the common 

denominator is that they treat involvement as a motivational state.  

These stimulus-centred definitions view external characteristics as determinants of 

involvement. The temporal state and enduring-state definitions suggest 

involvement is dependent on the characteristics of the stimulus situation and of the 
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individual. Temporal-state definitions treat involvement as an actualised 

motivational state within a situation, while enduring-state definitions view 

involvement as a latent tendency to be motivated in a stimulus situation. 

Finally, in response-based definitions, involvement is described by a person’s static 

or dynamic responses to a stimulus object or stimuli. The initial ideas for studying 

involvement in terms of specific response patterns came from Krugman’s (1965) 

pioneering information processing research.  

During recent years, the involvement construct has received more attention in 

consumer research. Its conceptualisation owes much to social psychology and can 

be traced back to “Social Judgment Theory”, which was developed by Sherif and 

his associates (Sherif and Cantril 1947; Sherif and Howland 1961; Sherif et al. 

1965). In social psychology, involvement has been examined in persuasive 

communication contexts, whereas, in consumer research, the framework within 

which involvement has been studied is broader and includes different aspects of 

people’s behaviour.  

Studies have shown product involvement is closely related to product knowledge 

(Celsi and Olson 1988). However, Sujan (1985) found product involvement and 

product knowledge affected consumers’ information processing independently, 

despite their significant correlation. Therefore in the present study, it was seen as 

being appropriate to examine the impact of knowledge and involvement separately. 

Product involvement has been related to perceptions of risk (Dowling 1986; 

Mitchell 1999; Chaudhuri 2000; Dholakia 2001). For example, Laurent and 

Kapferer’s (1985) conceptualisation of involvement had four components (the 
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product’s pleasure value, its symbolic value, risk importance and probability of 

purchase error), of which two are related to risk. Interestingly, Howcroft et al. 

(2007) study of bank customers’ risk perceptions found customer wanted greater 

product information and more involvement with their banks.  

Indeed, perceived risk has been seen as a consequence of product involvement. 

Venkatraman (1989) suggested that, since enduring involvement is a long-term 

product concern, while perceived risk is limited to a purchase situation, enduring 

involvement precedes risk. She found evidence of low perceived risk for 

consumers with high enduring involvement and concluded that enduring 

involvement increased people’s risk-handling capabilities. Risk reduction is also 

linked to involvement, as high involvement with a single brand is commonly known 

as brand loyalty, which has been shown to be a major risk reducer (Roselius 

1971).  Consequently, based on this prior research, it can be suggested that: 

H9: The greater a person’s involvement in financial matters, the lower 

will be that person’s perceptions of the riskiness of investing in the 

stock market.  

H10: The greater a person’s involvement in financial matters, the lower 

will be that person’s perceptions of the uncertainty of investing in 

the stock market. 

Product involvement has also been studied in relation to consumer product choice 

behaviour (Laurent and Kapferer 1985; Flynn and Goldsmith 1993; Kapferer and 

Laurent 1993). For example, Youngdahl et al. (2003) found people’s confidence in 

making product choices was influenced by their involvement with the product. The 
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level of involvement also leads to different behaviours, such as the extent of 

decision-making and information processing (Robertson 1976; Zaichkowsky 1985).  

Studies have also shown consumers who have high involvement with a particular 

product have the essential information in greater detail than do consumers who 

have lower involvement with that product (Chaiken 1980), resulting in such 

consumers accepting fewer alternatives (Petty and Cacioppo 1981). Consumers 

with high product involvement also have better knowledge of products and 

attributes than do less involved consumers; thus, they have greater ability to 

evaluate the quality and price of these products (Richins and Bloch 1986; 

Chandrashekaran and Grewal 2003), leading to higher purchase decisions. This 

suggests: 

H11: The greater a person’s involvement in financial matters, the more 

willing that person will be to invest in the stock market. 

2.5.7 Self-Efficacy 

Self-efficacy is a more general construct than that of product knowledge and 

product involvement. Self-efficacy refers to a person’s ability to exercise control 

over his or her actions (Bandura 1997). High self-efficacy people perceive 

themselves as being able to analyse, process and make accurate inferences from 

complex information and are able to assess the uncertainty present in a particular 

situation much better than other people (Kruger and Dickson 1994). As self-

efficacy can affect people’s risk perceptions, it is also believed that it is likely to 

affect investment intentions indirectly.  
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Self–efficacy has been defined as “an individual’s belief in one’s capability to 

organise and execute the course of action required to produce given attainments” 

(Bandura 1997, p. 3). Bandura (1999) drew a distinction between efficacy 

expectations and response-outcome expectations. An outcome expectancy is a 

person’s estimate that a given behaviour will lead to particular outcomes, while an 

efficacy expectation is “the conviction that one can successfully execute the 

behaviour required to produce the outcomes” (Bandura 1999, p. 287). Bandura 

(1999) further explained that the strength of people’s conviction in their own 

effectiveness is likely to affect whether they will try to cope with a given situation. 

Self-efficacy has been conceptualised and studied as a state-like concept, called 

specific self-efficacy (SSE) (Gist and Mitchell 1992; Lee and Bobko 1994), and as 

a trait-like construct, which is referred to as general self-efficacy (GSE) (Judge et 

al. 1997). GSE has been defined as “individuals’ perception of their ability to 

perform across a variety of different situations” (Judge et al. 1998, p. 170). Eden 

(1988) noted that GSE and SSE both include people’s beliefs about their ability to 

achieve desired outcomes, but the constructs differ in the scope of the 

performance domain, which means GSE is more resistant to ephemeral influences 

than is SSE. Shelton (1990) suggested GSE emerges over a person’s life span as 

they experience successes and failures across different task domains.  

Chen et al. (2001) also suggested GSE captures differences in people’s tendency 

to view themselves as capable of meeting task demands in a broad array of 

contexts and they developed a general self-efficacy scale to measure this 
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construct. The concept of GSE was included in the present study, as it was seen 

as likely to be relevant in the present stock market investment context.  

Confidence and Self-control 

Confidence and self-control are two behavioural finance concepts that are closely 

related to self-efficacy. Keynes (1936) argued profit expectations and the state or 

degree of confidence investors placed on their profit estimations were important 

determinants of their investment choices. People differ in how much confidence 

they have in their judgments and decisions, although they tend to overestimate 

their own ability (Warneryd 2001). In uncertain situations, such as when making 

investment decisions, confidence in one’s judgment might help decision-making 

and increased chances of success if that confidence was realistic. However, if this 

judgment was not realistic, decisions might lead to losses being incurred.  

Confidence and overconfidence have been used to explain reactions to the stock 

market (Stephan 1999). They are more commonly examined by behavioural 

finance researchers, who do not assume investors will behave rationally. An 

overconfident investor overestimates the precision of his or her private information 

signals, but not the precision of publicly received information signals (Daniel et al. 

1998). Overconfidence is also frequently used as an explanation for a high level of 

trading activity (Barber and Odean 2000), as overconfident people seem to trade 

more and to accept more risks when they trade.   

Similarly, self-control or willpower is another important concept. According to 

Fisher (1930), foresight and willpower are essential components of self-control. A 

high degree of self-control enables a person to abstain from present enjoyment in 
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order to increase his or her future enjoyment. Self-control means taking time to 

reflect on matters, refraining from making decisions that current emotions favour 

and training oneself to view a single decision as part of a longer series of decisions 

over time (Warneryd 2001). 

In contrast to overconfidence and self-control, people with high self-efficacy 

perceive themselves as being able to exercise control over their actions. Thus, 

self-efficacy may provide a more comprehensive explanation of investors’ 

decisions. In other words, people with high self-efficacy are able to exercise self-

control, have more confidence in their ability to make correct decisions and, thus, 

are more likely to invest in the stock market. 

Perceived self-efficacy has a direct influence on people’s choices of activities and 

settings, but it can also affect the amount of effort they put in once activities and 

settings are initiated (Bandura and Cervone 1983; 1986; Cervone and Peake 

1986). It can also determine how much effort people will put in and how long they 

will persist in the face of obstacles and adverse experiences. It seems that, the 

greater a person’s perceived self-efficacy, the greater the effort they are willing to 

expend (Bandura 1988). When faced with difficulties, people who are beset by self-

doubts about their capabilities reduce their efforts or abort their attempts 

prematurely and quickly settle for mediocre solutions, whereas those who have a 

strong belief in their capabilities exert greater effort to master the challenge and get 

a positive outcome (Bandura and Cervone 1983; 1986; Cervone and Peake 1986).  

Besides, knowledge and involvement, self-efficacy has also been shown to 

influence people’s risk perceptions (Pattni et al. 2007) and it seems that the greater 
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a person’s self-efficacy, the greater is that person’s propensity to take risks (Cho 

and Lee 2006). They found higher self-efficacy, greater wealth and a higher risk-

taking propensity, lowered an individual’s perception of the level of risk in the stock 

market. This suggests: 

H12: The greater a person’s general self-efficacy, the lower will be 

that person’s perceptions of the riskiness of investing in the 

stock market. 

It has also been noted that people with high self-efficacy perceive themselves as 

being able to analyse, process and make accurate inferences from limited or 

complex information. Self-efficacy can influence how people assess the uncertainty 

that is present in a particular situation (Krueger and Dickson 1994). Dulebohn 

(2002), for example, found people with high self-efficacy were more likely to 

evaluate the inherent uncertainty in an investment situation as less uncertain, 

which led them to opt for riskier alternatives among their investment allocation 

options. In other words, an investor with high self-efficacy is likely to cope with 

perceived risk and uncertainty better. This suggests:  

H13: The greater a person’s general self-efficacy, the lower will be 

that person’s perceptions of the uncertainty of investing in the 

stock market. 

Based on the literature reviewed in the previous sections of this Chapter, a number 

of hypotheses were suggested. The research model based on these hypotheses, 

which can be seen in Figure 2.1, underpinned the present study. The hypotheses 
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that led to this model were outlined throughout the Chapter, but were formally re-

presented in Table 2.1 for ease of exposition. 

Product 

Knowledge

Product   

Involvement

Self-Efficacy

Risk 

Avoidance

Uncertainty 

Avoidance

Perceived 

Risk

Perceived 

Uncertainty

Investment 

Intentions

H8 (+)

H6 (-)

H2 (+)

H4 (+)

H3 (-)

H9 (-)

H11 (+)

H13 (-) 

H1 (+) 

H10 (-)

H7 (-)

H12 (-)

H5 (-)

  

Figure 2.1: The Proposed Investment Intentions Model 
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Table 2.1: The Present Study’s Hypotheses 

H1 

 

The greater a person’s risk avoidance attitude, the greater will be that 
person’s perceptions of the riskiness of investing in the stock market. 

H2 The greater a person’s uncertainty avoidance attitude, the greater will 
be that person’s perceptions of the uncertainty of investing in the stock 
market. 

H3 

 

The riskier a person considers the stock market to be, the less willing 
that person will be to invest in the stock market. 

H4 

 

The more uncertain a person considers the stock market to be, the 
riskier that person will consider the stock market to be. 

H5 The more uncertain a person considers the stock market to be, the 
less willing that person will be to invest in the stock market. 

H6 

 

The better a person’s knowledge of financial matters, the lower will be 
that person’s perceptions of the riskiness of investing in the stock 
market. 

H7 

 

The better a person’s knowledge of financial matters, the lower will be 
that person’s perceptions of the uncertainty of investing in the stock 
market. 

H8 The better a person’s knowledge of financial matters, the more willing 
that person will be to invest in the stock market. 

H9 The greater a person’s involvement in financial matters, the lower will 
be that person’s perceptions of the riskiness of investing in the stock 
market. 

H10 The greater a person’s involvement in financial matters, the lower will 
be that person’s perceptions of the uncertainty of investing in the stock 
market. 

H11 The greater a person’s involvement in financial matters, the more 
willing that person will be to invest in the stock market. 

H12 The greater a person’s general self-efficacy, the lower will be that 
person’s perceptions of the riskiness of investing in the stock market 

H13 

 

The greater a person’s general self-efficacy, the lower will be that 
person’s perceptions of the uncertainty of investing in the stock 
market. 
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2.6 Summary 

The present Chapter discussed past research that has examined the different 

constructs that were relevant to the present study. It examined relevant finance 

and consumer research to suggest a number of constructs that were likely to be 

useful in understanding retail investors’ intentions to invest in the stock market. The 

literature review and the hypotheses that came from this review, led to the 

development of the research model shown in Figure 2.1 that underpinned the 

present study. The methodology that was undertaken to examine this model is 

discussed in detail in Chapter Three, while the results obtained, as well as their 

implications, are discussed in subsequent Chapters. 
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CHAPTER THREE 

RESEARCH DESIGN AND METHODOLOGY 

The present Chapter describes the scope of the research project, the samples 

obtained, the measures that were used within the study, the data collection 

procedures that were undertaken and the methods of analysis that were used in 

this investigation. It begins with a discussion of the scales that were adopted to 

measure the constructs that were included in the stock market investment 

intentions model that was suggested in Chapter Two. The data collection 

procedures, the design of the questionnaire, the populations of interest, sample 

size and the methods of analysis that were used are then discussed in turn. 

3.1 The Model’s Measures 

The constructs in the suggested model, which was shown in Figure 2.1 and can be 

seen on page 58, were measured using scales adapted from past research. 

Wherever possible, multiple item scales that had been found to have good 

measurement properties across a number of cultures were chosen, as the study 

examined the suggested model using Singaporean and Australian data. Wherever 

necessary, the scales used were modified to fit the current stock market 

investment intentions context and a common scaling option (a seven-point Likert-

type scale) was used where possible to ensure consistency across the constructs. 

These scales are discussed in turn in subsequent sections. 
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3.1.1 Product Knowledge 

Laroche et al. (2003) developed a seven-item scale to measure product 

knowledge. The scale was based on an earlier scale developed by Park et al. 

(1994) and included items that measured experience and subjective knowledge. 

The experience aspect was measured through items that asked about the actions 

respondents performed in relation to a particular product, while subjective 

knowledge was measured by asking respondents to evaluate their knowledge 

about a product. Laroche et al.'s (2003) scale was used in the present study as it 

has been found to be reliable in past studies (alpha = 0.85) and it could be easily 

adapted to the present stock market investment research context.  

In the present research, the words ‘item’ and “this kind of decision” were replaced 

by words that were related to the present stock market investment research 

context, as can be seen in the sentences that were used. Other minor changes 

were made to the wording to reflect the present stock market research context. The 

seven items that were used to measure product knowledge in the present study 

were: 

1) I know a lot about investing in shares. 

2) I know more about investing in shares than most people. 

3) I am very well informed about investing in shares. 

4) Compared with experts, I know a lot about investing in shares. 

5) I search a lot of information when I am considering investing in shares. 
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6) I often invest in shares. 

7) I have a lot of experience in investing in shares. 

3.1.2 Product Involvement 

Zaichkowsky (1985) developed a widely used involvement scale. However, not all 

of the twenty items were relevant to the present stock market investment research 

context. Laroche et al. (2003) have suggested an eleven-item involvement scale 

based on Zaichkowsky’s (1985) original scale that seemed to cover the aspects 

needed in the present context. The revised scale was found to be extremely 

reliable (alpha = 0.94) in their study and could be easily adapted to the present 

stock market investment research context. Consequently, this scale, which was 

measured by means of a semantic differential scale, was chosen in this case. The 

eleven items that were used to measure involvement, in which the semantic 

differential scales’ other end points are shown in parentheses, were: 

1) Making a decision to invest in shares in the next three months would be 
insignificant (significant). 

2) Making a decision to invest in shares in the next three months does not 
matter to me (does matter to me). 

3) Making a decision to invest in shares in the next three months would be 
unimportant (important). 

4) Making a decision to invest in shares in the next three months would be 
worthless (valuable). 

5) Making a decision to invest in shares in the next three months would means 
nothing to you (means a lot to you). 
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6) Making a decision to invest in shares in the next three months would be not 
essential (essential). 

7) Making a decision to invest in shares in the next three months would be 
useless (useful). 

8) Making a decision to invest in shares in the next three months would be of 
no concern to me (concern to me). 

9) Making a decision to invest in shares in the next three months would be 
undesirable (desirable). 

10) Making a decision to invest in shares in the next three months would be 
superfluous (vital). 

11) Making a decision to invest in shares in the next three months would be 
boring (interesting). 

3.1.3 Self-Efficacy 

Bandura (1986; 1997) suggested a construct which he termed specific self-

efficacy, that varied on three dimensions (level or magnitude, strength and 

generality). His restrictive words “given situational demands” have given self-

efficacy a narrow scope, limiting most people’s research to the first two 

dimensions. Self-efficacy was viewed as a task specific or state-like construct.  

However, in the present study, a general self-efficacy construct was seen as more 

suitable for the stock market investment context that was being examined. General 

self-efficacy has been defined as “individuals’ perception of their ability to perform 

across a variety of different situations” (Judge et al. 1998, p.170), which means 

investors need to know how to invest and what to invest in when faced with 

different stock market conditions. Chen et al. (2001) developed an eight-item 
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general self-efficacy scale that was found to be very reliable (alpha > 0.85) in their 

study and that could be easily modified to the present research context. 

Consequently, their scale was used, with minor changes being made to the 

wordings of the items to reflect the present stock market research context. The 

eight items that were used to measure self-efficacy in the present study were: 

1) I feel I am able to achieve most of the goals I set for myself. 

2) I feel certain I can complete difficult tasks. 

3) I feel I can achieve outcomes that are important to me. 

4) I succeed at most things I try to do. 

5) I generally overcome the challenges I face. 

6) I am confident I can perform many different tasks effectively. 

7) Compared to other people, I perform most tasks well. 

8) Even when things are tough, I perform well. 

An additional item was taken from Forbes and Kara’s (2010) study in which self-

efficacy was examined by asking respondents how capable they were of making 

decisions. Their self-efficacy item that was used in the present study was: 

9) I am confident about my ability to make decisions.  
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3.1.4 Risk Avoidance 

Very few risk avoidance scales have been developed. Quintal et al. (2010a) used a 

three-item scale that was based on an earlier scale suggested by Donthu and 

Gilliland (1996). As Donthu and Gilliland’s (1996) risk avoidance scale was reliable 

(alpha = 0.78) in their study and could easily be adapted to the present stock 

market investment research context, it was used in the present study. Their items 

that were used to measure risk avoidance in the present study were: 

1) I would rather be safe than sorry. 

2) I want to be sure before I make a choice. 

3) I avoid risky choices. 

Some additional items were included to broaden the measure. These items were 

adapted from Zhou et al.’s (2002) study, which, had suggested a measure of risk 

aversion based on a scale developed earlier by Raju (1980), and from a study 

undertaken by Quintal et al. (2006). These items were reworded to suit the present 

stock market investment research context. The additional items that were used to 

measure risk avoidance in the present study were: 

4) I am cautious about trying new things. 

5) I would rather stick to things I know than try new things. 

6) I don’t buy if I don’t know the risk of the purchase. 

7) I don’t choose risky alternatives. 
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3.1.5 Uncertainty Avoidance 

As was the case with risk avoidance, very few uncertainty avoidance scales have 

been developed. Quintal et al. (2010a) used a five-item uncertainty avoidance 

scale that was based on earlier scales (Hofstede 1980; Yoo and Donthu 2002). As 

the scale used by Yoo and Donthu (2002) had been found to be reliable (alpha = 

0.88) in their study and could easily be adapted to the present stock market 

investment research context, it was used in the present study. The scale is based 

on Hofstede’s (1980) uncertainty avoidance index, which has been widely used by 

researchers across many disciplines. The five items that were used to measure 

uncertainty avoidance in the present study were: 

1) It is important to have things spelled out in detail so I know what I am 
expected to do. 

2) It is important to closely follow set procedures. 

3) Rules and regulations are important because they tell me what is expected 
of me. 

4) Standardised procedures are helpful to me. 

5) Instructions are important to me.  

3.1.6 Perceived Risk 

Laroche et al. (2003) used a three-item scale to measure perceived risk that was 

based on an earlier scale developed by Stone and Gronhaug (1993) and they 

found it to be reliable (alpha = 0.86) in their study. The three questions were easily 

revised to suit the present stock market investment research context, although the 
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time horizon was reduced from 12 months to 3 months to better reflect the present 

rapidly changing investment environment. The three items that were used to 

measure perceived risk in the present study were: 

1) I think you could easily make mistakes if you were to invest in shares in the 
next three months. 

2) Investing in shares in the next three months could cause lots of trouble. 

3) Buying shares in the next three months would be risky. 

Some additional items that were used in Stone and Gronhaug’s (1993) earlier 

study that were seen to be relevant to the present study were also included in the 

questionnaire. These items were also reworded to suit the stock market investment 

research context of this study, with words like ‘personal computer’ being replaced 

by ‘shares’ and, as with the earlier items, the time horizon was changed from 12 

months to 3 months. The additional items used to measure perceived risk in the 

present study were: 

4) Investing in shares in the next three months would be foolish. 

5) There is a high potential for loss if you buy shares in the next three months. 

6) People investing in shares in the next three months could lose a great deal. 

3.1.7 Perceived Uncertainty 

Very few studies have developed scales to measure perceived uncertainty. 

Consequently, items used by other researchers that were seen as being closely 

related to uncertainty were adapted for use in the present study. For example, 
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Bstieler (2005) developed a scale that measured market uncertainty. This scale 

was based on earlier scales suggested by Cooper (1985), Miller and Droege 

(1986) and Milliken (1987). The latter scale measured the predictability of a market 

by asking whether it was easy to forecast or hard to anticipate the market’s 

movements. Another item that has been used to measure uncertainty is a 

comparison of the stability of the market with a rapidly changing complex 

environment when making decisions. Since these two items were seen as being 

relevant to stock market investors, they were reworded and included in this study 

to measure perceived uncertainty. The items used in this case were: 

1) I think the share market is likely to be predictable over the next three 
months.    

2) I think the share market is likely to be a complex environment in which to 
make choices over the next three months. 

Similarly, Ellis and Shpielberg (2003) had measured uncertainty by asking 

respondents: “In the past three months, how often did difficult problems arise in 

your work for which there were no immediate or apparent solutions?” This question 

was reworded to ask how difficult respondents felt it would be to assess the stock 

market over the next three months. Thus, the additional question asked in the 

present study was: 

3) It is likely to be difficult to assess the share market’s movement over the 
next three months. 

Another item from Ellis and Shpielberg’s (2003) study asked “what percent of the 

time are you generally sure of what the outcome of work efforts will be?” This 

question was also reworded to measure respondents’ confidence in estimating 
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stock market movements, which led to the fourth item that was used to measure 

perceived uncertainty in the present study: 

4) I am generally sure about the share market’s likely movements over the next 
three months. 

3.1.8 Investment Intentions 

Soderlund and Ohman (2003) suggested intentions should be measured as 

expectations, plans and wants. He found the strongest association between 

satisfaction and intentions occurred when intentions were measured as wants. As 

Soderlund and Ohman’s (2003) study could easily be adapted to the present stock 

market investment research context, it was used in this case. The items used in the 

present study were: 

1) I intend to invest in shares in the next three months 

2) I plan to invest in shares in the next three months.  

3) I want to invest in shares in the next three months. 

Some additional items, which were taken from Dodds et al.’s (1991) earlier study, 

were also reworded to suit the present research context and used to measure 

investment intentions.  These items were: 

4) There is a high probability I will invest shares in the next three months. 

5) I am likely to invest in shares in the next three months.  

6) I would like to invest in shares in the next three months. 
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Table 3.1 provides a summary of the study’s constructs and shows the number of 

items that were used to measure each construct, the answer format that was used 

in each case and the source of the items. 

Table 3.1: An Overview of the Constructs used in the Study 

Construct Items Answer format Source of the items 

Product 
Knowledge 

7 Likert-type Scale Laroche et al. (2003) 

Product 
Involvement 

11 Semantic 
Differential Scale 

Laroche et al. (2003) 

Self-Efficacy 9 Likert-type Scale Chen et al. (2001)      

Forbes and Kara (2010) 

Risk 
avoidance 

7 Likert-type Scale Quintal et al. (2006)  

Quintal et al. (2010a) 

Zhou et al. (2002)      

Uncertainty 
Avoidance 

5 Likert-type Scale Quintal et al. (2010a) 

Perceived 
Risk 

6 Likert-type Scale Laroche et al. (2003)   

Stone and Gronhaug (1993) 

Perceived 
Uncertainty 

4 Likert-type Scale Bstieler (2005)  

Ellis and Shpielberg (2003) 

Investment 
Intentions 

6 Likert-type Scale Dodds et al. (1991) 
Soderlund and Ohman (2003) 

 

3.2 The Data Collection Approach 

The data that were used in the present study were provided by members of an 

online panel, who were recruited by email and paid by the panel provider in ‘points’ 
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that were used for online purchases. The advantages and disadvantages of such 

an approach were examined before deciding to use this approach for data 

collection. The key reasons that led to the selection of an online survey method 

were anonymity, convenience, data completeness, data accuracy and cost 

advantages that online surveys have over the traditional approaches. 

 Anonymity increases with online surveys and they reduce social and 

interviewer bias (Smith and Leigh 1997; Epstein et al. 2001; Knapp and Kirk 

2003). This sense of anonymity allows respondents to disclose more 

information than they do when participating in a paper-based questionnaire 

(Buchanan 2000). However, respondents can be concerned about the 

security of their information (Couper et al. 1999) and concerned that their 

responses might be used for other activities, such as direct marketing, list-

building, credit rating or fund raising purposes (Bowers 1998). Professional 

research firms, however, have a code of ethics that prevents such issues 

and panel members are informed of this and must agree to participate 

before any survey is sent to them.  

 The convenience of an online survey is a benefit because people can 

respond from their own homes and at a time of their own choosing. They 

may take as much time as they need to answer the questions. As mentioned 

by Hogg (2003), rather than being annoyed at an inconvenient time with a 

telephone survey, respondents can complete online surveys at their own 

convenience and comfort. 
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 Data collected online has fewer or no missing values because electronic 

surveys can be checked as and when people respond (Truell et al. 2002; 

Truell 2003). This is an obvious benefit of online surveys, as missing data, 

which is often common in traditional data collection approaches, can reduce 

the usable number of responses significantly (Duray et al. 2000; Kathuria 

2000). Due to the budgetary constraints of the present study, which meant 

large samples could not be obtained, it was seen as important to have 

complete data for the relatively smaller sample size. Studies have also 

shown that the completion rate of online surveys is much higher than is the 

completion rate obtained by mail surveys (Ilieva et al. 2002). 

 Data collected online is also more accurate than data collected by mail 

(Klassen and Jacobs 2001; Boyer et al. 2002) due to the technology that 

can automatically track and tabulate these types of surveys. This helps 

eliminate data entry errors and ensures better quality of data, as responses 

do not need to be input manually into computer data bases. 

 The Internet has also provided researchers with a lower cost alternative to 

mail surveys (Boyer et al. 2002). Schleyer and Forrest (2000) found a 38% 

reduction in cost when an electronic survey was used for data collection 

rather than a mail survey. As cost was a major concern in the present study 

due to the limited budget, it was felt it was important that a low cost 

approach was adopted. 

Online technology has also allowed researchers to access people who would have 

been prohibitively costly to reach in the past. Consequently, cross-cultural research 
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has become more affordable and convenient as populations can be easily targeted 

in different countries (Schmidt 1997), as was the case in the present study. 

However, Internet users often find unsolicited emails (spams) intrusive and 

annoying, typically deleting such emails before they have been read by the 

recipient and treating them as “spam” (Mehta and Sivadas 1995). This potential 

problem was eliminated in the present study by engaging a professional survey 

company with an online panel whose members had already agreed to participate 

earlier and, in turn, were paid (in points) for their time. In summary, the advantages 

of an online survey approach were seen to outweigh those of the traditional mail 

survey approach. Consequently, an online approach was used in the present 

study. 

3.3 Survey and Questionnaire Design 

An email was sent from the research company to its panel members asking them 

to answer an investment intentions questionnaire using the link that was provided 

in the email. After the website link in the email was selected, potential respondents 

were able to read a cover letter that provided the information about the study that 

was required by the UWA Ethics Committee, which is shown in Appendix 1. After 

reading the letter, potential respondents could choose to continue by selecting a 

start button, which took them to the questionnaire itself. The questionnaire 

contained 55 items that were used to measure the various constructs of interest. 

Items from the various constructs that had similar scoring scales (e.g. seven-point 

Likert-type scales) were randomised through the questionnaire to minimise any 

potential order bias.  
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The questionnaire also included some pre-screening questions that were used to 

determine appropriate respondents that met the criteria for this study, which is 

shown in Appendix 2. The respondents who were targeted in Singapore have to be 

a resident in Singapore and to have held shares within the past six months. 

Similarly, respondents who were targeted in Australia had to reside in Australia and 

to have held shares within the past six months outside their superannuation 

(pension) scheme. Background information about the respondents, including age, 

gender and education, were also obtained, as was additional investment 

information, including years of investment experience, the types of assets that 

were owned and the dollar value of the respondent’s portfolio.  

The first section of the questionnaire, which is shown in Appendix 3, asked 

respondents to answer the eleven items that were used to measure Laroche et 

al.’s (2003) involvement construct using a series of seven-point semantic 

differential scales (e.g. Making a decision to invest in shares in the next three 

months would be: Insignificant/Significant). The second section of the 

questionnaire included the 44 questions that were needed to obtain data for each 

of the remaining seven constructs that were used in the present study. As was 

noted earlier, these items were measured on seven-point Likert-type scales that 

ranged from strongly disagree (1) to strongly agree (7). The items were presented 

to respondents in a random order to reduce the potential for order bias and to 

separate the items that were used to measure specific constructs. 

The questionnaire was pre-tested through a pilot survey that was undertaken by 

the commercial online panel provider during the initial stage of the study and that 
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led to some small modifications being made to improve the wordings before the 

final questionnaire was administered to panel members. The questionnaire was 

designed in such a way that respondents could easily complete the survey within a 

20 to 30 minutes time frame and was available to panel members for 

approximately two weeks before the survey was closed. This provided enough time 

to achieve the desired target sample of about 250 respondents each in Singapore 

and Australia.  

3.4 The Population of Interest and the Obtained Sample 

As was noted earlier, the population of interest was public retail investors in 

Singapore and Australia who had investments outside their pension schemes in 

the stock market and who had held such investments in the stock market during 

the six months prior to the data being collected. Retail investors in Singapore and 

Australia were selected in the present study as they provided a good contrast of 

culture, where Singapore is a collectivistic country, while Australia is an 

individualistic country. In Hofstede’s (1991) ranking of individualism, Australia has 

a score of 90, being a highly individualistic country and Singapore has a score of 

20, being a highly collectivistic country. Respondents were also at least 21 years of 

age as this is the minimum age requirement to invest in the share market in 

Singapore at the time the data were collected (data were collected prior to March 

2009 after which the Singapore Exchange (SGX) lowered the minimum age limit 

for opening a Central Depository (CDP) account to 18 years).  

As was also noted earlier, a target sample of about 250 respondents was needed 

in each country and budgetary constraints meant larger samples could not be 
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obtained. However, the selected sample size was still sufficient to undertake the 

required data analysis based on the number of parameters that were expected to 

be estimated in the various models of interest.  

As structural equation modelling (SEM) procedures were used to estimate the 

model of interest, which was shown in Figure 2.1, a large enough sample was 

needed to ensure that the parameters were sensibly estimated. Bentler and Chou 

(1987) have provided a rule of thumb that suggests, under normal distribution 

theory, the sample size should be five times the number of free parameters if 

reasonable parameter estimates are to be obtained. Tanaka (1987) also pointed 

out that more complicated models will require larger samples if stable estimates 

are to be obtained, although he suggested a sample size to parameter ratio of 4:1 

should be able to provide stable estimates. As 55 parameters were to be estimated 

in the suggested model, a sample of about 250 was seen to be suitable for the 

present study. This sample size requirement is also consistent with Anderson and 

Gerbing’s (1988) suggestion that SEM procedures need a minimum sample of 150 

observations if stable estimates are to be obtained. 

3.5 Methods of Analysis  

An initial examination of the data was seen as a crucial step in understanding the 

characteristics of the obtained data, prior to further analysis. In this initial phase, 

the data were screened for input accuracy, missing data and the presence of 

outliers.  

Descriptive statistics were computed for the sample profile and each of the 

individual items of the constructs in the proposed model. This data analysis phase 
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included an examination of frequencies, means, standard deviations, skewness 

and kurtosis. A graphical examination of the data was also used to help understand 

the items’ distributions. The normality of the various items was also assessed, as 

this is a statistical assumption that is needed for the multivariate techniques used 

in the present study.  

An appropriate examination of the constructs’ measurement properties is crucial 

before estimating any structural model (Hair et al. 2006). Confirmatory factor 

analysis procedures were therefore used to gain an understanding of all of the 

constructs’ measurement properties. This data analysis phase included an 

examination of the unidimensionality, reliability, convergent and discriminant 

validity of the constructs. Confirmatory factor analysis (CFA) and Fornell and 

Larcker’s (1981) composite reliability measure and average variance extracted 

(AVE) scores were used to make this assessment.  

Based on commonly used criteria, construct reliability limits were set at 0.70 or 

higher (Fornell and Larcker 1981; Hair et al. 2006), while an AVE score of 0.50 or 

greater suggests convergent validity can be assumed, as there is more information 

in the construct than there is noise present. Discriminant validity was assessed by 

comparing the shared variances (squared correlations) of the various construct 

pairs with their respective AVE scores. Following Fornell and Larcker (1981), 

discriminant validity between a pair of constructs was assumed if their shared 

variance was less than their AVE scores. 

Structural equation modelling was used in the present study because of its ability 

to model constructs as latent variables, which are variables that are not measured 
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directly but, rather, are estimated in the model from observed variables 

(questionnaire items in this case) that are assumed to 'tap into' the various latent 

variables of interest. Bagozzi and Edwards (1998) have suggested a partial 

disaggregation approach, which is a compromise between a totally aggregated 

approach and a totally disaggregated approach as a way to estimate SEM models 

efficiently, as it requires fewer parameters to be estimated.  

The partial disaggregation approach was used in this study as the budget 

constraints that were mentioned earlier meant relatively smaller samples were 

obtained. This was especially the case since samples of Singaporean and 

Australian investors had to be collected. Within the partial disaggregation 

approach, items are combined into two or three composites for each construct, 

reducing error issues but retaining the multiple items approach, and, therefore, still 

maximising the information retained. This approach allows the use of a large 

number of indicators to represent a latent variable, while reducing the number of 

estimates required to be calculated when the structural model is estimated.  

The SEM approach recommended by Anderson and Gerbing (1988) was also 

followed in this study as it has several benefits. This approach is a two-step 

procedure in which the measurement model is first estimated through confirmatory 

factor analysis before the structural relationships between the latent variables are 

estimated. Finally, in order to determine whether the proposed investment 

intentions model was appropriate, alternative models were explored to determine 

the best fitting model from a set of models.  
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3.6 Assessing the Model’s Goodness of Fit 

Given the significance of model fit, it was seen as important to assess this aspect 

in an appropriate way. There are several measures that can be used to assess 

model fit, such as the chi-square statistic, the Goodness of Fit Index (GFI), the 

Root Mean Squared Error of Approximation (RMSEA), the Standardised Root 

Mean Square Residual (SRMR) and the Comparative Fit Index (CFI). Hair et al. 

(2006) recommend reporting at least one incremental index and one absolute 

index, in addition to the χ2 statistic, as the χ2 statistic is sensitive to sample size, 

while Kline (1998) recommended reporting at least four fit indexes. The indexes 

that were used in the present study were: 

3.6.1 The Chi-Square Statistic and normed Chi-Square Statistic 

The chi-square statistic is the basic measure of fit in SEM estimation. In this case, 

it tests the proposed model against a general alternative in which all the observed 

items are correlated. A non-significant chi-square statistic suggests a good fit. 

However, the chi-square statistic is affected by the number of observations in the 

sample. For samples of more than 200, very small differences can even lead to a 

significant chi-square statistic and to the rejection of reasonable models (Hair et al. 

2006).  

Consequently, an alternative is to examine the ratio of the chi-square statistic to 

the degrees of freedom for the model (Joreskog & Sorbom 1993) as this reduces 

the problem. A small chi-square statistic relative to its degree of freedom, which is 

termed the normed chi-square statistic, suggests a good fit and Kline (1998) has 

suggested that a ratio of three or less is a good indicator of model fit.  
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3.6.2 The Goodness-of-Fit Index (GFI) 

The Goodness-of-Fit Index (GFI) is an absolute fit index that measures the relative 

amount of variance and covariance in the sample data that is jointly explained by 

the sample data (Byrne 1998). The GFI ranges from 0 to 1, with a score of 0.90 or 

higher suggesting a good fit. 

3.6.3 The Standardised Root Mean Residual (SRMR) 

The Standardised Root Mean Square Residual is the average residual value 

derived from fitting the variance-covariance matrix for the hypothesized model to 

the variance-covariance matrix of the sample data (Byrne 1998). The SRMR is the 

average of the standardised residuals across all variables and it can range 

between 0 and 1. In a well-fitting model, the SRMR value should be 0.05 or less. 

3.6.4 The Root Mean Square Error Approximation (RMSEA) 

The Root Mean Square Error Approximation is a measure of how well a model with 

unknown, but optimally chosen, parameters fits a population covariance matrix. 

The RMSEA is sensitive to the number of parameters (i.e. complexity) within a 

model. A value below 0.05 actually indicates a good fit, although values of up to 

0.08 are acceptable (Browne & Cudeck 1993). 

3.6.5 The Comparative Fit Index (CFI) 

For many years, Bentler and Bonett’s (1980) Normed Fit Index (NFI) had been the 

practical criterion of choice. However, the NFI may be problematic due to its lack of 

stability across estimation methods (Sugawara & MacCallum 1993). Bentler (1990) 
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then modified the NFI, creating the Comparative Fit Index (CFI). The CFI is more 

robust than the NFI as it takes sample size into account. Values of CFI can range 

from 0 to 1 and values greater than 0.90 indicated an acceptable fit of data. The 

NFI and CFI are both incremental fit indexes. 

While there are a number of SEM computer programs that might have been used 

to estimate the models within the present study, the AMOS (Analysis of Moment 

Structures) program was used as it was available within the University of Western 

Australia’s SPSS licence. The maximum likelihood (ML) procedure is the most 

commonly used SEM approach (Hair et al. 2006) and, in the present study, this 

estimation method was used as the constructs were expected to be relatively 

normally distributed based on results obtained by previous researchers who have 

used the scales that were adapted in this case.   

3.7 Examining the Mediating Variables in the Model 

As the model had two mediating variables (perceived risk and perceived 

uncertainty), it was necessary to see whether these constructs did indeed play 

such a role. A number of approaches have been suggested to test mediating 

effects. One of the most common approaches is that used by Baron and Kenny 

(1986), who suggest a variable is a mediator when: 

1) Variation in the independent variable accounts for significant variation in the 

dependent variable. 

2) Variation in the independent variable significantly accounts for variation in 

the presumed mediator. 
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3) Variation in the presumed mediator significantly accounts for variation in the 

dependent variable. 

4) When (2) and (3) are controlled, the previously significant relation between 

the independent variable and dependent variables (1) is no longer 

significant.  

They suggested the use of Sobel’s (1982) test in making this evaluation. Since this 

suggestion was made, some limitations to Baron and Kenny’s (1986) approach and 

the Sobel test had been highlighted (Zhao et al. 2010). An alternative approach 

that is still based on the basic Baron and Kenny assumptions is to use a SEM 

bootstrapping approach to examine the confidence intervals of a model’s indirect 

effects. Such an approach estimates all of the model’s parameters simultaneously, 

instead of assuming the various paths are independent. The AMOS SEM program 

provides bootstrapping procedures that can be used to assess a model’s mediation 

in this way (Arbuckle 2007) and this approach was used in the present study. 

After the bootstrap estimation had been undertaken, using 2000 iterations to 

ensure stability in the results, the standardised indirect effects and the 

standardised direct effects were examined to see whether there was any evidence 

of mediation. If the standardised indirect effects are significant, but the 

standardised direct effects are not significant, full mediation can be assumed. If the 

standardised indirect effects are significant, and the standardised direct effects are 

also significant, partial mediation can be assumed (Qureshi et al. 2009).   
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3.8 Summary 

The present Chapter began with a description of the scales used to measure the 

constructs of interest. The development of the questionnaire and the decision to 

use an online research panel were described. The determination of the population 

of interest and appropriate sample sizes was then outlined. Finally, the data 

analysis methods undertaken and the goodness of fit indexes used were 

discussed, as was the testing of mediating variables. 

The Singaporean results are discussed in the next two Chapters. Chapter Four 

presents a detailed discussion of the constructs’ descriptive statistics and 

measurement properties, while Chapter Five discusses the constructs’ discriminant 

validity, the results obtained from the estimation of the measurement model and 

the suggested structural model. The results obtained from a cross-country 

comparison with data collected from an Australian sample are discussed in detail in 

Chapter Six. 
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C H A P T E R   F O U R 

THE INITIAL ANALYSIS OF THE SINGAPOREAN DATA 

The present Chapter outlines the initial results of the analysis of the Singaporean 

data. It is divided into several sections, describing the sample profile, the individual 

item assessment, and the individual construct assessment. Chapter Five will 

describe the structural model and the results of the hypotheses. 

As was noted in Chapter Three, these data were obtained from members of a 

commercial online panel and responses were restricted to people who resided in 

Singapore, who had invested and had held shares within the past six months. Data 

were also collected from Australia investors using the same set of criteria and were 

used for cross-country comparisons, which are described in later chapters.  

4.1 The Singaporean Sample’s Profile  

A total of 257 responses were obtained from Singaporean panel members who 

answered the online questionnaire over a period of two weeks. Table 4.1 provides 

information about these respondents’ backgrounds.  As can be seen from Table 

4.1, there was a good mix of respondents, with almost half of the respondents 

being males (51%) and the other half being females (49%). About close to half of 

the respondents were aged between 35 and 44 years (44%) and almost one-third 

of the respondents had more than 15 years of investment experience. The most 

common educational achievement was a Bachelor’s degree (41%). There was also 

a fairly even distribution of the value of the portfolios held by respondents, with the 

largest group having a portfolio value of between $10,000 and $25,000 (28%).  
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Table 4.1: Respondents’ Background Characteristics 

Background Variables N Percentage (%) 

Gender: -   

Male 131 51 

Female 126 49 

Age Group: -   

18 - 24 years old 18 7 

25 - 34 years old 79 31 

35 - 44 years old 113 44 

45 - 54 years old 39 15 

55 years old or above 8 3 

Education Background: -   

Primary school 3 1 

High school 44 17 

Diploma 65 25 

Bachelor’s degree 106 41 

Master’s degree 36 14 

Doctorate 3 1 

Portfolio Value: -   

Less than $10,000 40 16 

$10,000 to $25,000 73 28 

$25,001 to $50,000 64 25 

$50,001 to $100,000 43 17 

More than $100,000 37 14 

Years of Investment Experience: - 

Less than 1 year   

1 year to 5 years     

6 years to 10 years 

11 years to 15 years 

More than 15 years 

 

4 

67 

69 

40 

77 

 

2 

26 

27 

15 

30 
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4.2 Descriptive Statistics for the Individual Items 

A total of 55 items were included in the questionnaire to measure the eight 

constructs that were relevant to the suggested investment intentions model that 

was developed in Chapter Two. Forty four items were measured on 7-point Likert-

type scales, while 11 items were measured using 7-point semantic differential 

scales. The descriptive statistics for the various items and their initially expected 

combined constructs are shown in Table 4.2. 

Table 4.2: Descriptive Statistics – Individual Items 

Items/Constructs Mean SD 

Construct - Product Knowledge   

I know more about investing in shares than most 
people   

3.93 1.48 

I know a lot about investing in shares  4.07 1.46 

I am very well informed about investing in shares 4.15 1.39 

Compared with experts, I know a lot about 
investing in shares  

3.60 1.58 

I search a lot of information when I am considering 
investing in shares  

4.86 1.23 

I often invest in shares  4.42 1.51 

I have a lot of experience in investing in shares 3.96 1.47 

Construct  (average score across the items) 4.14 1.21 
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Items/Constructs Mean SD 

Construct - Product Involvement   

Investing in shares in the next three months would 
be: (7 point semantic differential scale) 

  

Insignificant/Significant 5.19 1.28 

Does not matter to me/Matters to me 5.32 1.23 

Unimportant/Important 5.39 1.26 

Worthless/Valuable 5.30 1.23 

Means nothing to you/Means a lot to you 5.32 1.22 

Not essential/Essential 5.10 1.29 

Useless/Useful 5.30 1.22 

Of no concern to me/Of concern to me 5.40 1.17 

Undesirable/Desirable 5.20 1.22 

Superfluous/Vital 5.16 1.23 

Boring/Interesting 5.21 1.25 

Construct  (average score across the items) 5.26 1.11 

Construct - Self-Efficacy    

I am confident about my ability to make decisions 4.95 1.07 

I feel I am be able to achieve most of the goals I 
set for myself 

4.68 1.15 

I feel certain I can complete difficult tasks 4.84 1.04 

I feel I can achieve outcomes that are important to 
me 

4.94 1.05 

I succeed at most of the things that I try to do 

 

4.73 1.08 
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Items/Constructs Mean SD 

I generally overcome the challenges I face 4.93 1.05 

I am confident I can perform many different tasks 
effectively 

4.85 1.07 

Compared to other people, I perform most tasks 
well 

4.8 1.00 

Even when things are tough, I perform well 4.59 1.20 

Construct  (average score across the items) 4.81 0.88 

Construct - Risk Avoidance   

I would rather be safe than sorry 5.07 1.20 

I am cautious about trying new things 4.79 1.14 

I would rather stick to things I know than try new 
things 

4.46 1.19 

I don’t buy if I don’t know the risk of the purchase 5.02 1.28 

I want to be sure before I make a choice 5.32 1.09 

I avoid risky choices 4.6 1.25 

I don’t choose risky alternatives 4.63 1.33 

Construct  (average score across the items) 4.84 0.85 

Construct - Uncertainty Avoidance   

It is important to have things spelled out in detail so 
I know what I am expected to do  

5.10 1.11 

It is important to closely follow set procedures  4.88 1.03 

Rules and regulations are important because they 
tell me what is expected of me  

5.02 1.09 

Standardised procedures are helpful to me 5.05 1.05 

Instructions are important to me  4.85 1.12 

Construct  (average score across the items) 

 

4.98 0.88 
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Items/Constructs Mean SD 

Construct - Perceived Risk   

I think you could easily make mistakes if you were 
to invest in shares in the next three months 

4.14 1.24 

Investing in shares in the next three months could 
cause lots of trouble 

3.98 1.28 

People investing in shares in the next three months 
could lose a great deal 

3.93 1.36 

Investing in shares in the next three months would 
be foolish  

3.76 1.47 

Buying shares in the next three months would be 
risky  

4.23 1.29 

There is a high potential for loss if you buy shares 
in the next three month 

4.13 1.30 

Construct  (average score across the items) 4.03 1.11 

Construct – Perceived Uncertainty   

I am generally sure about the share market’s likely 
movements over the next three months 

4.08 1.38 

I think the share market is likely to be predictable 
over the next three months    

4.04 1.42 

I think the share market is likely to be a complex 
environment in which to make choices over the 
next three months  

4.74 1.13 

It is likely to be difficult to access the share 
market’s movements over the next three months 

4.55 

 

1.29 

Construct  (average score across the items) 

 

4.35 0.88 
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Items/Constructs Mean SD 

Construct – Investment Intentions   

There is a high probability I will invest shares in the 
next three months 

4.78 1.43 

I am likely to invest in shares in the next three 
months 

4.76 1.39 

I would like to invest in shares in the next three 
months 

4.86 1.35 

I plan to invest in shares in the next three months  4.74 1.39 

I want to invest in shares in the next three months  4.76 1.35 

I intend to invest in shares in the next three months 4.67 1.37 

Construct  (average score across the items) 4.76 1.28 

 

The means of all of the items fell between 3.60 and 5.40, while the constructs’ 

means ranged from 4.03 to 5.26. In all cases, the individual items’ standard 

deviations exceeded one, suggesting there was considerable variation in 

respondents’ views about the items they were asked to consider.  

The results obtained for the product knowledge construct suggested the 

respondents had some experience in investing. However, they still relied on 

external information before they made an investment decision, as can be seen in 

the relatively high score for the item “I search a lot for information when I am 

considering investing in shares” (4.86). On average, the respondents also felt that 

they know less about investing than experts, as can be seen by the low average 

score for the item “Compared with experts, I know a lot about investing in shares” 

(3.60). This is not surprising as about 28% of the respondents were relatively new 
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to investment, as they had less than five years of stock market investment 

experience.  

Respondents engaged actively in the decisions to invest, as can be seen by the 

high scores for the items used to measure involvement. The respondents’ mean 

self-efficacy score of 4.81 suggested they were confident about their general 

abilities. The respondents felt they were able to handle challenging issues, 

overcome difficulties and were likely to be successful with their choices.  

Respondents’ risk avoidance was also relatively high (4.84), suggesting they were 

reasonably risk averse and cautious about their choices. Similarly, respondents 

displayed a desire to reduce uncertainty avoidance, as this construct had a higher 

mean score (4.98) than most of the other constructs.  

On the other hand, respondents, somewhat surprisingly, did not perceive a great 

deal of risk in the investment environment as this construct’s mean score was 4.03, 

which was the lowest among the constructs. On average, the respondents 

perceived more uncertainty (4.35) in the investment environment than perceived 

risk (4.03), which could be attributed to the current volatile investment climate. 

Overall, respondents were reasonably likely to still invest in the short term, as can 

be seen in the mean score of the investment intentions construct (4.76). 

4.3 Missing Data and Outliers 

The data were initially screened for input accuracy and to see if there was any 

missing data. No missing data was found as an online survey had been used in 

which respondents were prompted to complete the survey before exiting, ensuring 
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questionnaires were completed. The data were then examined to see whether 

there were any univariate or multivariate outliers. Frequency distributions of the z-

scores computed for each item were examined to identify potential univariate 

outliers. Cases with standardised scores greater than 3.29 or less than 3.29 (i.e. p 

< 0.001 for a two-tailed test) were seen as potential univariate outliers (Tabachnick 

and Fidell 2001, p. 67). In this case, however, no univariate outliers were observed 

in the data. 

Multivariate outliers are cases with very large standardised scores, z scores, on 

one or more variables, that are disconnected from the other z scores. These 

outliers can be detected by computing Mahalanobis distances across the relevant 

set of items. An examination of the Mahalanobis distances in this case suggested 

there were no extreme multivariate cases and, thus, all of the data were retained 

for analysis. 

4.4 Assessing the Normality of the Data 

Multivariate normality is a common assumption in multivariate analysis, such as 

structural equation modelling, which was used in the present study. Most instances 

of multivariate normality can be detected through an inspection of univariate 

distributions. A preliminary analysis found some skewness and kurtosis in some of 

the data, although these cases were not severe.  However, the sample size of 257 

was felt to be sufficiently large to reduce the detrimental effects of non-normality 

(Hair et al. 2006). Consequently, it was seen as not unreasonable to assume the 

data was normal in the present case and to use the data in its original form, as 

transforming the data can lead to interpretation difficulties. 
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4.5 Examining the Constructs’ Measurement Characteristics 

Constructs should only be used if they have good measurement characteristics 

and this aspect was examined before estimating the various models of interest. 

There are a number of issues that need to be examined when considering a 

construct’s measurement properties, most of which require the use of confirmatory 

factor analysis (CFA) procedures to examine the relationships between the various 

items and the constructs with which they are assumed to relate, as can be seen in 

the next section.  

CFA is a theory testing procedure as it specifies the items that load onto various 

factors and sees whether the data are consistent with that specification. The 

AMOS program was used to analyse the data and a Maximum Likelihood (ML) 

estimation procedure was used in each case to examine the constructs of interest. 

CFA procedures allow an assessment of a construct’s unidimensionality, reliability 

and convergent and discriminant validity to be undertaken.   

4.5.1 Unidimensionality 

Unidimensionality can be assumed if the suggested model fits the data well and 

the standardised coefficients are significantly different from zero and greater than 

an absolute value of 0.60 (Bagozzi and Yi 1988). There are a number of indexes 

that are used to evaluate a model’s goodness of fit. The chi-square statistic is the 

basic measure of fit in a CFA. It tests the proposed model against a general 

alternative in which all the observed items are correlated as suggested. A non-

significant chi-square statistic suggests a good fit. However, this statistic is affected 

by the number of observations. For samples of more than 200, very small 
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differences can lead to a significant chi-square statistic and the rejection of 

reasonable models (Hair et al. 2006).  

Consequently, an alternative approach is to examine the ratio of the chi-square 

statistic to the degrees of freedom for the model (Joreskog and Sorbom 1993). A 

small chi-square relative to its degree of freedom suggests a good fit and Kline 

(1998) has suggested that a ratio of three or less is a good indicator of model fit. 

These two indexes were used to assess how well the obtained data for the relevant 

items fitted the suggested constructs. Construct fit and the size of the standardised 

loadings were both used to assess construct unidimensionality. 

4.5.2 Reliability 

Reliability is a measure of how well items used to measure a construct are related 

to each other. High inter-item correlations within each construct indicate 

convergent validity. The composite reliability for each construct can be calculated 

based on Equation 1 below. It has been suggested that construct reliability should 

be 0.70 or higher (Hair et al. 2006; Fornell and Larcker 1981).  

 





i

2

2

εloading) edstandardis(

loading) edstandardis(
 y Reliabilit Composite

                    (1). 

  

4.5.3 Convergent validity 

Convergent validity can be assessed through the computation of an average 

variance extracted score, which Fornell and Larcker (1981) developed. They 

suggested scores of 0.50 or more imply there is more information than noise in the 
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construct of interest, which is seen as a good measure of convergent validity. The 

AVE score is computed using Equation 2. 

Average Variance Extracted =  
 

  


 i  loading edstandardis

loading edstandardis
2

2

           (2). 

4.5.4 Discriminant Validity 

Discriminant validity is a measure of the extent to which indicators of a construct do 

not correlate well with indicators of other constructs. Discriminant validity is 

achieved if an indicator correlates more highly with indicators intended to measure 

the same construct than with indicators intended to measure different constructs. 

Fornell and Larcker (1981) suggested discriminant validity can be assessed by 

comparing the squared correlation (shared variance) between two constructs with 

their AVE scores. If the squared correlation between two constructs is less than the 

constructs’ AVE scores, discriminant validity can be assumed.  

The results obtained from these various analyses are discussed in subsequent 

sections. The measurement properties of the individual constructs are first 

examined before the discriminant validity of the various constructs are examined in 

the next chapter. 

4.6 The Measurement Properties of the Constructs 

Confirmatory Factor Analyses were estimated for each of the eight latent variables 

that were included in the study (i.e. Product Knowledge, Product Involvement, Self-

Efficacy, Risk Avoidance, Uncertainty Avoidance, Perceived Risk, Perceived 
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Uncertainty and Investment Intentions). The results obtained are discussed in 

subsequent paragraphs, starting with the product knowledge construct. 

The product knowledge construct was measured by seven items. A CFA 

suggested the seven items were a poor fit to the data (χ2 = 28.68, p = 0.012; χ2/df = 

2.05) and an examination of the loadings found they ranged from 0.55 to 0.90. 

Items with low loadings (below an absolute level of 0.60) were removed in an 

iterative fashion to improve the goodness of fit. This process resulted in the six 

items that are shown in Figure 4.1 being retained. 

Product

Knowledge

I know a lot about 

investing in shares

I have a lot of experience in 

investing in shares

I know more about investing in 

shares than most people 

I am very well informed about

investing in shares

Compared with experts, I know a 

lot about investing in shares 

I often invest in shares 

e1

e2

e4

e3

e6

e7

0.87

0.76

0.85

0.86

0.85

0.90

 

Figure 4.1: The Product Knowledge Construct 
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The modified construct had an acceptable fit (χ2 = 12.43, p = 0.19; χ2/df = 1.38) and 

the loadings ranged from 0.76 to 0.90. Construct reliability was 0.94 and the AVE 

score was 0.72. These results suggested the construct was unidimensional and 

reliable and that convergent validity could be assumed.  

The removal of items from a scale can be a concern, as this may have changed 

the nature of the construct being measured. One way to test this concern is to 

correlate a composite variable that includes the original set of items from the 

survey with a composite variable that includes the reduced set of items (Thomas et 

al. 2001). A high correlation between the original and refined composite variables 

suggests the refinement process has not resulted in a substantial loss of 

information or a change in the nature of the measured construct. In this case, the 

correlation was 0.99, making it clear that the revised construct contained almost all 

of the information in the originally suggested construct and that the product 

knowledge construct’s meaning had not been altered. Consequently, it was 

retained for use in the subsequent analysis. 

The product involvement construct was measured by eleven items. A CFA 

suggested the eleven items were a poor fit to the data (χ2 = 346.06, p < 0.001; χ2/df 

= 7.87), although the loadings ranged from 0.81 to 0.93. As correlated errors can 

cause problems in the final estimation of a structural model, modification indexes 

were examined to see if there were any such items in this case that were affecting 

model fit. Some such items were found and removed iteratively. Model fit improved 

considerably when this was done.  
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Product

Involvement

Insignificant/Significant

Superfluous/Vital

Boring/Interesting 

Useless/Useful

Undesirable/Desirable

e1

e11

e7

e9

e10

0.91

0.93

0.92

0.87

0.76

 

Figure 4.2: The Product Involvement Construct 

The modified construct with five items, which is shown in Figure 4.2, had an 

acceptable fit (χ2 = 2.20, p = 0.82; χ2/df = 0.44) and the loadings ranged from 0.76 

to 0.93. Construct reliability was 0.95 and the AVE score was 0.78. These results 

suggested the construct was unidimensional and reliable and that convergent 

validity could be assumed. The correlation between the initially suggested 

construct and the revised construct was 0.98, making it clear that the revised 

construct contained almost all of the information in the originally suggested 

construct and that the product involvement construct’s meaning had not been 

altered.  Consequently, it was retained for use in the subsequent analysis. 
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The self-efficacy construct was measured by nine items. A CFA suggested the 

items were a marginal fit to the data (χ2 = 43.02, p = 0.03; χ2/df = 1.59), although 

the loadings ranged from 0.76 to 0.83. However, an examination of the 

modification indexes suggested there were some items with correlated errors. 

Consequently, these items were removed.  

Self-Efficacy

Even when things are tough,

I perform well

e1

0.84

0.81

0.76

0.80

0.80

I feel I am be able to achieve

most of the goals I set for myself

I am confident about my 

ability to make decisions

I feel certain I can 

complete difficult tasks

I succeed at most of the 

things that I try to do

I generally overcome 

the challenges I face

I am confident I can perform 

many different tasks effectively

0.81

0.78

e7

e2

e3

e5

e6

e9

 

 Figure 4.3: The Self-Efficacy Construct 

The modified construct with seven items, which is shown in Figure 4.3, had an 

acceptable fit (χ2 = 23.37, p = 0.06; χ2/df = 1.67) and the loadings ranged from 0.76 

to 0.84. Construct reliability was 0.93 and the AVE score was 0.64. These results 

suggested the construct was unidimensional and reliable and that convergent 

validity could be assumed. The correlation between the initially suggested 

construct and the revised construct was 0.98, making it clear that the revised 
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construct contained almost all of the information in the originally suggested 

construct and that the self-efficacy construct’s meaning had not been altered.  

Consequently, it was retained for use in the subsequent analysis. 

The risk avoidance construct was measured by seven items. A CFA suggested the 

seven items were a poor fit to the data (χ2 = 61.99, p < 0.001; χ2/df = 4.43), and an 

examination of the loadings found they ranged from 0.45 to 0.80.  Items with low 

loadings (below an absolute level of 0.60) were again removed in an iterative 

fashion to improve the goodness of fit. This process resulted in the four items that 

are shown in Figure 4.4 being retained, even though one item (‘I would rather stick 

to things I know than try new things’) had a loading that was slightly smaller than 

0.60.  

Risk

Avoidance

I would rather be safe than sorry

I would rather stick to things

I know than try new things

I avoid risky choices

I don’t choose risky alternatives

e1

e6

e3

e7

0.82

0.83

0.55

0.69

 

Figure 4.4: The Risk Avoidance Construct 

The modified construct had an acceptable fit (χ2 = 0.97, p = 0.62; χ2/df = 0.49) and 

the loadings ranged from 0.55 to 0.83. Construct reliability was 0.82 and the AVE 

score was 0.54. These results suggested the construct was unidimensional and 
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reliable and that convergent validity could be assumed. The correlation between 

the initially suggested construct and the revised construct was 0.91, making it clear 

that the revised construct contained almost all of the information in the originally 

suggested construct and that the product involvement construct’s meaning had not 

been altered.  Consequently, it was retained for use in the subsequent analysis 

The five items that are shown in Figure 4.5 were used to measure the uncertainty 

avoidance construct. A CFA suggested that the five items should be retained as 

the model had an acceptable fit (χ2 = 1.75, p = 0.88; χ2/df = 0.35) and the loadings 

ranged from 0.66 to 0.82. Construct reliability was 0.88 and the AVE score was 

0.59. These results suggested the construct was unidimensional and reliable and 

that convergent validity could be assumed. Consequently, the uncertainty 

avoidance construct was retained for subsequent analysis. 

Uncertainty

Avoidance

It is important to closely

follow set procedures 

Rules and regulations are

important because they tell 

me what is expected of me 

Standardised procedures 

are helpful to me

Instructions are important to me 

e4

e6

e5

e7

0.79

0.82

0.80

0.66

It is important to have things 

spelled out in detail so I know 

what I am expected to do 

e3

0.74

 

Figure 4.5: The Uncertainty Avoidance Construct 
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The perceived risk construct was measured by six items. A CFA suggested the six 

items were a poor fit to the data (χ2 = 24.73, p = 0.003; χ2/df = 2.75) although the 

loadings ranged from 0.76 to 0.85. As was noted earlier, correlated errors can 

cause problems in the final estimation of a structural model. Consequently, 

modification indexes were examined to see if there were such items that were 

affecting model fit. Three such item pairs were found in this case and the pairs with 

the largest modification indexes were correlated iteratively to see the impact this 

had on model fit.  

The fit improved considerably when this was done. Consequently, two items with 

the lower loadings (‘People investing in shares in the next three months could lose 

a great deal’ and ‘Buying shares in the next three months would be risky’) were 

removed and the CFA was re-estimated.   

Perceived 

Risk

I think you could easily make 

mistakes if you were to invest in 

shares in the next three months

Investing in shares in the 

next three months 

could cause lots of trouble

Investing in shares in the next

three months would be foolish 

There is a high potential for 

loss if you buy shares

in the next three months

e1

e4

e2

e6

0.81

0.81

0.85

0.75

 

Figure 4.6: The Perceived Risk Construct 
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The modified construct with four items, which is shown in Figure 4.6, had an 

acceptable fit (χ2 = 2.01, p = 0.37; χ2/df = 1.00) and the loadings ranged from 0.75 

to 0.85. Construct reliability was 0.88 and the AVE score was 0.65.These results 

suggested the construct was unidimensional and reliable and that convergent 

validity could be assumed. The correlation between the initially suggested 

construct and the revised construct was 0.98, making it clear that the revised 

construct contained almost all of the information in the originally suggested 

construct and that the perceived risk construct’s meaning had not been altered.  

Consequently, it was retained for use in the subsequent analysis. 

The perceived uncertainty construct was measured by four items. A CFA 

suggested the four items were a poor fit to the data (χ2 = 59.25, p < 0.001; χ2/df = 

29.62), and an examination of the loadings found they ranged from 0.15 to 0.93. 

Items with low loadings (below an absolute level of 0.60) were removed in an 

iterative fashion to improve the goodness of fit. This process resulted in only two 

items being retained, which meant the construct’s measurement properties could 

not be directly assessed as there were too few degrees of freedom to estimate a 

CFA model. Consequently, the construct’s measurement properties were 

estimated in this case by including another construct in the CFA (in this case, the 

risk avoidance scale), as can be seen in Figure 4.7.  

Model fit in this case was acceptable (χ2 = 8.71, p = 0.37; χ2/df = 1.09) and the 

composite reliability for the perceived uncertainty construct was 0.86. The AVE 

score was 0.56, which was above the suggested 0.50 minimum. The correlation 

between the initially suggested construct and the revised construct was 0.85, 
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making it clear that the revised construct contained almost all of the information in 

the originally suggested construct and that the perceived uncertainty construct’s 

meaning had not been altered. Consequently, it was retained for use in the 

subsequent analysis 

Risk 

Avoidance

I would rather be safe than sorry

It is likely to be difficult to assess

the share market’s movements

over the next three months

I would rather stick to things

I know than try new things

I avoid risky choices

I don’t choose risky alternatives

I think the share market is likely 

to be a complex environment in 

which to make choices over the

next three months

e1

e3

e7

e6

a3

a4

0.72

0.64

0.82

0.83

0.57

0.68

Perceived

Uncertainty

 

Figure 4.7: The Perceived Uncertainty Construct 

The investment intentions construct was measured by six items. A CFA suggested 

the six items were a poor fit to the data (χ2 = 23.68, p < 0.01; χ2/df = 2.63) although 

the loadings ranged from 0.89 to 0.94. As was noted earlier, correlated errors can 

cause problems in the final estimation of a structural model. Consequently, 

modification indexes were examined to see if there were such items that were 

affecting model fit that should be removed.  
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Investment

Intentions

I am likely to invest in shares 

in the next three months

I would like to invest in shares 

in the next three months

I plan to invest in shares in 

the next three months 

e2

e4

e3

0.92

0.89

0.95

There is a high probability I 

will invest shares in 

the next three months

e1

0.90

 

Figure 4.8: The Investment Intentions Construct 

The modified construct with four items, which is shown in Figure 4.8, had an 

acceptable fit (χ2 = 3.02, p = 0.22; χ2/df = 1.51) and the loadings ranged from 0.89 

to 0.95. Construct reliability was 0.95 and the AVE score was 0.84. These results 

suggested the construct was unidimensional and reliable and that convergent 

validity could be assumed. The correlation between the initially suggested 

construct and the revised construct was 0.99, making it clear that the revised 

construct contained almost all of the information in the originally suggested 

construct and that the investment intentions construct’s meaning had not been 

altered.  Consequently, it was retained for use in the subsequent analysis. 

4.7 Summary 

The present Chapter discussed the sample’s background characteristics as well as 

the descriptive statistics of the individual items that were used to measure the 
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various constructs. An initial data screening was conducted where missing data, 

outliers and normality of the data were examined. Following which, confirmatory 

factor analysis was then used to assess the measurement properties of each of the 

constructs that were included in the suggested model that was discussed in 

Chapter Two. The fit of the items to the data, construct reliability and AVE scores 

were examined and revision to the construct was made when necessary. The 

discriminant validity of these constructs is discussed in Chapter Five, as are the 

results obtained when the suggested model was estimated. 
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C H A P T E R   F I V E 

THE MEASUREMENT AND STRUCTURAL MODELS 

In this Chapter, the results of the analysis that were undertaken to examine the 

measurement and structural models for the Singaporean data are described in 

several sections. The discriminant validity of the model constructs were outlined 

before the results of estimating the measurement model was reported. This is 

followed by a discussion of the results obtained when the suggested structural 

model was estimated. The result of the analysis of the direct and indirect effects of 

the exogenous constructs on the endogenous constructs were also reported, 

together with a discussion of the mediating role played by perceived risk and 

perceived uncertainty. The generalisability of the Singaporean results to Australia 

is examined in the next chapter.  

5.1 The Discriminant Validity of the Constructs in the Suggested Model 

Fornell and Larcker (1981) have argued discriminant validity is a crucial 

measurement property and that it needs to be assessed before structural models 

are estimated. As was noted in Chapter Four, they suggested discriminant validity 

can be assumed if the shared variance (i.e. the squared correlation) between a pair 

of constructs is smaller than the pair’s minimum average variance extracted (AVE) 

score.  

As was also noted in Chapter Four, all of the constructs had good measurement 

properties, some after revision. However, their discriminant validity also needs to 

be assessed. The respective constructs’ AVE scores were 0.72 (for Product 
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Knowledge), 0.78 (for Product Involvement), 0.64 (for Self-Efficacy), 0.54 (for Risk 

Avoidance), 0.59 (for Uncertainty Avoidance), 0.65 (for Perceived Risk), 0.56 (for 

Perceived Uncertainty) and 0.84 (for Investment Intentions). The squared 

correlations between all of the pairs of constructs in the model are shown in Table 

5.1.  

Table 5.1: The AVE Scores and the Squared Correlations 

Construct Abbrev. AVE 
Score 

Squared Correlations 

 K I SE RA UA PR PU 

Product Knowledge K 0.72        

Product Involvement I 0.78 0.12       

Self-Efficacy SE 0.64 0.43 0.16      

Risk Avoidance RA 0.54 0.04 0.02 0.12     

Uncertainty Avoidance UA 0.59 0.14 0.09 0.38 0.41    

Perceived Risk PR 0.65 0.07 0.01 0.03 0.29 0.09   

Perceived Uncertainty PU 0.56 0.08 0.01 0.10 0.29 0.15 0.55  

Investment Intentions II 0.84 0.45 0.29 0.31 0.01 0.07 0.01 0.07 

 

As can be seen in Table 5.1, the squared correlations ranged 0.01 to 0.55.  As the 

lowest AVE score was 0.54, it is clear that the squared correlations for most of the 

pairs of constructs were lower than either of their AVE scores. Since the squared 

correlations for the risk avoidance construct, which had the lowest AVE score of 

0.54, ranged from 0.02 to 0.12, it can be assumed that all of the constructs had 

discriminant validity and that they can be included together in a structural model. 
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Consequently, the suggested structural model can be estimated and the results 

obtained from this phase of the analysis are discussed in the next section. 

5.2 Partial Disaggregation 

Structural Equation Modelling (SEM) techniques require large samples to ensure 

an appropriate ratio of observations to parameter estimates (Hair et al. 2006). As 

was highlighted in Chapter Four, 257 responses were obtained in Singapore. 

Consequently, as was noted in Chapter Three, the partial disaggregation approach 

suggested by Bagozzi and Heatherton (1994) was used to estimate the suggested 

model as the number of latent constructs in the model meant the number of 

parameters estimated need to be reduced to ensure stability.  

Partial disaggregation is undertaken by creating two or more composite variables 

for each construct. These composites can be created from empirically identified 

sub-dimensions of an overall latent construct or, more commonly, by allocating 

indicator items randomly to the various composite variables (Bagozzi and 

Heatherton 1994). The partial disaggregation approach enables complex models to 

be assessed with reasonable sample sizes and with less random error, than would 

have been the case if a totally disaggregated approach is used. Consequently, 

more stable estimates can often be obtained through the use of this method.  

Partial disaggregation was operationalised in the present study by randomly 

combining the items related to a given construct to obtain two or three composite 

indicators, as has been suggested by Dabholkar et al. (1996). Since all of a 

construct’s indicators should correspond in the same way to that latent variable, 

different random combinations should lead to the same estimated outcome. This 
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process resulted in the 37 items that were relevant to the eight constructs being 

combined into 17 composite indicators. This reduced the total number of 

parameters required to be estimated to 56, which led to a sample size to estimated 

parameter ratio of approximately 4 to 1, which has been suggested to be 

acceptable (Tanaka 1987). This is also consistent with Anderson and Gerbing’s 

(1988) recommendation of a minimum sample of 150.  

Table 5.2 shows how the individual indicator items were combined into the 17 

composites. For all the constructs, the indicator items were combined into two 

composites except for the construct self-efficacy. Three composites were used for 

self-efficacy as there were more indicator items compared to the other constructs 

and thus three composites were seen to be more suitable to combine the larger 

number of items. 
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Table 5.2: The Composites used in Partial Disaggregation Model 

Composite Items 

K1 Knowledge items 1, 3, 6 and 7 

K2 Knowledge items 2 and 4 

I1 Involvement items 10 and 11 

I2 Involvement items 1, 7 and 9 

SE1 Self-efficacy items 6 and 9 

SE2 Self-efficacy items 3 and 7 

SE3 Self-efficacy items 1, 2 and 5 

RA1 Risk Avoidance items 3 and 6 

RA2 Risk Avoidance items 1 and 7 

UA1 Uncertainty Avoidance items 3 and 4 

UA2 Uncertainty Avoidance items 5, 6 and 7 

PR1 Perceived Risk items 1 and 4 

PR2 Perceived Risk items 2 and 6 

PU1 Perceived Uncertainty item 3 

PU2 Perceived Uncertainty item 4 

II1 Investment Intentions item 2 and 4 

II2 Investment Intentions item 1 and 3 

 

5.3 Goodness of Fit Indexes 

As was noted in Chapter Three, Hair et al. (2006) recommended the measurement 

model’s fit should be assessed by using a number of goodness of fit indexes, such 

as the chi-square statistic, the normed chi-square statistic, the Goodness of Fix 
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Index (GFI), the Comparative Fit Index (CFI), the Standardised Root Mean Square 

Residual (SRMR) and the Root Mean Square Error of Approximation (RMSEA). As 

was discussed in Chapter Three, these indexes were used in the present study. 

5.4 Estimating the Measurement Model 

The measurement model should be assessed before the structural model is 

estimated (Anderson and Gerbing 1988). The measurement model was estimated 

by allowing all of the structural constructs to correlate with all of the other 

constructs. The chi-square statistic for the measurement model was 134.57, which 

was significant (p < 0.01). However, the normed chi-square was 1.48, which was 

well below 3.00, which is the value that has been suggested as showing a 

reasonable fit (Bollen 1989). Further, the rest of the goodness of fit indexes were 

acceptable (GFI = 0.94; RMSEA = 0.04; SRMR = 0.03; CFI = 0.99). Consequently, 

the measurement model seemed to fit the obtained data well and suggested that 

the structural model could be estimated. The results of the estimation of this model 

are discussed in subsequent sections. 

5.5 The Structural Model 

After the measurement model was shown to have good fit, the suggested structural 

model was estimated. As was pointed out in Chapter One and Chapter Two, the 

main focus of the present study was to see whether a number of consumer related 

constructs were significant and useful predictors of investors’ intentions to invest in 

the stock market. Five potential constructs were identified by an examination of 

prior research (i.e. product knowledge, product involvement, self-efficacy, risk 

avoidance and uncertainty avoidance).  
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As was discussed in Chapter Two, it was argued that some of the constructs’ 

influences on people’s intentions to invest in the stock market were likely to be 

mediated by perceived risk and perceived uncertainty. This led to the present 

suggested model, which is shown again in Figure 5.1, in which the constructs’ 

indicator variables and error terms, as well as the correlations between exogenous 

variables have been omitted to improve readability.  

As was the case with the measurement model, the partial disaggregation approach 

recommended by Bagozzi and Heatherton (1994) was used in the structural 

model’s estimation. This reduced the number of parameters that were estimated. 

The structural model was estimated and its goodness of fit and path estimates 

were discussed in subsequent sections. 

Product 

Knowledge

Product   

Involvement

Self-Efficacy

Risk 

Avoidance

Uncertainty 

Avoidance

Perceived 

Risk

Perceived 

Uncertainty

Investment 

Intentions

H8 (+)

H6 (-)

H2 (+)

H4 (+)

H3 (-)

H9 (-)

H11 (+)

H13 (-) 

H1 (+) 

H10 (-)

H7 (-)

H12 (-)

H5 (-)

 

Figure 5.1: The Suggested Structural Model 
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A structural model’s fit can be assessed by examining a number of goodness of fit 

indexes to see whether the model is an appropriate one for the obtained data. In 

this case, although the chi-square statistic was significant beyond the 1% level (χ2 

= 158.25; p < 0.01), the other goodness of fit indexes suggested the model was a 

reasonably good fit to the data (χ2/df = 1.65; GFI = 0.93; AGFI = 0.90; CFI = 0.98; 

SRMR = 0.04; RMSEA = 0.05) and that the relationships in the estimated model 

should be examined.    

Following the fit assessment, the standardised regression coefficients of the 

relevant paths of the structural model were examined and the results can be seen 

in Table 5.3. Seventy five percent of the variation in investment intentions was 

explained by its antecedents in the structural model, suggesting the model was a 

very good predictor of people’s willingness to invest in the stock market. Further, 

59% of the variance in perceived risk was explained by product knowledge, 

product involvement, self-efficacy, risk avoidance and perceived uncertainty, 

whereas only 19% of the variance in perceived uncertainty was explained by 

product knowledge, product involvement, self-efficacy and uncertainty avoidance.  
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Table 5.3: The Structural Model’s Standardised Path Coefficients 

 Relationships Structural 
coefficient 

P Value Hypothesis 
Supported 

H1 Risk Avoidance  Perceived Risk 
 

0.32 <0.01 Supported 

H2 Uncertainty Avoidance  Perceived 
Uncertainty 
  

0.39 <0.01 Supported 

H3 Perceived Risk  Investment 
Intentions 
 

-0.58 <0.01 Supported 

H4 Perceived Uncertainty  Perceived 
Risk 
 

0.62 <0.01 Supported 

H5 Perceived Uncertainty  Investment 
Intentions 
 

0.48 <0.01 Not 
Supported 

H6 Product Knowledge  Perceived Risk 
 

0.18 <0.05 Not 
Supported 

H7 Product Knowledge  Perceived 
Uncertainty 
 

0.17 >0.05 Not 
Supported 

H8 Product Knowledge  Investment 
Intentions 
 

0.63 <0.01 Supported 

H9 Product Involvement  Perceived Risk 
 

-0.2 <0.01 Supported 

H10 Product Involvement  Perceived 
Uncertainty 
 

-0.01 >0.05 Not 
Supported 

H11 Product Involvement  Investment 
Intentions  
                         

0.23 <0.01 Supported 

H12 Self-Efficacy  Perceived Risk  
 

-0.16 <0.05 Supported 

H13 Self-Efficacy  Perceived Uncertainty      -0.05 >0.05 Not 
Supported 

 

All of the hypothesised direct effects on investment intentions were significant. As 

was expected, product knowledge had a significant direct positive impact on 

investors’ investment intentions (0.63), supporting Hypothesis 8. This suggests 

that, as people become more knowledgeable about available financial instruments, 

they are more likely to invest in the stock market. Product involvement also had a 
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significant direct positive impact (0.23) on investors’ investment intentions, 

supporting Hypothesis 11, but its standardised regression coefficient was much 

smaller than was the standardised coefficient for product knowledge. Perceived 

risk (-0.58) and perceived uncertainty (0.48) also had significant direct effects on 

investors’ investment intentions. However, both perceived risk and perceived 

uncertainty were expected to be negatively related to investors’ investment 

intentions. While this was the case for perceived risk (supporting Hypothesis 3), it 

was not the case for perceived uncertainty, which was contrary to Hypothesis 5. 

However, perceived uncertainty was positively related to both investment intentions 

and perceived risk (where perceived risk had a negative impact on investment 

intentions), which made its total effect non-significant, as is explained in the next 

section. 

All of the hypothesised direct effects on perceived risk were significant. As was 

expected, perceived uncertainty had a significant direct positive effect on perceived 

risk (0.62), supporting Hypothesis 4. Risk avoidance also had a significant direct 

positive effect on perceived risk (0.32), supporting Hypothesis 1, but its 

standardised regression coefficient was somewhat smaller than the standardised 

coefficient for perceived uncertainty. Of the three ability constructs, product 

involvement and general self-efficacy had the expected negative impacts on 

perceived risk (-0.20 and -0.16 respectively), supporting Hypothesis 9 and 

Hypothesis 12. However, product knowledge was positively related to perceived 

risk, which was contrary to Hypothesis 6. 
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Finally, only one of the hypothesised direct effects on perceived uncertainty was 

significant. Uncertainty avoidance had a significant direct positive effect on 

perceived uncertainty (0.39), supporting Hypothesis 2. However, none of the three 

ability constructs significantly influenced perceived uncertainty at the 0.05 level 

(product knowledge = 0.17, product involvement = -0.01, and self-efficacy = -0.05), 

showing a lack of support for Hypothesis 7, Hypothesis 10 and Hypothesis 13. 

5.6 The Total, Direct and Indirect Effects in the Model  

Table 5.4 provides a summary of the total, direct and indirect effects of the 

constructs in the structural model. The direct effects, indicated by a single arrow 

between two constructs, were described in the last section. In this section, the total 

effects are described (direct effects and indirect effects), where there is at least 

one intervening construct. The significance of the total effects was found through 

using the bootstrapping option that is available in the AMOS software program, 

which enables a standard error to be computed for each direct, indirect and total 

effect and, hence, the significance of the various effects can be assessed 

(Arbuckle 2007; Hoffman and Broekhuizen 2010). 
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Table 5.4: Direct, Indirect and Total Effects of the Structural Model 

 

Effect of =>   

Knowledge Involvement 
Self-

Efficacy 
Risk 

Avoidance 
Uncertainty 
Avoidance 

Perceived 
Risk 

Perceived 
Uncertainty 

o
n

 =
>

 

  

Perceived 
Risk 

Direct 
Effect 0.18 -0.2 -0.16 0.32 - - 0.62 

Indirect 
Effect 0.1 -0.01 -0.03 - 0.24 - - 

Total 
Effect 0.28 -0.21 -0.18 0.32 0.24 - 0.62 

Perceived 
Uncertainty 

Direct 
Effect 0.17 -0.01 -0.05 - 0.39 - - 

Indirect 
Effect - - - - - - - 

Total 
Effect 0.17 -0.01 -0.05 - 0.39 - - 

Investment 
Intentions 

Direct 
Effect 0.63 0.23 - - - -0.58 0.48 

Indirect 
Effect -0.08 0.11 0.08 -0.18 0.05 - -0.36 

Total 
Effect 0.54 0.34 0.08 -0.18 0.05 -0.58 0.12 

 

When total effects were examined, it could be seen that investment intentions was 

most strongly impacted by people’s risk perceptions (-0.58, p < 0.01), followed by 

product knowledge (0.54, p < 0.01) and product involvement (0.34, p < 0.01). 

When the total, rather than the direct effects was considered, the impact that 

perceived uncertainty had on investment intentions was no longer significant (0.12, 

p = 0.08). In addition, while the total effects that risk avoidance (-0.18, p < 0.01) 

and uncertainty avoidance (0.05, p = 0.03) had on investment intentions were 

significant; general self-efficacy did not impact significantly on people’s investment 

intentions (0.08, p = 0.15). 
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When the total effects the various antecedent constructs had on risk perceptions 

were examined, it was found that all of the constructs, except general self-efficacy 

(p = 0.16) were significant. As no antecedent constructs had an indirect effect on 

perceived uncertainty, the impact of these predictors remained the same as was 

the case when the direct effects were examined.  

In sum, all of the hypothesised direct path coefficients were significant (p < 0.05), 

except for the paths from the three ability constructs to perceived uncertainty 

(product knowledge p = 0.10, product involvement p = 0.86, and self-efficacy p = 

0.70). While the path between perceived uncertainty and stock market investment 

intentions was not in the expected direction, the total effect of perceived 

uncertainty on stock market investment intentions was not significant; suggesting 

the direct path from perceived uncertainty to stock market investment intentions 

could be removed (i.e. Hypothesis 5).  This led to the development of an alternative 

model, which is described in the next section and further tested in Chapter 6. 

5.7 An Alternative Structural Model 

The alternative structural model that was estimated, in which the path between 

perceived uncertainty and investment intentions was removed, can be seen in 

Figure 5.2. The non-significant paths that had been suggested by the estimation of 

the initially suggested model were retained at this stage as one of the study’s 

objectives was to assess the model in two different countries and it was seen to be 

desirable to assess this with a general model. The indicator items and the 

correlations between the exogenous variables have again been left out of the 

Figure to improve its readability.   
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Figure 5.2: The Alternative Structural Model 

As expected the alternative model’s fit was very similar to the original suggested 

structural model. While the chi-square statistic was significant beyond the 1% level 

(χ2 = 185.41; p < 0.01), the other goodness of fit indexes suggested the model was 

a good fit to the data (χ2/df = 1.91; GFI = 0.92; AGFI = 0.88; CFI = 0.98; SRMR = 

0.04; RMSEA = 0.06) and that the relationships in the estimated model could be 

examined.    

In this model, all of the standardised regression coefficients were in the expected 

direction as the original suggested model, however, the impact of the three ability 

constructs on perceived uncertainty remained insignificant (see Table 5.5). As 

would be expected, the drop in explained variance was relatively small. Sixty three 

percent of the variation in investment intentions was explained by its antecedents 
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in the structural model, suggesting the model remained a very good predictor of 

people’s willingness to invest in the stock market. Further, 58% of the variance in 

perceived risk was explained by product knowledge, product involvement, self-

efficacy, risk avoidance and perceived uncertainty, whereas only 21% of the 

variance in perceived uncertainty was explained by product knowledge, product 

involvement, self-efficacy and uncertainty avoidance.  

Table 5.5: The Alternative Structural Model’s Standardised Path Coefficients 

 Relationships Structural 
coefficient 

P Value Hypothesis 

Supported 

H1 Risk Avoidance  Perceived Risk 0.32 <0.01 Supported 

H2 Uncertainty Avoidance  Perceived 
Uncertainty  

0.42 <0.01 Supported 

H3 Perceived Risk  Investment 
Intentions 

-0.23 <0.01 Supported 

H4 Perceived Uncertainty  Perceived 
Risk 

0.61 <0.01 Supported 

H6 Product Knowledge  Perceived Risk 0.17 <0.05 Not Supported 

H7 Product Knowledge  Perceived 
Uncertainty 

0.19 >0.05 Not Supported 

H8 Product Knowledge  Investment 
Intentions 

0.64 <0.01 Supported 

H9 Product Involvement  Perceived Risk -0.19 <0.01 Supported 

H10 Product Involvement  Perceived 
Uncertainty 

-0.01 >0.05 Not Supported 

H11 Product Involvement  Investment 
Intentions                          

0.32 <0.01 Supported 

H12 Self-Efficacy  Perceived Risk  -0.16 >0.05 Not Supported 

H13 Self-Efficacy  Perceived Uncertainty      -0.07 >0.05 Not Supported 
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All of the hypothesised direct effects on investment intentions were significant in 

this model. As expected the magnitude of coefficients were very similar to the 

original suggested model, with the exception of the impact of perceived risk on 

investment intentions decreasing somewhat, due to the removal of the errant path 

between perceived uncertainty and investment intentions, and the influence of 

product involvement on investment intentions increasing slightly.  

In line with the original suggested model, product knowledge had a significant 

direct positive impact on investors’ investment intentions (0.64), supporting 

Hypothesis 8. This suggests that, as people become more knowledgeable about 

available financial instruments, they are more likely to invest in the stock market. 

Product involvement also had a significant direct positive impact on investors’ 

investment intentions, supporting Hypothesis 11 (0.32). Perceived risk (-0.23) also 

had significant direct effects on investors’ investment intentions. Perceived risk was 

expected to be negatively related to investors’ investment decisions and the result 

supported Hypothesis 3.  

The hypothesised direct effects on perceived risk remained very similar to the 

original suggested model, with the exception of general self-efficacy which was 

now insignificant, despite the standardised coefficient remaining the same (-0.16). 

As was expected, perceived uncertainty had a significant direct positive effect on 

perceived risk (0.61), supporting Hypothesis 4. Risk avoidance also had a 

significant direct positive effect on perceived risk (0.32), supporting Hypothesis 1. 

Among the three ability constructs, only product involvement had the expected 

significant negative impact on perceived risk (-0.19), supporting Hypothesis 9. As 
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with the original suggested model, product knowledge was positively related to 

perceived risk, which was contrary to Hypothesis 6. 

Finally, as in the original suggested model, only one of the hypothesised direct 

effects on perceived uncertainty was significant. Uncertainty avoidance had a 

significant direct positive effect on perceived uncertainty (0.42), supporting 

Hypothesis 2. None of the three ability constructs significantly influenced perceived 

uncertainty at the 0.05 level (product knowledge = 0.19, product involvement = -

0.01, and self-efficacy = -0.07), showing a lack of support for Hypothesis 7, 

Hypothesis 10 and Hypothesis 13. 

Table 5.6 provides a summary of the total, direct and indirect effects of the 

constructs in the alternative structural model. As with the original suggested model, 

investment intentions were impacted by people’s product knowledge (0.57, p < 

0.01), followed by product involvement (0.37, p < 0.01), and perceived risk (-0.23, p 

< 0.01). However, in this alternative model, the total effect of perceived uncertainty 

on investment intentions was now significant and negative, as expected. Further, 

the total effects of risk avoidance (-0.07, p < 0.01) and uncertainty avoidance (-

0.06, p < 0.01) on investment intentions remained significant and the effect of 

general self-efficacy remained insignificant (0.05, p = 0.06). 

Again, in line with the original suggested model, the total effects the antecedent 

constructs had on risk perceptions were significant and in the expected direction, 

with the exception of general self-efficacy (p = 0.10). Finally, as no antecedent 

constructs had an indirect effect on perceived uncertainty, the impact of these 
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predictors remained the same as was the case when the direct effects were 

examined.  

In sum, all of the hypothesised direct path coefficients were significant (p < 0.05), 

except for the paths from the three ability constructs to perceived uncertainty 

(product knowledge p = 0.11, product involvement p = 0.90, and self-efficacy p = 

0.68) and the path from self-efficacy to perceived risk (p = 0.07). 

Table 5.6: Direct, Indirect and Total Effects of the Alternative Model 

 

Effect of =>   

Knowledge Involvement 
Self-

Efficacy 
Risk 

Avoidance 
Uncertainty 
Avoidance 

Perceived 
Risk 

Perceived 
Uncertainty 

o
n

 =
>

 

  

Perceived 
Risk 

Direct 
Effect 0.17 -0.19 -0.16 0.32 - - 0.61 

Indirect 
Effect 0.11 -0.01 -0.04 - 0.25 - - 

Total 
Effect 0.28 -0.20 -0.20 0.32 0.25 - 0.61 

Perceived 
Uncertainty 

Direct 
Effect 0.19 -0.01 -0.07 - 0.42 - - 

Indirect 
Effect - - - - - - - 

Total 
Effect 0.19 -0.01 -0.07 - 0.42 - - 

Investment 
Intentions 

Direct 
Effect 0.64 0.32 - - - -0.23 - 

Indirect 
Effect -0.06 0.05 0.05 -0.07 -0.06 - -0.14 

Total 
Effect 0.57 0.37 0.05 -0.07 -0.06 -0.23 -0.14  

5.8 Examining the Mediating Effects in the Model 

As was described in Chapter Three, a bootstrapping approach was used to 

examine the mediating roles played by perceived risk and perceived uncertainty in 

the alternative model. Perceived risk was expected to mediate the relationships 
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between product knowledge and investment intentions, product involvement and 

investment intentions. Perceived uncertainty was expected to mediate the 

relationships between product knowledge and perceived risk, product involvement 

and perceived risk, self-efficacy and perceived risk. The results obtained in this 

phase of the analysis can be seen in Table 5.7.   

Table 5.7 shows the standardised bias-corrected results for the indirect and direct 

effects among the various relationships in the alternative structural model, after 

2000 bootstrapping iterations had been undertaken to ensure stability. If a value in 

Table 5.7 is greater than 0.05, the relationship is not significant, as the effect 

cannot be assumed to be different to zero. As was indicated in Chapter Three, full 

mediation could be assumed if the standardised indirect effects were significant, 

but the standardised direct effects were not significant. As can be seen in Table 

5.7, full mediation cannot be assumed for any of the mediating relationships.  

Table 5.7: Standardised Indirect and Direct Effects (Probabilities) 

Standardised Indirect Effects For the Alternative Model (Bias-Corrected) 

  UA RA SE I K PU PR II 

PU - - - - - - - - 

PR 0.00 - 0.69 0.90 0.11 - - - 

II 0.00 0.00 0.07 0.01 0.00 0.00 - - 

Standardised Direct Effects For Alternative Model (Bias-Corrected) 

  UA RA SE I K PU PR II 

PU 0.00 - 0.71 0.89 0.13 - - - 

PR - 0.00 0.08 0.01 0.04 0.00 - - 

II - - - 0.00 0.00 - 0.00 - 
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The results suggested perceived risk had a mediating effect on the relationship 

between product knowledge and investment intentions, as well as on the 

relationship between product involvement and investment intentions. The 

standardised indirect effects and the standardised direct effects for the relationship 

between product knowledge and investment intentions were both significant (p < 

0.05), suggesting partial mediation. The same result was found for the relationship 

between product involvement and investment intentions.  

On the other hand, the standardised indirect effect for the relationship between 

product knowledge and perceived risk were not significant (p > 0.05), the 

standardised indirect effect for the relationship between product involvement and 

perceived risk were not significant (p > 0.05) and the standardised indirect effects 

for the relationship between self-efficacy and perceived risk were not significant (p 

> 0.05), suggesting perceived uncertainty was not a mediating variable in these 

relationships. Therefore, it was concluded that perceived risk was the only 

construct that had a mediating effect in the alternative structural model and that 

this construct only had a partially mediating effect. 

5.9 Summary 

The present Chapter began with an examination of the discriminant validity of the 

various constructs that were included in the model that was central to the present 

study. A partial disaggregation SEM approach, in which the items were combined 

into composites so as to reduce the number of parameters to be estimated, was 

used to examine the suggested model. This was followed by a discussion of the 

results obtained when the measurement model was estimated, the results of the 
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estimation of the suggested structural model and the results obtained when an 

alternative structural model that was developed because of an anomalous outcome 

in the estimated relationship between perceived uncertainty and investment 

intentions was estimated.  

The total effects, direct effects and indirect effects of the suggested structural and 

alternative models were also examined, before the mediating roles played by 

perceived risk and perceived uncertainty were assessed. It was found that 

perceived risk had a partial mediating effect and that perceived uncertainty did not 

have a mediating effect within the alternative structural model.  

The next Chapter examines the generalisability of the Singaporean results to an 

Australian sample by first estimating the constructs’ measurement invariance 

across the two countries.  
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CHAPTER SIX 

A CROSS COUNTRY COMPARISON – SINGAPORE AND AUSTRALIA 

As was noted in Chapter Four, data were collected in Australia, as well as in 

Singapore. Following the approach taken in Singapore, a preliminary analysis of 

the Australia data was undertaken to ensure they were suitable for detailed 

multivariate analysis. This analysis was followed by an examination of the 

measurement properties of the various constructs that were used in this study in 

the present Australian context.  

The measurement invariance of the various constructs across the two countries 

was then assessed. Following this, a multiple-group structural model based on the 

final alternative Singaporean model that was discussed in Chapter Five was 

estimated to examine the similarities and differences in the various parameters in 

Australia and Singapore. The results of all of these analysis phases are discussed 

in subsequent sections of the present Chapter.   

6.1 Missing Data and Outliers 

A total of 265 responses were obtained in Australia, providing a sample that was 

similar in size to the Singaporean sample (257). As was mentioned in Chapter 

Four, there was no missing data in the present study as an online survey was used 

to collect the data in which respondents were prompted to complete the survey 

before exiting, ensuring all of the questions were answered. The data were 

therefore examined to see whether there were any univariate or multivariate 

outliers. As was also noted earlier in Chapter Four, multivariate outliers are cases 
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that have very large standardised scores  (i.e. z scores), on one or more variables 

that are disconnected from other construct’s z scores. These outliers can be 

detected by computing Mahalanobis distances across the relevant sets of items. 

An examination of the Mahalanobis distances in this case, suggested there were 

no extreme multivariate cases and, thus, all of the 265 Australian cases were 

retained for the subsequent analysis. 

6.2 Assessing the Normality of the Data 

A lack of multivariate normality impacts on the chi-square statistic that is the basic 

goodness-of-fit measure in SEM, creating an upward bias in critical values for 

determining coefficient significance and affecting standard errors (Bentler 1990; 

Hair et al. 2006). A preliminary analysis found some skewness and kurtosis in 

some of the data, although these were not severe.  As no transformations had 

been performed on the Singaporean data, it was decided to use the original 

Australian data in the initial data analysis phases. Further, the sample size was 

seen as being sufficiently large to compensate for a moderate lack of normality 

(Hair et al. 2006). 

6.3 Examining the Constructs’ Measurement Properties 

As was noted earlier when discussing the Singaporean data, constructs should 

only be used if they have good measurement characteristics and this aspect need 

to be assessed within the Australian data set. The constructs’ measurement 

properties in Australia were therefore examined through the use of confirmatory 

factor analysis (CFA) procedures. In each case, the CFA procedures used the 
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revised sets of items that had been found in the Singaporean analysis, as was 

discussed in Chapter Four. 

As can be seen in Table 6.1, the chi-square statistics and other goodness of fit 

indexes were acceptable for all of the constructs in Australia, as had been the case 

in Singapore. Thus, it can be concluded that all of the constructs fitted the 

Australian data and that further revisions to the items that were used were not 

needed. 

The constructs’ reliability and convergent validity were therefore assessed, after 

which the discriminant validity between the various constructs was determined. All 

of the construct reliability coefficients were well above the 0.70 minimum level 

suggested by Hair et al. (2006), as they ranged from 0.81 to 0.97 (0.95 for product 

knowledge, 0.91 for product involvement, 0.92 for self-efficacy, 0.81 for risk 

avoidance, 0.82 for uncertainty avoidance, 0.84 for perceived risk, 0.86 for 

perceived uncertainty and 0.97 for investment intentions). 
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Table 6.1: The Constructs’ Goodness of Fit Indexes (Australia) 

Construct     χ2 χ2/df GFI SRMR RMSEA CFI 

Product Knowledge 15.98 1.78 0.98 0.01 0.05 0.99 

Product Involvement 6.15 1.23 0.99 0.01 0.03 1.00 

Self-Efficacy 13.40 0.96 0.99 0.02 0.01 1.00 

Risk Avoidance 5.04 2.52 0.99 0.02 0.07 0.99 

Uncertainty Avoidance 8.48 1.70 0.99 0.03 0.05 0.99 

Perceived Risk 4.94 2.47 0.99 0.02 0.07 0.99 

Perceived Uncertainty* 13.98 1.75 0.98 0.03 0.05 0.99 

Investment Intentions 0.66 0.33 0.99 0.01 0.01 1.00 

* As perceived uncertainty only had two items, it was combined with risk avoidance to enable the 
CFA to be estimated. 

The AVE scores, which were also computed for the various constructs, can be 

seen in Table 6.2. The AVE scores were all higher than the 0.50 minimum level 

suggested by Fornell and Larcker (1981), except for uncertainty avoidance, which 

was marginally below 0.50. Consequently, it was felt it was safe to suggest that all 

of the constructs had convergent validity in Australia, as had been the case in 

Singapore. 

As was noted in Chapter Five, discriminant validity can be assumed if the shared 

variance (or squared correlation) between a pair of constructs is less than the 

smaller of the constructs’ AVE scores, as this suggests there is more information 

within the constructs than is shared between them. As can also be seen in Table 

6.2, all of the shared variances were less than the relevant AVE scores for all of 

the constructs pairs, suggesting that all of the constructs had discriminant validity 
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in Australia, as had been the case in Singapore. Consequently, it was seen as safe 

to examine the generalisability of the constructs across the two countries. The 

results of this phase of the analysis are discussed in subsequent sections. 

Table 6.2:  The AVE Scores and the Squared Correlations 

Constructs Abbrev. AVE 
Score 

Squared Correlations 

 K I SE RA UA PR PU 

Product Knowledge K 0.75        

Product Involvement I 0.68 0.21       

Self-Efficacy SE 0.61 0.09 0.02      

Risk Avoidance RA 0.53 0.01 0.01 0.01     

Uncertainty 
Avoidance 

UA 0.48 0.05 0.06 0.16 0.40    

Perceived Risk PR 0.58 0.00 0.03 0.00 0.11 0.03   

Perceived 
Uncertainty 

PU 0.52 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.19 0.09 0.39  

Investment Intentions II 0.88 0.53 0.29 0.08 0.04 0.04 0.08 0.00 

 

6.4 The Constructs’ Measurement Invariance across the Two Countries 

Following the assessment of the constructs’ measurement properties, the 

invariance of the constructs across the data sets that were collected in Singapore 

and Australia was assessed. The focus of measurement invariance is to evaluate 

the similarity between scales that are used in different groups or contexts (e.g. in 

two countries in the present study). This is an important issue as, when constructs 

are used across groups, they should be equivalent across these groups if 

meaningful comparisons are to be made (Hui and Triandis 1985).  
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Measurement invariance is especially important when measuring latent variables 

that cannot be measured directly. Part of Steenkamp and Baumgartner’s (1998) 

approach for evaluating invariance was adopted in the present study, as configural 

invariance and metric invariance were examined. These measurement invariance 

tests are nested models, as each test is nested in the one that precedes it. 

Configural invariance is used to see whether the same factor structure holds 

across the groups of interest. This level of invariance tests whether the same items 

are salient to each factor. Establishing configural invariance is mathematically 

equivalent to suggesting the same CFA model is relevant for both samples and can 

be seen in an unconstrained model fitting when the model is estimated across the 

groups that are of interest. 

Metric invariance, on the other hand, is needed if structural relationships are to be 

compared across groups (Steenkamp and Baumgartner 1998). Metric invariance 

can be assumed when the difference between the chi-square statistic for the model 

in which the factor loadings are not constrained across the groups (i.e. the model 

used to test configural invariance) and the chi-square statistic for the model in 

which the factor loadings are constrained to be equal across the groups is not 

significant. The difference between the two chi-square statistics is also distributed 

as a chi-square statistic, with degrees of freedom equal to the difference in the 

degrees of freedom between the two models.  

If group comparisons are to be made between standardised coefficients or 

correlations, then factor variance invariance is required, in addition to metric 

invariance (Steenkamp and Baumgartner 1998). This type of invariance can be 
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assumed when the difference between the chi-square statistic for the model in 

which the measurement weights are constrained to be equal and the chi-square 

statistic for the model in which the factors’ variances (structural covariances) are 

constrained to be equal is not significant. The difference between these two chi-

square statistics is also distributed as a chi-square statistic, with degrees of 

freedom equal to the difference in the degrees of freedom between the two 

models.  

Configural invariance was assessed first by estimating an unconstrained CFA 

model across the Singaporean and Australian data sets for each construct. As can 

be seen in Table 6.3, all of the constructs had acceptable fit across the two data 

sets when the parameters were unconstrained.  Consequently, the constructs were 

assumed to have configural invariance, as their basic meaning and structure was 

the same in both countries. 
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Table 6.3: The Constructs’ Unconstrained Goodness of Fit Indexes 

Construct   χ2 χ2/df GFI SRMR RMSEA CFI 

Product Knowledge 28.40 1.58 0.98 0.01 0.03 1.00 

Product Involvement 8.35 0.84 0.99 0.02 0.01 1.00 

Self-Efficacy 36.77 1.31 0.98 0.02 0.03 0.99 

Risk Avoidance 6.00 1.50 0.99 0.02 0.03 1.00 

Uncertainty Avoidance 10.23 1.02 0.99 0.03 0.01 1.00 

Perceived Risk 6.94 1.74 0.99 0.02 0.04 1.00 

Perceived Uncertainty 22.69 1.42 0.99 0.04 0.03 0.99 

Investment Intentions 3.68 0.92 0.99 0.01 0.01 1.00 

 

Metric invariance was examined next, by constraining the loadings (i.e. the 

measurement weights) to be equal in both countries. As can be seen in Table 6.4, 

all except one of the constructs could be assumed to have metric equivalence on 

the basis of the small (insignificant) increases in their chi-square statistics. While 

the perceived risk construct had a significant increase in its chi-square statistic, it 

was not significant at the 0.01 level. Cheung and Rensvold (2002, p. 251) 

suggested the CFI difference should also be considered in these circumstance, as 

“a value of ΔCFI smaller than or equal to –0.01 indicates that the null hypothesis of 

invariance should not be rejected”. As ΔCFI equalled -0.007 for the perceived risk 

construct, it was clear the assumption that perceived risk was metrically invariant 

should not be rejected. Consequently, metric invariance was assumed for all of the 

model’s constructs. 
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Table 6.4: Metric Invariance Tests for the Model’s Constructs 

Construct Δχ2 Df Probability 

Product Knowledge 11.20 5 0.05 

Product Involvement 4.34 4 0.36 

Self-Efficacy 4.33 6 0.63 

Risk Avoidance 1.60 3 0.66 

Uncertainty Avoidance 1.46 4 0.83 

Perceived Risk 9.40 3 0.02 

Perceived Uncertainty 4.06 4 0.40 

Investment Intentions 0.81 3 0.85 

 

Given these results, factor variance invariance was assessed by constraining the 

factors’ variances (structural covariances) to be equal. The results obtained in this 

case are shown in Table 6.5. As can be seen in the Table, in this case, only one of 

the constructs (investment intentions) had a change in their chi-square statistic that 

was significant. However, the change in the stock market investment intentions 

construct’s CFI was only 0.008. Thus, factor variance invariance could also be 

assumed for all of the model’s constructs. 
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Table 6.5: Factor Variance Invariance Tests for the Model’s Constructs 

Construct Δχ2 df Probability 

Product Knowledge 1.46 1 0.23 

Product Involvement 0.79 1 0.37 

Self-Efficacy 0.10 1 0.75 

Risk Avoidance 1.96 1 0.16 

Uncertainty Avoidance 0.25 1 0.62 

Perceived Risk 0.08 1 0.78 

Perceived Uncertainty 6.70 3 0.08 

Investment Intentions 22.33 1 < 0.01 

6.5 The Multiple Group Structural Model 

The alternative structural model, which is shown again in Figure 6.1, was estimated 

using the Australian and Singaporean data sets as two groups. The unconstrained 

structural model had a significant chi-square statistic (χ2 = 357.01; df = 194; p < 

0.01), which was not unexpected given the sample size. However, the normed chi-

square was 1.84 and all of the other goodness of fit indexes were also acceptable 

(RMSEA = 0.04; SRMR = 0.04; GFI = 0.93; AGFI = 0.88; CFI = 0.98). Of greater 

interest was whether the alternative model’s structural paths were similar in both 

countries, or whether the strength of these relationships differed across the two 

countries.  
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Figure 6.1: The Alternative Structural Model 

The structural model’s generalisability was assessed through a nested model 

comparison, in which the fit of the unconstrained model was first compared to the 

fit of the model in which the indicator items’ loadings were constrained to be equal. 

This model’s fit was then compared to the fit of the model in which the indicator 

items’ loadings and the structural path coefficients were constrained to be equal. In 

each case the chi-square statistic increased as additional constraints were 

imposed. However, as fewer parameters were estimated, the degrees of freedom 

also increased.  Generalisability can be assumed if the change in the chi-square 

statistic is not significant. The significance of the change in the chi-square statistic 

can be assessed as it is also distributed as a chi-square statistic, with degrees of 
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freedom equal to the difference in the degrees of freedom in the two models being 

compared.  

The difference between the chi-square statistics of the unconstrained model and 

the model in which the items’ loadings were constrained to be equal was 26.18 (df 

= 9), which was significant at the 0.05 level (p < 0.01). Consequently, ΔCFI was 

again examined. As the ΔCFI equalled -0.003 in this case, it was clear the 

assumption that the items’ loadings were invariant could be accepted and that the 

differences in the structural paths, which were of most interest, could be examined. 

The difference between the chi-square statistics for the model in which the items’ 

loadings were constrained to be equal and the model in which the structural paths 

were constrained to be equal was 24.47 (df = 13), which was significant at the 0.05 

level (p = 0.02). Consequently, the ΔCFI was again examined. As the ΔCFI 

equalled -0.01 in this case, it was clear the assumption that the structural paths 

were the same should not be rejected; suggesting the relationships between the 

latent constructs were similar across the two countries and that the structural 

model itself was generalisable across the Singaporean and Australian samples. 

Therefore, the data sets were combined and the alternative model’s various 

hypotheses were examined using the total two-country data set. 

6.6 Assessing the Structural Model for the Combined Sample 

When the two data sets were combined, the model still had a significant chi-square 

statistic (χ2 = 262.38, df = 97, p = 0.00), which was not unexpected given the 

increased sample size (n = 522). However, the normed chi-square was 2.71 and all 

of the other goodness of fit indexes were acceptable (χ2/df = 2.70; GFI = 0.94; 
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AGFI = 0.91; CFI = 0.98; SRMR = 0.04; RMSEA = 0.06), suggesting the alternative 

structural model was a good fit to the combined data set.  

The standardised regression coefficients and their associated probability values 

were used to examine the various hypotheses, which are shown in Table 6.6. 

When an estimated p value is less than 0.05, the null hypothesis that the 

associated estimated parameter is zero can be rejected and the hypothesised 

relationship is supported. If the estimated p value is greater than 0.05, the null 

hypothesis cannot be rejected and the hypothesised relationship is not supported.   

Hypothesis 1 suggested that, the more people were concerned about avoiding risk, 

the greater would their perceived level of the risk of the stock market. The path 

between risk avoidance and perceived risk was significant (p < 0.01), supporting 

Hypothesis 1. Hypothesis 2 suggested that, the more people were concerned 

about avoiding the uncertainty they faced when investing, the greater would be 

their perception of the uncertainty of the stock market. The path between 

uncertainty avoidance and perceived uncertainty was significant (p < 0.01), 

supporting Hypothesis 2.  

Hypothesis 3 suggested that, the riskier people considers the stock market to be, 

the less willing they would be to invest in the stock market. The path between 

perceived risk and investment intentions was significant (p < 0.01), supporting 

Hypothesis 3. Hypothesis 4 suggested that, the more uncertain people thought the 

stock market was, the greater would be their perception of the riskiness of the 

stock market. The path between perceived uncertainty and perceived risk was 

significant (p < 0.01), supporting Hypothesis 4.  
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Hypotheses 6 and 7 suggested that, the better people’s knowledge of financial 

matters, the lower would be their perception of the riskiness and uncertainty of the 

stock market. However, these paths were not significant. Consequently, 

Hypothesis 6 and Hypothesis 7 were not supported. On the other hand, Hypothesis 

8, which suggested that, the better people’s knowledge of financial matters, the 

more willing they would be to invest in the market was significant (p < 0.01), 

supporting Hypothesis 8. 

Hypotheses 9 and 10 suggested that, the greater people’s involvement in the stock 

market, the lower would be their perceptions of the riskiness and uncertainty of the 

stock market. As expected, product involvement had a significant (p < 0.01) 

negative relationship with perceived risk, supporting Hypothesis 9. However, 

involvement’s relationship with perceived uncertainty was not significant. 

Consequently, Hypothesis 10 was not supported.  

Hypothesis 11 suggested, the greater people’s involvement in the stock market, 

the more willing they were to invest in the market. This relationship was positive 

and significant (p < 0.01), supporting Hypothesis 11. 

Hypothesis 12 and Hypothesis 13 suggested that, the greater people’s self-efficacy 

about the stock market, the lower would be their perceptions of the riskiness and 

uncertainty of the stock market. The path between self-efficacy and perceived risk 

was significant (p < 0.05), supporting Hypothesis 12. However, the path between 

self-efficacy and perceived uncertainty was not significant, which did not support 

Hypothesis 13. 
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Table 6.6: Hypotheses in the Structural Model (Combined Data Set) 

 Relationships Structural 
coefficient 

P 
Value 

Hypothesis 

Supported 

H1 Risk Avoidance  Perceived Risk 0.23 <0.01 Supported 

H2 Uncertainty Avoidance  Perceived 
Uncertainty  

0.47 <0.01 Supported 

H3 Perceived Risk  Investment 
Intentions 

-0.18 <0.01 Supported 

H4 Perceived Uncertainty  Perceived 
Risk 

0.59 <0.01 Supported 

H6 Product Knowledge  Perceived Risk 0.08 >0.05 Not 
Supported 

H7 Product Knowledge  Perceived 
Uncertainty 

0.08 >0.05 Not 
Supported 

H8 Product Knowledge  Investment 
Intentions 

0.61 <0.01 Supported 

H9 Product Involvement  Perceived Risk -0.16 <0.01 Supported 

H10 Product Involvement  Perceived 
Uncertainty 

-0.11 >0.05 Not 
Supported 

H11 Product Involvement  Investment 
Intentions                          

0.27 <0.01 Supported 

H12 Self-Efficacy  Perceived Risk  -0.1 <0.05 Supported 

H13 Self-Efficacy  Perceived Uncertainty      -0.08 >0.05 Not 
Supported 

 

As can be seen in Table 6.6, the results obtained when the combined data was 

used to estimate the model were similar to the results that were obtained when the 

Singaporean data were used to test the hypotheses of the alternative structural 

model, which was expected as the model had been found to be similar in the two 

countries.  
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6.7 The Squared Multiple Correlations 

The results demonstrated that the alternative structural model still explained a 

large proportion of the variation in the endogenous constructs when the data from 

the two countries were combined. The squared multiple correlation for stock 

market investment intentions was 62%, which was also similar to the result 

obtained for the Singaporean data (63%).  

The antecedent constructs explained 49% of the variation in perceived risk, which 

was slightly lower than the result obtained for the Singaporean data (58%), but still 

a significant percentage of the construct’s variation. Furthermore, the explained 

variation in perceived uncertainty was 19%, which was similar to the result 

obtained for the Singaporean data (21%). 

 6.8 Summary 

The present chapter began with an examination of missing data, outliers and 

normality in the Australian data set. This assessment was followed by an 

examination of the various constructs’ measurement properties. All of the 

constructs were reliable and had convergent and discriminant validity. 

Subsequently, the constructs’ invariance was tested and all of the constructs had 

acceptable goodness of fit indexes, suggesting configural invariance could be 

assumed. Metric invariance was then examined by constraining the loadings to be 

equal in both countries and it was found that all of the constructs also had metric 

invariance. This was followed by the examination of factor variance invariance test. 
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A multiple-group structural model was then estimated using the Australian and 

Singaporean data sets. An analysis of the nested models in which additional 

constraints were imposed suggested the alternative structural model could be 

generalised across the two countries. Consequently, a decision was made to 

combine the two-country data sets and to estimate a common structural model.    

The results obtained when the combined data set was used to estimate the 

structural model were similar to the results obtained when the Singaporean data 

were used. Further, the combined data sets model also explained almost two thirds 

of the variation in people’s stock market investment intentions (62%), suggesting it 

provides a good basis for subsequent discussion. The next Chapter discusses the 

results that were obtained when a number of moderators that were thought to 

potentially impact on the relationships in the alternative structural model were 

examined. 
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CHAPTER SEVEN 

THE MODERATORS AND THE STRUCTURAL MODEL 

In the present Chapter, potential moderators including age, gender, education and 

the size of a person’s portfolio value were examined. The combined Singaporean 

and Australian data were used in this analysis because, as was discussed in the 

previous Chapter, there were no significant differences in the revised model’s 

parameters across the two data sets. The present Chapter begins with a 

discussion of the moderators that might impact on the model’s parameters, which 

is followed by a discussion of the results obtained when these potential moderators 

were included in the estimation of the model.  

7.1 The Potential Moderators  

In each case, a multiple-group model in which there were no constraints was used 

as a base model and the initial constraint imposed was that the measurement 

weights (i.e. the factor loadings) should be the same across the groups. This 

constraint is termed metric invariance and is a necessary precursor to examining 

moderation, as it implies the observed items are viewed in a similar way in both 

groups. The second constraint imposed was that the structural path coefficients 

should be equal across the groups, which tests the moderating effect of the 

construct of interest.  

If there is a moderating effect, the change in the chi-square statistic is significant 

(i.e. the increase in the chi-square statistic is large compared to the increase in the 

degrees of freedom obtained by adding the additional constraints) and the nature 
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of the moderating effect can be determined by examining t-tests of the differences 

between the groups’ path coefficients (Hair et al. 2006).  

As Hair et al. (2006, p.870) noted, “a moderating effect occurs when a third 

variable or construct changes the relationship between two related variables or 

constructs.” A moderator means that the relationship between two variables 

changes with the level of another variable or construct. As was noted earlier, 

several background variables (age, gender, education and size of portfolio value) 

were seen as potential moderators and the results obtained when these variables 

were included as moderators in the alternative model were discussed in 

subsequent sections. 

7.1.1 Age as a Moderator 

Palsson (1996) found younger people held riskier investment portfolios than the 

older people. The estimated risk aversion was found to be very large, but not 

systematically correlated with any of the included variables with the exception of 

age. The estimated age coefficient suggested risk aversion increases with age, 

with older people displaying less tolerance for risk. 

Korniotis and Kumar (2011) also examined the investment decisions of older 

individual investors. They found older investors' portfolio decisions reflected their 

greater knowledge about investing in the stock market, but that their investment 

skills deteriorated with age due to the adverse effects of cognitive aging. Many 

consumer researchers have also suggested age can be a moderator. For example, 

Wakefield and Baker (1998) found age moderated consumers’ responses to retail 

environments. Consequently, it was decided to examine age’s moderating impact 
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in the alternative structural model, which was the end result of the present study’s 

analysis. 

The sample was divided into two age groups. The younger age group included 

investors who were less than 40 years of age, while the older aged group included 

investors who were 40 years of age or older. About half of the respondents (50.4%) 

were included in the younger age group, while almost the same number (49.6%) 

were included in the older age group. As was noted earlier, the moderating impact 

of age was assessed by undertaking a multiple-group analysis in which the impact 

successive constraints had on model fit, as measured by the change in the chi-

square statistic, were examined (Hair et al. 2006).  

The chi-square statistic of the unconstrained baseline model in this case was 

significant (χ2 = 401.51, df = 194, p < 0.01). However, the other fit statistics were all 

acceptable (χ2/df = 2.07; GFI = 0.92; AGFI = 0.87; CFI = 0.97; SRMR = 0.04; 

RMSEA = 0.05), suggesting the two age-group model was a reasonable fit to the 

data. Thus configural invariance was assumed. The change in the chi-square 

statistic between the unconstrained model and the model in which the 

measurement weights were constrained to be equal was not significant (Δχ2 = 

14.42, df = 9, p = 0.11). Consequently, metric equivalence could be assumed and 

the moderating impact that age had in the alternative structural model could be 

assessed.  

The change in the chi-square statistic between the model in which the 

measurement weights were constrained to be equal and in the model in which the 

path coefficients were constrained to be equal was significant (Δχ2 = 67.00, df = 12, 
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p < 0.01). However, as was mentioned in Chapter Six, Cheung (2002, p.251) have 

suggested the CFI difference should also be considered in such circumstance as 

“a value of ΔCFI smaller than or equal to –0.01 indicates that the null hypothesis of 

invariance should not be rejected”. As the ΔCFI equalled -0.008 in this case, it was 

clear the hypothesis that the two age groups were similar should not be rejected 

and that age could not be considered to be a moderator in the present study.  

7.1.2 Gender as a Moderator 

Several studies have found women tend to be more risk averse and less confident 

than men (Barber and Odean 2001). Kuo et al. (2005), who studied Taiwanese 

stock investors, found females were less confident and more pessimistic than 

males. Investments have a degree of risk and, as such, it is not uncommon to see 

women investing less and choosing to invest in safer products, such as money 

markets products and certificate of deposits.  

Olsen and Cox (2001) found women were not as likely to invest in risky assets as 

men who share similar personal traits. Men tend to over-estimate the precision and 

validity of their knowledge because they take too much credit for their previous 

successes, which is known as a "self-serving attribution bias". This, in turn, causes 

men to trade excessively. Jianakoplos and Bernasek (1998) also found gender-

based differences in people’s risk attitudes when making financial decisions, as 

single women were found to be more risk averse than single men. Since gender 

appears to influence people’s investment decisions, it was decided to examine 

gender’s moderating impact in the alternative structural model. 
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Using the same approach as was used to examine the moderating impact of age, 

gender’s moderating impact was assessed by undertaking a multiple-group 

analysis in which the impact successive constraints had on model fit, as measured 

by the change in the chi-square statistic, were examined (Hair et al. 2006). The 

sample included almost equal numbers of male (264) and female (258) 

respondents. The chi-square statistic for the unconstrained baseline model in this 

case was significant (χ2 = 421.61, df = 194, p < 0.01). However, the other fit 

statistics were all acceptable (χ2/df = 2.17; GFI = 0.91; AGFI = 0.86; CFI = 0.97; 

SRMR = 0.04; RMSEA = 0.05), suggesting the two gender-group model was a 

reasonable fit to the data. Thus, configural invariance was assumed.  

The change in the chi-square statistic between the unconstrained model and the 

model in which the measurement weights were constrained to be equal was not 

significant (Δχ2 = 14.32, df = 9, p = 0.11). Consequently, metric equivalence could 

be assumed and the moderating impact gender had in the alternative structural 

model was assessed. The change in the chi-square statistic between the model in 

which the measurement weights were constrained to be equal and the model in 

which the path coefficients were constrained to be equal was not significant (Δχ2 = 

13.92, df = 12, p = 0.31), which suggests gender was not a moderator in the 

present study.  

7.1.3 Educational Level as a Moderator 

Zhong and Xiao (1995) found education, age and race were significant factors that 

determined stock ownership. Households with more educated household heads 

were more likely to have stocks than were households with less educated 
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household heads. Christiansen et al. (2007) also found investors who were better 

educated, had a larger share of their assets invested in stocks and bonds. Further, 

Yuh and Hanna (1997) found education, age and risk tolerance predicted the 

proportion of risk assets in a person’s retirement portfolio. Similarly, Shaw (1996) 

found increased risk aversion reduced investment in human wealth, but that risk 

tolerance and holding risky investments increased with education.  

This research suggests education influences people’s investment choices. 

Therefore, it was decided to examine education’s moderating impact in the 

alternative structural model. Once again, the moderating impact of education was 

assessed by undertaking a multiple-group analysis in which the impact successive 

constraints had on model fit, as measured by the change in the chi-square statistic, 

were examined (Hair et al. 2006).  

The sample was divided into a less well educated group of 259 respondents who 

had educational backgrounds that ranged from primary school to certificate or 

diploma holders and a more highly educated group of 263 respondents who had 

obtained at least a university degree. The chi-square statistic for the unconstrained 

model was significant in this case (χ2 = 385.10, df = 194, p < 0.01). However, the 

other fit statistics were all acceptable (χ2/df = 1.99; GFI = 0.92; AGFI = 0.88; CFI = 

0.97; SRMR = 0.05; RMSEA = 0.04), suggesting the two-group model was a 

reasonable fit to the data in this case.  

The change in the chi-square statistic between the unconstrained model and the 

model in which the measurement weights were constrained to be equal was not 

significant (Δχ2 = 5.06, df = 9, p = 0.83). Consequently, metric equivalence could 
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be assumed and education’s moderating impact could be assessed. The change in 

the chi-square statistic between the model in which the measurement weights were 

constrained to be equal and the model in which the path coefficients were 

constrained to be equal was not significant in this case (Δχ2 = 15.14, df = 12, p = 

0.23). Consequently, educational background was not found to be a moderator in 

the present study.  

7.1.4 Size of Portfolio Value as a Moderator 

A study undertaken by Durand et al. (2008) found investors increased their 

holdings in larger company stocks as their risk propensity fell, which is consistent 

with the fact that larger company stocks are perceived to be less risky (i.e. they are 

seen as “blue chip” investments). This research also suggested portfolio value is 

linked to an individual’s risk perception and that this, in turn, affects the portfolio of 

stocks people hold. Therefore, it was decided to examine the size of a portfolio 

value’s moderating impact in the alternative structural model. Once again, the 

moderating impact of portfolio value size  was assessed by undertaking a multiple-

group analysis in which the impact successive constraints had on model fit, as 

measured by the change in the chi-square statistic, were examined (Hair et al. 

2006). 

The sample was divided into respondents with different portfolio sizes. The smaller 

portfolio size group included 212 respondents who had portfolio that were valued at 

$ 25,000 or less, while the bigger portfolio size group included 204 respondents 

who had portfolio that were valued at more than $50,000. The middle portfolio 

value group was left out for analysis so as to clearly examine the difference 
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created by differences in people’s portfolio value. The chi-square statistic for the 

unconstrained model was significant in this case (χ2 = 338.57, df = 194, p < 0.01). 

However, the other fit statistics were all acceptable (χ2/df = 1.75; GFI = 0.92; AGFI 

= 0.87; CFI = 0.97; SRMR = 0.05; RMSEA = 0.04), suggesting the two-group 

model was a reasonable fit to the data in this case.  

The change in the chi-square statistic between the unconstrained model and the 

model in which the measurement weights were constrained to be equal was not 

significant (Δχ2 = 14.03, df = 9, p = 0.12). Consequently, metric equivalence could 

be assumed and education’s moderating impact could be assessed. The change in 

the chi-square statistic between the model in which the measurement weights were 

constrained to be equal and the model in which the path coefficients were 

constrained to be equal was not significant in this case (Δχ2 = 20.32, df = 12, p = 

0.06). Consequently, portfolio value was not found to be a moderator in the present 

study.  

7.2 Summary 

The present Chapter examined a number of potential moderators that might have 

impacted on the relationships in the alternative structural model. Several 

background variables (age, gender, education and size of portfolio value) were 

suggested as potential moderators. However, the results of the analyses that were 

undertaken to see whether this was the case suggested that none of the potential 

moderators influenced the alternative structural model’s parameters. 

The next Chapter examine the qualitative research findings obtained from 

interviews with a small sample of professional stock brokers. Some background 
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information was collected from the interviewees to understand their firms, as well 

as information about the services their firms provided and their clients’ 

expectations. The interviewees were then shown the model that had been 

developed within the present study, as well as the results obtained, so as to gather 

feedback about the model and to identify any implications these results might have 

for them in their roles as stock brokers. 
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CHAPTER EIGHT 

THE STOCK BROKERS’ VIEWS 

The purpose of the present phase of the analysis was to examine the quantitative 

research findings further, by discussing them with a small sample of professional 

stock brokers. The Chapter discusses the results of these interviews, which were 

undertaken with six stock brokers who maintain close relationships with their 

clients and who interact with them frequently, often on a daily basis. There are 

twenty four stock broking firms in Singapore that offer a range of services to their 

clients and to other potential investors and the six stock brokers who were 

interviewed were employed in these organisations. 

During the first part of the interviews, some background information was collected 

from the interviewees to assist in understanding their firms, the services they 

provided to their clients, their clients’ expectations and the challenges that they felt 

their organisation faced. The stock brokers were also asked if there were groups of 

clients who had different investment behaviours. In the second part of the 

interview, the interviewees were shown the model that had been developed within 

the present study, as well as the path diagrams that described the suggested stock 

market investment intentions model and included the estimated path coefficients, 

together with definitions and lay descriptions of each construct.  

The interviewees were then asked to comment on the degree to which they felt the 

results reflected their clients’ behaviour, how the model might benefit them in 

understanding their clients better and whether they could suggest any implications 

of the findings for them in their role as a stock broker and advisor. An interview 
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guide, which can be seen in Appendix D, was used to ensure that all of the 

relevant issues were covered during each of the interviews. 

The present chapter is divided into two main sections that discuss: 

1) The firm’s background information. This includes the services that are 

provided, their clients’ expectations and behaviour as well as the challenges 

the stock brokers feel they faced. 

2) Interviewees’ thoughts about the investment intentions model and its 

implications for the stock brokers’ roles and responses. 

In the present phase of the study, face to face in-depth interviews were used, as 

they allowed more information to be obtained from the interviewees. This approach 

also enabled probing to be undertaken and the clarification of responses when this 

was required. 

8.1 The Sample 

The sample for the qualitative research phase was small, as only six interviews 

were undertaken with stock brokers from different firms. However, the brokers who 

were interviewed represented a quarter of the stock broking firms in Singapore. 

The sample included male and female brokers who are working in stock broking 

firms at the time the interviews were undertaken. Each interview lasted between 45 

and 60 minutes, with interviewees’ responses providing considerable data that 

were analysed in a variety of ways, as is discussed in later sections of this 

Chapter.  
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8.2 A Profile of the Interviewees 

The interviewees were a mix of male and female stock brokers, who came from 

different age groups and had differing experiences as stock market investment 

advisors and facilitators. Most had frequent interactions with their clients who 

traded in the stock market and they provided advice and updates of the market to 

their clients, as well as arranging trades when this was required.   

Table 8.1 Profiles of the Six Interviewees 

Interviewee Gender Age group 
Work Experience 

with Firm 

B Male 31-35 3 years 

C Male 36-40 2 years 

K Male 26-30 4 years 

O Female 31-35 6 years 

P Female 31-35 4 years 

U Male 36-40 8 years 

 

8.3 Part One: Background Information of the Broking Firms and Clients 

As was mentioned earlier, twenty four stock broking firms operate in Singapore. 

Most brokerage firms offer similar services and products to their clients. Most have 

an online portal that allows investors to gain access to multiple markets. A range of 

financial products other than stocks are also offered to clients. These include 

futures, bonds and foreign exchange. The emphasis for some of the brokerage 

firms is to maintain a state of art technology to ensure clients can execute their 

transactions in a timely fashion. For a few of the firms, an investor centre has been 
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set up to provide clients with a convenient place to access the firms’ stock broking 

activities and to attend seminars and other “public” events. 

8.3.1 Clients’ Profiles and Behaviour 

A wide range of people invest in the stock market in Singapore. These people 

come from many different walks of life and include the traders themselves, as well 

as institutional investors and retail investors, who are the largest group of clients. 

Most of the interviewees mentioned that, in recent years, there has been a growth 

in the number of younger investors who have started to invest in the stock market. 

A general trend noticed by one of the interviewees was that more of their younger 

investors were males who were aged between 25 years and 40 years of age.  Most 

of the younger investors had shorter term investment horizons, as they tend to buy 

and sell securities within a short span of time. Interviewee P commented that this 

was likely a reflection of their desire to earn quick profits and to reduce their risk 

exposure by not holding securities for a long period of time in case their 

investments “turned against them.”  

Interviewee O also mentioned that some of her elderly investors also had short 

investment horizons, but were less risk averse, as they saw investing in the stock 

market as a tool through which to earn “quick money.” Indeed, their investment 

styles reflected the lack of an investment strategy and they seemed to have a “herd 

mentality” as they followed market trends and invested in “popular” stocks. Overall, 

all of the interviewees indicated that most of their clients had some form of 

investment strategy, with the more knowledgeable and experienced investors 

displaying a more rational approach when investing. 
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8.3.2 Clients’ Expectation and Firm’s Challenges 

While many services are provided by the stock broking firms, there seems to be a 

common view about clients’ expectations. Clients expect to have a competent 

trading representative who is easily reachable when the client intends to buy or sell 

a particular stock. Clients also expect the technology platform provided by their 

stock broking house will be stable and reliable, as this can affect the speed and 

accuracy of their trade executions. This is also one of the challenges mentioned, 

as brokerage firms have to continuously strive to keep up with technological 

advances to ensure such excellent services are provided.  

Interviewee C mentioned that many clients also enjoyed receiving analysts’ reports 

and stock recommendation from their broking firm, as this provided them with 

information they used to decide on their investment choice. Feedback from some 

of interviewee C’s clients had suggested they felt this was a service they hoped 

stock broking firms could provide on a more frequent basis, as they valued such 

professional advice and made use of it when deciding what to buy and sell. 

Interviewee P mentioned that her clients also valued the advice given to them, as it 

aided their decision-making. This advice included information about current market 

trends and performance, as well as links and copies of the annual reports of the 

companies in which their clients were interested. Two of the interviewees also 

noted that their clients enjoyed attending seminars that were conducted by in-

house traders, as well as programs organised by the stock broking firms and by the 

Singapore Stock Exchange. These programs keep their clients abreast of the 
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market’s latest products and developments in all of the markets in which they have 

an interest. 

Lastly, some of the interviewees also noted that their clients expected brokerage 

fees to be competitive and that fees did affect people’s choice of broking firm. This 

was one of the main challenges interviewees highlighted, as there are many 

broking houses and most provide very similar services, making fees an important 

choice criterion. 

8.4 Part Two: Interviewees’ Perceptions of the Investment Intentions Model  

As was noted earlier in this Chapter, in the second part of the face-to-face 

interviews, the quantitative results obtained from the alternative investment 

intentions model were presented to each interviewee. The model was explained in 

simple terms to allow the stock brokers to understand the relationships between 

the variables. The overall objective was to explore the extent to which they agreed 

with the results obtained in the quantitative phase of the study and to see whether 

they could provide a practitioner’s perspective of the strategic implications of the 

results. 

8.4.1 Perceptions about Product Knowledge 

All of the interviewees agreed that product knowledge is an important driver of 

investors’ intentions to invest in the stock markets. Product knowledge was felt to 

be an essential element that investors required or sourced before they made a 

decision to invest. Interviewee C suggested,  
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“clients tend to be more willing to invest if they know what kind of products 

they are investing in and what they are getting themselves into.”  

Both interviewee B and interviewee P highlighted that riskier investments, such as 

equities, often require an investor to know the potential losses that might be 

involved before they can decide to make such an investment and, thus, they need 

to understand the nature of these types of investment products. This is in line with 

the results obtained from the quantitative analysis, in which product knowledge 

was found to be the most important factor that affected people’s intentions to 

invest. 

However, most of the interviewees felt having more product knowledge did not 

result in investors perceiving a higher level of risk and uncertainty. Indeed, they 

thought that people who had greater knowledge would feel there was less risk and 

uncertainty in the market. Interviewee U suggested,  

“the more an investor knows about the product, he will be a bit more 

informed about making the right decision so there is definitely less risk.”  

Similarly, interviewee O mentioned that,  

“the more an investor knows, the more likely they would be confident of their 

investment choices.”  

One broker, interviewee P, felt greater product knowledge could increase people’s 

perception of risk and uncertainty, as  
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“the greater product knowledge and information that the investors 

obtained from newspapers and internet, in particular the recent 

stream of negative news actually caused investors to develop more 

fear and uncertainty.”  

However, she felt this impact seemed to depend on investors’ risk attitudes. These 

perceptions suggest the nature of the relationship between product knowledge and 

perceived risk and uncertainty could be dependent on other factors, such as 

people’s risk tolerance, suggesting an interesting avenue to be considered for 

future research.   

8.4.2 Perceptions about Product Involvement 

As was the case with product knowledge, all of the interviewees agreed product 

involvement was an important construct that was likely to affect investors’ decision-

making. They felt that, the more involved investors were with their investments, the 

more likely they were to invest in the future. Interviewee U suggested that,  

“if an investor is very involved with his investment, he has a vast interest to 

want to know more, want to learn more and want to invest more.” 

Interviewee C also mentioned that,  

“if an investor feels the personal relevance of the investment as something 

that they value, they would put in more effort and time to read up more on 

the product, have the initiative to check the prices of the investment on a 

daily basis, discuss with his partners about the particular investments or 
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even make a trip down to the company itself to take a look at the growth 

potential of the business.”  

The stock brokers’ views were clearly in line with the results that were obtained 

from the earlier phase of the study.  

All of the interviewees also felt that, the more involved investors were with their 

investments, the less risk and uncertainty they would see in the stock market. As 

interviewee B commented,  

“Yes, the more involved an investor, the more likely he understands the 

risks and uncertainties and hence the ways to hedge his investments with 

hedging tools such as options/futures in order to minimize the risk and 

uncertainties.”   

These views were also in line with the results obtained from in the earlier phase of 

the study. 

8.4.3 Perceptions about Self-Efficacy 

There were mixed views about the role self-efficacy played. One broker 

(interviewee O) did not feel the results reflected her experience as she felt self-

efficacy did impact on investors’ decision-making. She argued that,  

“efficacy produces confidence. Therefore, being in control makes them feel 

that they are not so vulnerable, hence lower risk and uncertainty.”  

Another broker (interviewee U) also noted that,  
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“In the event of a perpetuating fall in employment rate or continuing 

repercussions of a natural disaster, shares prices are likely to fall even 

further, but if an investor has greater control and confidence, he would still 

perceive less risk and buy these shares at the even lower prices.” 

On the other hand, interviewee C felt people’s risk attitudes had to be considered 

when determining the impact self-efficacy had on investors’ perceptions of the risk 

and uncertainty in the stock market. For example, if investors had low risk 

tolerance, they were likely to perceive greater risk and uncertainty, no matter how 

good is their self-efficacy.  

It seems the brokers were not in agreement as to the impact self-efficacy is likely to 

have on investors’ perceptions of the risk and uncertainty inherent in the stock 

market. Other factors, such as investors’ risk tolerance, also need to be 

considered. This may explain the minimal impact self-efficacy was found to have in 

the earlier phase of the study. 

8.4.4 Perceptions about Risk Avoidance and Uncertainty Avoidance 

All of the interviewees agreed that, the greater investors’ risk avoidance and 

uncertainty avoidance, the greater would be their risk and uncertainty they would 

see in the stock market. Interviewee C and interviewee K mentioned that, 

“investors who would like to avoid the risk and uncertainty would avoid 

trading and park their money in safer investments or engage a fund 

manager to help them invest.”  
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This response clearly highlights the brokers’ view that, investors trying to avoid risk 

and uncertainty were less likely to invest in the stock market or would take 

appropriate steps taken to avoid or minimise their exposure. The stock brokers’ 

views were again in line with the results that were obtained in the earlier phase of 

the study. 

8.4.5 Perceptions about Risk and Uncertainty 

All but one of the interviewees agreed that the more uncertain an investor 

considers the stock market to be, the riskier he or she would consider the stock 

market to be. Interviewee C, who did not agree with this finding, argued investors’ 

profiles influenced their perceptions about the uncertainty and risk in the stock 

market. For example, people who have the resources to cope with the uncertainty 

of stock market investments, such as accredited investors (investors who have 

more than $1 million in assets or $250,000 in cash to invest), are likely to have 

lower perceptions of risk, despite the uncertainty as they have higher risk 

tolerance.  

On the other hand, one of the brokers (Interviewee U) agreed with the study’s 

finding that perceived uncertainty was a driver of perceived risk, noting,  

“like in today’s market, there’s just so much uncertainty about what’s going 

to happen in US and Europe and whether the banks will come out alive. So, 

that has resulted in the perception that the stock market is actually very 

risky.”  

Similarly, interviewee B mentioned that,  
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“people like to be in control but stock market is not the case as it is dynamic 

and has so many variables, no one can control the market. With more 

uncertainty, people would perceive it as more risky.”  

Generally, the stock brokers’ views were in line with the results that were obtained 

in the earlier phase of the study. 

All of the brokers agreed that investors with greater perceived risk would be less 

likely to invest in the stock market. However, a few pointed out that investors’ risk 

appetites and the risk-reward ratio were also factors that need to be considered, as 

these two factors could influence investors’ intentions. Interviewee P commented 

that, 

“It also depends on the risk tolerance level. If they were the type of 

investors who are more risk adverse, they would be less inclined to invest or 

prefer to invest in safer products like fixed income or deposits.”  

The stock brokers acknowledged that perceived risk impacted on people’s 

intentions to invest in the stock market, but risk tolerance and the expected return 

on the target investment were also seen as playing a part in affecting people’s 

decisions. The brokers’ views were in line with the results that were obtained in the 

earlier phase of the study, but also suggested more micro-level research that looks 

at investors’ decision-making at an individual stock level, such as the research 

undertaken by Clark-Murphy and Soutar (2004, 2005), would also be useful when 

examining this relationship. 
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8.4.6 Perceptions about Mediating and Moderating Factors 

As perceived risk was modelled as a mediator of the relationship between product 

knowledge and investment intentions and the relationship between product 

involvement and investment intentions, the brokers were asked about perceived 

risk’s mediating role. All of the interviewees agreed that perceived risk was likely to 

have a mediating impact in both relationships. Interviewee U argued,  

“they all run hand in hand…if you are not knowledgeable about a certain 

product and know what are the downsides of each product, your risk 

actually increase and thus you are likely to invest less.”  

Similarly, all of the brokers felt perceived uncertainty should have some mediating 

effects, as suggested by the model. Interviewee U mentioned,  

“the level of uncertainty will play a part in influencing the perception of risk 

even if you are knowledgeable or have the confidence of choosing the right 

investments. This effect will, in fact, be more pronounced if the person in 

question is an amateur investor.”  

Interestingly, the earlier results did not find perceived uncertainty was a mediator, 

suggesting further research is needed to better understand why this was the case. 

None of the suggested moderators (i.e. age, gender, education and size of portfolio 

value) were significant in the investment intentions model. Some of the 

interviewees were surprised at this outcome. Interviewee U felt, 
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“most investors gain experience throughout their many years of investing in 

various kinds of products. They would then be more aware of the type of 

products and risk. Therefore, experience that comes with age does give 

older investors an edge in investment.”  

At the same time, interviewee Q argued,  

“there are also many outstanding young investors who clearly are capable 

and are aware of what they are investing in, developing a good control of 

their risk exposure despite their age.”  

These different opinions may well explain why age was not a significant moderator. 

Interviewee C believed there is a stereotyping of females as being less risk averse. 

However, he has seen many females who are more aggressive than his male 

clients in their investment strategies. On the other hand, the other interviewees felt 

females tend to be less risk averse and were more careful than males careful with 

their choice of investments. These different biases may well explain why gender 

was not a significant moderator. 

The interviewees agreed that educational attainment had minimal impact on 

people’s stock market investment intentions. The interviewees felt that, even if 

investors did not have a strong educational background, they could “pick up” the 

skills they needed.  However, interviewee C did comment that,  

“even though one does not need a high educational level to understand 

investments, it does help in his or her understanding of more complex 

products and the way one perceives risk.” 
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Most of the brokers felt greater income allowed investors to select from a wider 

range of investment products and influenced their intentions to invest. However, 

people’s risk appetites also need to be considered, as some higher income 

investors are very conscious of the risk to which they are exposed. Interviewee C 

believed that  

“the way investors with a higher level of income perceive risk and distribute 

their investments is different from investors with lower income.”  

However, if this is the case, this was not evident in the present study’s results, 

suggesting further research is needed to examine this issue in more detail. 

8.4.7 Implications for the Stock Brokers 

The stock brokers showed interest in the study’s results and welcomed the 

opportunity to use the information to help them meet their clients’ expectations and 

improve their satisfaction with the stock broking firm. Interviewee K mentioned that 

the results improved his understanding of how investors think in general. 

Interviewee O felt the study suggested the firm should have different service levels 

catering to different clients, as all investors had different needs and wants. 

Interviewee K commented that the research suggested more company research 

reports and market outlook updates should be sent to their clients to improve their 

knowledge about the current state of economy and the stock market. Knowledge 

was clearly an important factor that influenced people’s decisions to invest in the 

stock market. Clearly, the stock broker recognised that such services could 

influence loyalty and the brokerage fees their firm would eventually receive. 
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8.4.8 The Strategies Adopted by the Stock Brokers 

Most of the stock brokers who expressed a desire to use the present study’s 

results to guide their client recruitment and retention strategies, said they would 

share the findings with their colleagues first so they could collectively develop a 

plan to better serve their clients. Others were able to suggest strategies that could 

be implemented within a short period of time. These strategies include increasing 

the number of seminar programs offered and introducing new and relevant 

financial topics that would help improve investors’ product knowledge. Interviewee 

O commented: 

“It is important to reach out to all clients and provide them with the relevant 

product knowledge instead of just targeting only the more affluent ones to 

invest since regardless of the income level, product education is equally 

important to them.” 

Another broker (interviewee P) mentioned that she “would treat her clients equally 

since demographic factors such as age, income level, education and gender are 

not having a significant impact on their intentions to invest”. 
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Table 8.2: The SEM results and Stock Brokers’ Perceptions 

Constructs Impact on Perceived 
Risk 

Impact on Perceived 
Uncertainty 

Impact on Investment 
Intentions 

 SEM 
Results 

Brokers' 
Perception 

SEM 
Results 

Brokers' 
Perception 

SEM 
Results 

Brokers' 
Perception 

Product 
Knowledge 

Positive* Generally 
disagreed 

Positive  Generally 
disagreed 

Positive* Agreed 

Product 
Involvement 

Negative* Agreed Negative  Agreed Positive* Agreed 

Self-Efficacy Negative Mixed 
Views 

Negative Mixed 
Views 

N.A. N.A. 

Risk 
Avoidance 

Positive* Agreed N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. 

Uncertainty 
Avoidance 

N.A. N.A. Positive* Agreed N.A. N.A. 

Perceived 
Risk 

N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. Negative* Generally 
agreed 

Perceived 
Uncertainty 

Positive* Generally 
agreed 

N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. 

* Significant relationship (0.05 level) 

As can be seen in Table 8.2, stock brokers’ views and experience were generally 

in line with the results obtained in the present study, with the exception of the 

relationships between product knowledge and perceived risk and product 

knowledge and perceived uncertainty. Most of the brokers felt greater product 

knowledge should mitigate the impact perceived risk and uncertainty had on 

investors’ stock market investment intentions instead. 
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8.5 Summary 

In summary, most of the interviewees acknowledged the relevance of the research 

findings and felt some of the results would assist them in dealing with their clients, 

although other factors, such as people’s risk tolerance, need to be considered. 

Most of the stock brokers agreed the results complemented their current strategies 

and could help improve the services they provided to their clients, as they now had 

a better understanding of the ways in which their clients think. However, most of 

the brokers recognised that not all the client groups would benefit from changes 

made on the basis of the present study, as some clients had unique investment 

patterns that require personalised service offerings. 
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C H A P T E R  NINE 

CONCLUSIONS 

This Chapter summarises the general conclusions drawn from the present study 

and examines its contributions, and implications to academic researchers and 

managers. The Chapter also discusses some limitations to the investigation and 

makes recommendations for further research. 

9.1 A Summary of the Findings 

The present study examined some of the factors that influence Singaporean and 

Australian investors’ intentions to invest in the stock market. Given the important 

role that risk and uncertainty play in investment decisions, the present study 

examined the influence that two related pre-dispositional constructs (i.e. risk 

avoidance and uncertainty avoidance) and three ability constructs (i.e. product 

knowledge, product involvement and general self-efficacy) had on retail investors’ 

perceptions of risk and uncertainty and on their intentions to invest in the stock 

market. The mediating roles that perceived risk and perceived uncertainty played in 

influencing investment intentions were also examined in some detail.  

Based on the literature review, which was provided in Chapter Two, thirteen 

hypotheses were proposed that led to a suggested investment intentions model, 

which was shown in Figure 2.1 and was at the heart of the present study. However, 

based on the analysis of the Singaporean data, the structural model was modified 

to remove the direct path from perceived uncertainty to stock market investment 

intentions, as its effect was not significant.   
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9.1.1 The Modified Investment Intentions Model 

The modified investment intentions model had a good fit to the Singaporean data 

and explained 63% of the variation in investment intentions, suggesting the model 

was a good predictor of the Singaporean respondents’ willingness to invest in the 

stock market.  Further, 58% of the variance in perceived risk was explained by 

product knowledge, product involvement, self-efficacy, risk avoidance and 

perceived uncertainty, while 21% of the variance in perceived uncertainty was 

explained by product knowledge, product involvement, self-efficacy and uncertainty 

avoidance.  

9.1.2 Generalising the Investment Intentions Model 

As was noted earlier, the present study also examined the generalisability of the 

revised model to a second country (Australia in this case). As was noted in Chapter 

Six, the measurement invariance tests suggested all of the constructs could be 

used in this analysis and the cross-country comparison suggested that all of the 

relationships between the various constructs were similar and that the structural 

model was generalisable across the two countries. Consequently, the results that 

are summarised in this Chapter are those obtained from the combined data set.   

9.1.3 The Hypothesised Relationships 

Most of the suggested hypotheses, which are discussed in subsequent sections, 

were supported in the Singaporean and the Australian phases of the present study. 
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Risk and uncertainty 

The two pre-dispositional factors (risk avoidance and uncertainty avoidance) were 

found to be distinct constructs with separate, differential impacts. Risk avoidance 

had a significant positive relationship with perceived risk (0.23), while uncertainty 

avoidance had a significant positive relationship with perceived uncertainty (0.47), 

as had been hypothesised (H1 and H2 respectively). Perceived uncertainty had a 

significant positive relationship with perceived risk (0.59), as hypothesised (H4), 

suggesting the more uncertain people thought the stock market was, the greater 

was their perception of the riskiness of the stock market. Perceived risk, on the 

other hand, had a significant negative effect on investor’s investment intentions (-

0.18), as had been hypothesised (H3).   

Product knowledge, product involvement and self-efficacy 

Product knowledge had positive relationships with perceived risk and perceived 

uncertainty (0.08 in both cases), suggesting, the better a person’s knowledge, the 

more risk and uncertainty that person felt was present in the stock market, which 

was contrary to what had been hypothesised (H6 and H7 respectively). However, 

these relationships were not significant, suggesting product knowledge did not 

influence these constructs in the present stock market context. Product knowledge 

did have a significant impact on people’s stock market investment intentions (0.61), 

suggesting it was a crucial predictor of investors’ investment intentions and 

supporting H8. 

Product involvement had a significant negative relationship with perceived risk (-

0.16), as had been hypothesised (H9). This is consistent with the research 
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undertaken by Chaudhuri (2000) and Dowling (1986) that showed the importance 

of the relationship between involvement and perceived risk. There was also 

directional support for the negative relationship between product involvement and 

perceived uncertainty (-0.11) that had been hypothesised (H10), although this 

relationship was not statistically significant. Product involvement also had a 

significant positive impact on people’s stock market investment intentions (0.27), 

as had been hypothesised (H11).     

Self-efficacy had negative relationships with perceived risk and perceived 

uncertainty (-0.10 and -0.08 respectively), as had been hypothesised (H12 and H13 

respectively). However, only the relationship with perceived risk was statistically 

significant. In the present study, it would appear that general self-efficacy is less 

impactful than category specific ability construct (i.e. product knowledge and 

product involvement) in the present stock market context.  

The mediating effects of perceived risk and perceived uncertainty 

The mediating effects of the relevant constructs were also examined and it was 

found perceived risk partially mediated the relationship between product 

knowledge and stock market investment intentions. Perceived risk also partially 

mediated the relationship between product involvement and stock market 

investment intentions. However, perceived uncertainty was not a mediating 

variable in any of these relationships. This finding is important to academic 

researchers and practitioners, as it further highlights the distinction between 

perceived risk and perceived uncertainty, and that perceived risk, rather perceived 

uncertainty, plays a crucial mediating role on investors’ stock market investment 
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intentions. This has implications for the strategies financial service providers 

should use as reducing potential investors’ perceived risk is of critical importance.  

Moderating Effects 

The impacts of a number of potential moderators (i.e. age, gender, education level 

and the size of portfolio value) were examined for the combined data.  An analysis 

of the data suggests that none of the constructs moderated any of the relationships 

in the model. 

The implications of these various results are discussed in subsequent sections. 

9.2 Contributions to Research 

A major contribution of the present research project came from the development of 

an investment intentions model to examine a retail investor’s investment decision-

making process from a different (consumer behaviour) perspective. Most previous 

studies that have examined people’s stock market investment intentions did so with 

little reference as to how a consumer would approach such an investment decision. 

This study is the first to include a set of consumer behaviour constructs that focus 

on different aspects of risk and uncertainty, as well as product knowledge, product 

involvement and self-efficacy in an investment intentions model designed to 

understand investor’s behaviour. The investment intentions model was found to fit 

the obtained data in Singapore and Australia and the study yielded useful results 

that have increased our understanding about the impact that these pre-

dispositional and personal ability constructs have on people’s stock market 

investment intentions.    
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A related contribution of this study came from the development of measures for risk 

avoidance and uncertainty avoidance, which have not been commonly examined in 

the past. The present study’s respondents were people who owned shares or who 

had owned shares in the recent past (i.e. in the six months prior to responding to 

the questionnaire).The study found the constructs that were included in the model 

had good measurement properties, although few items were removed in some of 

the constructs to achieve this result.  

The current investigation also supported earlier studies (e.g. March 1966; Howcroft 

et al. 2007) that had suggested product knowledge and product involvement were 

important influences on people’s investment intentions.  This was not surprising as 

these constructs have been found to influence purchase intentions in many 

consumer behaviour studies (e.g. Bettman and Park 1980; Kapferer and Laurent 

1993; Youngdahl et al. 2003). However, the present study highlighted the 

applicability of these constructs in finance research. On the other hand, general 

self-efficacy did not have any significant impact on people’s investment intentions. 

Further research is needed to test the appropriateness of using more tailored self-

efficacy measures in an investment context, which will require appropriate self-

efficacy measures to be developed. 

Thirdly, the study provided an interesting finding about the relationship between 

product knowledge and perceived risk. Previous studies have suggested greater 

knowledge lead to a reduction in people’s perceived risk and perceived uncertainty 

(Srinivasan and Ratchford 1991; Bansal and Voyer 2000).  However, this was not 

the case in the present study, as these relationships were not significant. This 
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suggests the relationship between product knowledge and perceived risk and 

uncertainty may be dependent on other factors, such as a person’s risk tolerance, 

and that this issue needs further research. 

The present study provided further confirmation about the need to separate risk 

and uncertainty, as these constructs had differential impacts. It was also found that 

perceived risk was the only mediating construct and even perceived risk had only 

partially mediating effects. The result is important, as many researchers have used 

these constructs interchangeably (Gronhaug and Stone 1995; Hofstede 2001; Cho 

and Lee 2006).    

As was mentioned earlier, the present study also examined the generalisability of 

the Singaporean results to an Australian context, which is generally seen to have a 

different culture. However, it needs to be noted that the current thesis examines 

individual, rather than country level behaviour. Individual differences within 

countries have been found to be much larger than differences across countries 

(Fischer and Schwartz, 2011). While culture might be expected to influence the 

structure and regulation of the stock market, it is less likely to influence individual 

decision making of the type examined in this thesis. A further examination of 

Hofstede’s (2001) dimensions show the largest difference is in Individualism 

(Australia is ranked 2 vs. Singapore 40), which represents the degree of 

independence versus interdependence a society emphasises among its members 

(Hofstede, 2001). This dimension is less likely to influence investment decisions 

than uncertainty avoidance, which is a more moderate difference (Australia is 

ranked 37 vs. Singapore 53). Further, Hofstede (2001) states that uncertainty 
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avoidance should not be confused with risk avoidance, as it is focused on the rules 

and rituals that help people cope rather than avoidance of risk.  

The present study found moderators such as age, gender and educational level did 

not influence people’s stock market investment intentions. This is not consistent 

with a number of previous studies that suggested such factors influenced people’s 

investment intentions (e.g. Lewellen et al. 1977; Olsen and Cox 2001; Christiansen 

et al. 2006; Korniotis and Kumar 2011), although some consumer studies have 

found gender was not a moderating variable (Bian and Veloutsou 2007; Bian and 

Moutinho 2009).  

Finally, the online survey results were validated in an additional qualitative study, 

where six practising stock brokers were asked to examine the results and 

conclusions. The qualitative analysis supported the relevance of the model, adding 

practical credence to the findings of this research. However, it was also noted that 

a number of individual difference factors need further examination, as some clients 

had unique investment patterns that required personalised service offerings. The 

use of a multi-method approach strengthened the results of this research.  

 

9.3 Managerial Implications 

As building good client relationships and providing excellent service is critical in the 

financial services industry, financial service practitioners need to develop a better 

understanding of the factors that impact on their clients’ intentions to invest in the 

stock market. This is especially important, as financial service practitioners deal 

with people from a variety of investment backgrounds. For example, people who 
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are new to stock investments are likely to have little familiarity or knowledge about 

financial products or the stock market itself, including the risk exposure that may be 

present in some available product, as became clear in the Global Financial Crisis.  

The present study found the specific ability constructs (i.e. product knowledge and 

product involvement) had the greatest impact on people’s investment intentions, 

suggesting increasing such abilities was likely to increase the likelihood people 

would invest in the stock market. A financial advisor could suggest clients should 

undergo financial training to provide them with the more in-depth knowledge they 

need before they invest on the stock markets and that would allow them to become 

more involved in making investment decisions. 

Apart from their main role of providing technical advice to their customers, financial 

advisors are also responsible for marketing their firms’ financial products and 

services. Due to the competitive marketplace in which they operate in and the 

increasing expectation of clients, financial advisors need to differentiate 

themselves if they are to stay in the business. By having an in-depth understanding 

of the consumer behaviour factors that were examined in the present study, 

financial advisors should be able to devise appropriate sales strategies that would 

enable them to cross-sell their products and services. They need to develop and 

promote customised investment portfolios for their customers that suit their risk 

profile, investment objectives and financial constraints. 

These implications were confirmed during the qualitative phase of the present 

study, in which stock brokers were presented with the investment intentions model 

and the results obtained. They generally agreed with the study’s findings and felt it 
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helped them develop a better understanding of the consumer behaviour factors 

that were likely to influence their clients’ investment intentions. The results also 

prompted them to revisit their current strategies and to fine tune them so as to 

improve the services they provided to their clients. 

Educators and training schools would also benefit from an understanding of the 

results of the present study, as they would be more aware of the needs of the 

people who enrol in their programs. Following the recent financial crisis, more 

seminars and financial events organised have been offered so investors can have 

a better understanding of the stock market and its inherent risks. The Securities 

Investors Association of Singapore (SIAS) organised an inaugural Asian 

Investment Conference and Exhibition (AICE) in July 2009 to promote greater 

financial awareness amongst stock market investors. This is especially relevant as 

Sirri and Tufano (1998) found most retail investors lacked formal training and that 

few such investors had up-to-date information about potential investments. 

Appropriate education programs are likely to reduce this problem. 

From a public policy standpoint, people should be well aware of the risks involved 

when choose to invest in inherently risky options, such as shares traded on a stock 

exchange. This was emphasised in a speech given by the then Deputy Prime 

Minister Lee Hsien Long at SESDAQ’s tenth Anniversary dinner in 1997, in which 

he commented:  

“The public must learn to make investment decision for themselves, and 

take responsibility for the outcomes, good or bad.” 
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As was mentioned in Chapter One, the hundreds of millions of dollars in losses 

incurred when many of the structured products marketed by Lehman Brothers 

failed, caused many retail investors who had no idea they had invested in risky 

assets to lose their wealth overnight; reiterating the importance of knowing about 

the products being considered and being involved in such investment decisions. 

9.4 Limitations  

As with all studies, there are limitations in the present study. First, the results were 

constrained by the data collection method that was used. The decision to use an 

online panel was taken mainly because of the study’s budget constraints, but this 

might have introduced a selection bias, as all respondents had agreed to be panel 

members. Consequently, respondents might not be representative of the 

population of stock market investors, although quotas were used to minimise this 

potential problem. The use of an online panel also restricted the researchers’ ability 

to probe for further information, which might have provided additional insights. This 

would have been possible if face to face interviews had been used, as additional 

qualitative data could have been obtained. However, this shortfall was 

compensated by a short qualitative phase, in which interviews were conducted with 

stock brokers in Singapore to discuss the implications of the research findings that 

were obtained from the quantitative phase of the study. 

Another limitation was also caused by a lack of resources, as the model’s 

generalisability across cultures could only be tested in Australia. A larger-scale 

study that included respondents from more than two countries would have 

improved our ability to understand the generalisability of the study’s results. 
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Additional research is needed to extend the study to other countries (e.g. European 

and developing countries), as stock markets in these countries might have different 

investment climates that impact on the nature and strength of the relationships that 

were found in both of the countries that were included in the present study.  

A third limitation, which also resulted from resource constraints, was the size of the 

sample in each country (around 250 in each case).These sample sizes meant it 

was not feasible to include a large number of constructs in the suggested model, 

as too many parameters would have had to be estimated. Consequently, only 

seven predictor constructs could be included in the present study. This led to 

thirteen hypotheses being suggested, although this was later reduced to twelve 

hypotheses in the alternative structural model. 

Despite these limitations, the present study provides a useful starting point to our 

understanding of the consumer behaviour constructs that affect people’s stock 

market investment intentions. Although the present study only included seven 

predictor constructs, it did explain more than sixty percent of the variation in 

people’s stock market investment intentions, suggesting it was a useful basis for 

considering appropriate strategies and policies. 

9.5 Future Research 

It is clear that future research should build on the present study by including 

additional relevant consumer behaviour constructs such as attitudes, personality 

and sensation seeking or by modifying the general self-efficacy construct, as this 

type of self-efficacy was found to have little influence on perceived risk or 

perceived uncertainty. As was mentioned in the literature review, confidence and 
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self-control are two constructs that are closely related to self-efficacy (Stephan 

1999; Barber and Odean 2000) and are commonly examined in investment 

studies. Either of these constructs could be considered in place of general self-

efficacy in future studies, or a more specific financial self-efficacy construct, such 

as the measures recently suggested by Stone et al. (2010) or Lown (2011). 

As was mentioned earlier in this Chapter, further studies should also be 

undertaken with respondents from a range of other countries that have different 

cultures to see whether the present study’s results can be further generalised. 

Hong Kong has a well-developed stock market, as well as a collectivistic culture, 

such as the one in Singapore and this could provide an interesting comparison. 

There are also many European countries (e.g. the United Kingdom, France and 

Germany) that have well-developed stock markets and very different cultures that 

would also provide interesting and useful comparisons, as would the United States, 

in which most retail  investment studies have been undertaken. 

In addition, the inclusion of other financial instruments, such as treasury bills and 

investment grade corporate bonds, which are common low risk investment choices, 

could also be examined. This would provide additional insights, as it would be 

possible to see whether the same consumer behaviour constructs that impacted on 

people’s decisions to invest in the riskier stock market also impact on their decision 

to invest in safer financial instruments. Similarly, a comparison could also be made 

with alternative investment products, such as private equity options, hedge funds 

products and real estate options. 
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The present study surveyed only retail investors who are likely to behave more 

irrationally than institutional investors (Nofsinger and Sias 1999). Consequently, 

future research should also question investment professionals and institutional 

investors to see whether the same relationships hold or whether such 

professionals understand the roles these constructs play for their retail customers. 

This would be particularly interesting as Clark-Murphy and Soutar’s (2008) study 

suggested there may be disconnects in such understanding. 

As the present data were collected soon after the Global Financial Crisis of 2009, it 

would also be interesting to collect similar data when the world economy stabilises 

to see whether the same consumer behaviour constructs impact on people’s stock 

market investment intentions as their memory of the financial crisis recedes. It is 

possible investors will develop different risk perceptions after having experienced 

challenging times during the recent crisis. Such data would provide additional 

insights as to whether the economic crisis was an important factor that influenced 

people’s stock market investment intentions.      

Finally, due to the inherent issue of using cross-sectional data in structural 

equation modelling, future research should explore the use of longitudinal data 

collection to examine the structural relationships between the constructs over time 

(Dillon and Goldstein 1984). Moreover, a longitudinal study could track investors’ 

attitudes (i.e. risk avoidance and uncertainty avoidance) and perception of risk and 

uncertainty over time as situational factors change (Cho and Lee 2006); improving 

our understanding of the impact these constructs have on people’s stock market 

investment intentions. 
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APPENDIX 2 - Pre-screening Questions of Survey 
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APPENDIX 3 - Questionnaire 
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APPENDIX 4 – INTERVIEW GUIDE 

 

 
Question Guide for Qualitative Interview 

(For Interviewer Use ONLY) 

Part One: Profile of the Stock Broking Firm and Interviewee 
Name of Firm:   Date:  
Annual Revenue   Time Starts:  
Number of Employees   Time Ends:  
No. of years of 

established: 
   

Duration: 
 

      

 

Name of Interviewee: 
   

Role of 

Intervie

wee: 

 

No. of years in this role 

or similar role: 
  Age of 

Intervie

wee: 

 

Gender of Interviewee:  

M / F 

   

 

Part Two: Interview Guide 
1. Can you describe your firm and its clients?  

 What are the activities and programs you offer ?  

 How many people participate 

 Are your clients active traders/ long term investors etc.? 

 

 

 

 

 

2. What do you see as your firm’s major roles?  

 

 

 

 

  

3. Which aspects of your firm’s activities do you think your clients most value? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

4. What do you think your clients expect of your firm?  

 

 

 

 

5. Are there any differences in expectation or behaviour between different groups? 

 HINTS: Gender, age, education background, income and etc. 
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6. What are the challenges in running a firm like yours, such as client recruitment and retention? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Part Three: Presenting the Results 

 Introduction of findings – show the final model 

 Can you help us to understand our findings? What we have is the results from a 

quantitative survey, but we need you to help us to have a practical understanding. 

 
7. Do these findings apply to your firm? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

8. What do they mean to you in terms of the role as a stock broker What are the day-to-day 

implications? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

9. In what ways would these results help you (or not) to understand your clients better? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

10. Are these results helpful in planning your future direction or strategy? 

 

 

 

 

 


